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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to understand how market shaping through co-creation solutions can 

increase a drilling contractor’s competitiveness. The thesis applies and expands on fairly novel 

theories in conjunction with conventional market theories, as they enable an understanding of the 

complexity of markets, the dynamics of and between actors, and how opportunities for co-creation 

can be leveraged to drive competitiveness. To that understanding, Maersk Drilling, a market leader 

within the offshore drilling industry, will be applied as a case firm. In the researchers’ approach to 

uncover these phenomena, an abductive approach is utilized to move between theory, qualitative 

interviews with senior managers from Maersk Drilling and an external party, surveys, and 

secondary data on the industry. The thesis takes its point of departure in the New Oil Reality and 

how it demands cost-efficiency. It is found that the cyclical nature of the industry, as well as the 

path dependency, results in the levels of co-creation and innovation negatively correlating with the 

oil price. Consequently, collaborations are abandoned and formed in upturns and downturns, 

respectively, which causes a loss in value capture as actors submit to the paradox of co-creation. 

Increased competitiveness is found in the ability to sustain collaborative solutions and maintain a 

Pareto equilibrium, where the increased focus on digitalization enables the industry to adopt an 

industry-wide cooperative mindset. Further, the success of collaborative solutions is crucial for 

Maersk Drilling if it is to increase competitiveness. It is found that Maersk Drilling possesses 

excellent dynamic and co-creation capabilities; however, the business model in the industry does 

not strictly allow for collaborative paths, and thus, it is found that it should be included when 

formulating strategies, dynamic capabilities, and business models. Maersk Drilling must conduct 

market shaping at the system level by relying on more powerful players, at the market offer level 

by developing collaborations that align with all actors’ interests, and at the technology level by 

demonstrating success in new commercial setups. In the latter, it is found that Maersk Drilling 

must include data gathering in its innovation processes, as it diminishes information asymmetry in 

relationships and increases the likelihood of success in its new market offerings. Also, the four 

value processes in these relationships must be clearly defined. Conclusively, this thesis suggests a 

concrete strategic suggestion for how a drilling contractor can engage in sustainable collaborative 

setups through a revised compensation model that addresses individualistic behavior, fluctuations 

in the industry, and the antecedents for sustaining collaborative solutions. 
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1 Introduction 
In 2008, the financial crisis resulted in a market downturn due to the crude oil price dropping from 133$ 

per barrel to just over 40$ by the beginning of 2009 (IndexMundi, 2019). Immediately after, the price 

started climbing again and had already recovered to above 100$ per barrel in April of 2011. Fluctuations 

in upturns and downturns such as this have historically been a common occurrence in the oil and gas 

industry, including the offshore drilling segment, which is the focus of this thesis (from here on referred 

to as the industry). The industry is highly dependent on the oil price, which makes the actors inherently 

susceptible to market fluctuations and the underlying consequences. Most recently, in June of 2014, the 

oil price plummeted once again, this time from 108$ to around 47$ in just six months. In 2016, the oil 

price had reached its lowest in thirteen years (30$) and is today at merely 63$, five years later. 

Consequently, two issues arose; Firstly, the oil price is not recovering as fast as it has historically and 

secondly, it has been predicted that it will most likely never recover to over 70$ per barrel. These new 

market conditions are referred to as the New Oil Reality (Qvarts, 2016b, 2016a, 2016c). As an immediate 

reaction to the downturn, actors within the industry shifted their focus from operational performance and 

utilization rates to lowering costs. This strategic shift was not a radical change for the actors, as there has 

always been a focus on cost efficiency; however, given the outlook on the oil price, they are under a lot 

more pressure than before. Some companies responded by consolidating with each other and others seem 

to persevere by either becoming even more cost-efficient or by exploring innovative solutions. It is these 

market dynamics and reactions that are to be investigated within the industry. Multiple drilling 

contractors have defaulted and, the prolonged downturn is pressuring the profit margins of actors. 

Logically, higher profits derive from increased revenue or decreased costs. In the industry, there is full 

transparency in the availability of drilling rigs and day rates (demand and supply), and little 

differentiation exists in the industry, which makes revenue optimization virtually impossible when the 

oil price dictates the market.  Thus, the cost aspect becomes the lever for actors to use to create profits 

for themselves and other actors. Historically, various actors have been able to lower these costs 

individually through internal cost optimization schemes, employment stops, procurement optimizations, 

etc. Subsequently, when the market picked up again there would, once more, be lots of profits to be made. 

Yet, the New Oil Reality dictates that driving down costs individually, is no longer sufficient to survive 
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the downturn and increase competitiveness; thus, the value lies in the friction between organizational 

interaction. Slowly, actors are realizing this, and creative solutions are emerging. 

In 2017, this competitive and collaborative behavior inspired the authors of this thesis to explore the 

competitiveness of Maersk Drilling (from here on noted as MD) by investigating new collaborative 

strategies within the New Oil Reality (Johansen, Gøbel, & Dako, 2017). It was found that success was 

measured differently between various actors in the industry. As a result, a combined scorecard was 

presented as a feasible option to collaborate both on operational and financial performance. Furthermore, 

it was found that a strategic alliance would be preferable to drive this as it opened up for additional 

opportunities for co-creation of value. Five months after finalizing the project, a five-year-long strategic 

alliance was announced between Aker BP, MD and Halliburton (Maersk Drilling, 2017) as a reaction to 

the downturn. Additionally, in late 2018, MD announced the Seapulse alliance, which is a project that 

challenges the traditional buyer-supplier relationship in the industry (Maersk Drilling, 2018b). Given 

these alliances, it was further discovered that a current megatrend is changing the way companies work 

with each other, namely ‘fading borders between organizations’ (Kool, Korte, Leis, & Molen, 2010). 

Besides, it was found that contemporary literature on the oil and gas industry merely investigates the 

industry prior to the New Oil Reality (Burisch & Wohlgemuth, 2016; Difiglio, 2014; Feiler & Teece, 

2014; Shuen, Feiler, & Teece, 2014). Thus, the combination of the New Oil Reality, previous research 

on the industry, MD’s new alliances, and the current megatrends constitute the initial foundation for this 

thesis. In sum, the market system dynamics are rapidly changing within the offshore drilling industry, 

where actors such as MD are attempting to act and react. Therefore, it becomes interesting to examine 

how MD can apply its dynamic capabilities to lead market shaping with the purpose of making 

collaborations successful in the industry. Moreover, it must be considered how co-creation solutions 

could enable increased competitiveness relative to traditional competition. 

Hence, the purpose of this thesis is to understand how a drilling contractor can increase its 

competitiveness through market shaping and co-creation solutions. The thesis will seek to address this 

purpose through three research questions: 

 

RQ1: How are the market system dynamics changing within the offshore drilling industry? 

RQ2: How can Maersk Drilling’s dynamic capabilities proactively shape the market? 

RQ3: How can co-creation enhance Maersk Drilling’s competitiveness in the offshore drilling industry?
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2 Empirical Context: Case Presentation 
To understand how market-shaping activities through co-creation solutions can increase competitiveness, 

this thesis has chosen Maersk Drilling, a leader within the offshore drilling industry, as a case firm. To 

fully comprehend the challenges and opportunities within the industry, as well as the strengths and 

weaknesses of MD, this section will seek to introduce key aspects of the external and internal 

environment empirically. This is useful background knowledge as the industry, and MD, hold specific 

characteristics that should be understood in the context of what constitutes competitiveness, what does 

the market look like, what actors exist and how they compare to MD, what opportunities for co-creation 

exist, and what is the history of MD and the industry. This section is built on reports from MD (Maersk 

Drilling, 2018a, 2019b; PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019), third-party reports (England, 2018; Qvarts, 

2016c, 2016b, 2016a), as well as an original bachelor thesis written on the offshore drilling industry 

(Johansen et al., 2017). Several reports were made available to the public prior to MD’s IPO on April 4, 

2019 (Maersk Drilling, 2019a). 

 

2.1 The Offshore Drilling Industry, Customers and the Value Net 
MD is an offshore drilling contractor who offers services to the Exploration & Production (E&P) 

companies (operators) within the industry (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019). See Appendix H for an 

overview of operators and their demand of rigs. A drilling contractor owns and operates assets in the 

form for drillings rigs; jack-up rigs, semi-submersibles etc. (Appendix J). Revenue is generated by 

leasing rigs to operators with the purpose of drilling wells in the pursuit of hydrocarbons (oil and gas). 

Drilling jobs will primarily be concerned with exploration, development, and production (Appendix J). 

Activity in the industry is cyclical and highly dependent on the oil price. A key element in determining 

the activity is by measuring the spending by operators (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019). This spending 

is strongly determined by the expected future oil and gas price, as this constitutes the primary source of 

revenue for operators. In other words, when the oil price is low, the operators will not have ample 

spending amounts towards drilling jobs, while the opposite is true when the oil price is high. This 

correlation is depicted in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1 - Global Offshore E&P Spending and Brent Crude Oil Price, 2000 – 2018 (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019) 

Most recently, we see the depiction of the cyclical industry in the decline of the oil price and E&P 

spending in June 2014 (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019; Qvarts, 2016c). This was coined ‘The New Oil 

Reality’, as it constituted the most sudden and severest drop in the oil price in recent history (Qvarts, 

2016c, 2016b, 2016a). The price fell from above $108/bbl. in 2014 to below $40/bbl. Still, it should be 

noted that the market is moving upwards again, as the oil price has risen to above $60/bbl. since 2017. 

Accordingly, the demand for MD’s services will be a function of E&P spending, which is a function of 

the oil price (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019). Consequently, the leverage and buying power between the 

operators and drilling contractors will shift concurrently with the oil price (Olesen, 2015a). Hence, the 

supply and availability of rigs will play into a buyer-supplier power relationship. In Figure 2-2, it is 

further shown how the supply of rigs is affected by the oil price. 
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Data sources: Rig count (BakerHughes.com, 2019) and Oil Price(Statista, 2019) 

Figure 2-2 - Depiction of Oil Price and Number of Rigs Worldwide 2010 – 2019 

 
Let us move to consider the rest of the value chain to understand the multiple actors and influencers that 

lie around the drilling contractor. Commonly the offshore value chain is divided into three categories 

(Figure 2-3): upstream, midstream and downstream. 

 

 
Figure 2-3 – Offshore Drilling  Industry Value Chain (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019) 

MD operates within the upstream segment, which encompasses exploration, development, and 

production, otherwise known as E&P activities (Olesen, 2015b). The midstream segment consists of 

transportation and storage, while the downstream segment consists of refining, marketing and 

distribution. Operators will usually be fully integrated in the sense that they operate within all three 

streams (Olesen, 2015a). Operators are generally categorized into three segments: 1) ‘Supermajors’ or 

‘Major Oil Companies’ (MOCs) such as ExxonMobil, BP, and Shell, 2) ‘National Oil Companies’ 

(NOCs), which are government-owned oil companies, and 3) ‘Independents’ which are smaller oil 

companies (operators) such as Aker BP and Tullow (Aker BP, 2019; Bloomberg, 2018; Maersk Drilling, 

2019b). 
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2.1.1 Breakeven Levels of Drilling Projects 
It is worth to mention that cost efficiency is a massive driver of competitiveness in the industry. This is 

in the sense that as the oil price drops, it becomes increasingly difficult to conduct well jobs at a surplus. 

Thus, being able to drill a well in the most inexpensively and efficient manner possible will be considered 

a competitive advantage. In other words, when the oil price drops below $40 or $50 per barrel, the 

projects (or drilling jobs) may come out at a loss. In light of the recent downturn and technological 

development, we see that operators have been (forced) able to drive down the cost of drilling projects, 

thus making them feasible and economically viable. In Figure 2-4, we see how the breakeven levels have 

dropped concurrently with the New Oil Reality. 

 

 
Figure 2-4 - Breakeven of USD per Barrel 2014 – 2018 (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019) 

These cost improvements are a result of optimized business models, supply chain pricing, 

standardization, efficiency improvements and design simplifications (Dubey, 2015; PWC & Maersk 

Drilling, 2019). Evidently, all actors are looking to drive down costs, and as drilling projects consist of 

multiple stakeholders, actors are looking for collaborative ways to drive down these costs (Maersk 

Drilling, 2019b). 
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2.1.2 Service Companies as Complementors 
While the E&P companies operate within all segments, they still rely on third-party operators such as 

service companies, drilling contractors and equipment manufacturers to explore and produce oil, as well 

as equipment, personnel, and capital assets (Olesen, 2015b). Thus, service companies can be considered 

as complementors at multiple levels in the value chain. Examples of these third-party services are seen 

in Figure 2-5 below. 

 
Figure 2-5 - Oil Field Services (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019) 

Service companies can span from being highly specialized within their field and only operate locally to 

being diversified throughout the value chain. Example of the latter is Halliburton (Halliburton, 2019a), 

Schlumberger (Schlumberger, 2019a), Baker Hughes (Baker Hughes, 2019), and Weatherford 

(Weatherford, 2019). These actors play an essential role in delivering the well services together with 

drilling contractors and operators by operating and installing their equipment. 

 

In light of the cyclical nature of the industry, it should be noted that capital expenditure towards 

production and maintenance for existing oil fields are rarely reduced by the operators, as this would 

decrease the generation of cash flow. However, exploration and development expenditures are more 

prone to be reduced when the market is in a downturn, as it is not favorable to sell oil at a lower price. 

Hence, actors operating with development and exploration are susceptible to more volatility and risk as 

these expenditures would be in high demand in a market upturn and vice versa. In contrast, production 

and maintenance are somewhat steady when operations on the field have already begun. 

 

2.1.3 Competition 
The different rig types, jack-ups, and floaters, (Appendix J) indicate a differentiated market as some 

companies will compete in benign environments, while others, like MD, specialized in harsh 

environments and in deep-water (Olesen, 2015a). The industry spans from small local drilling contractors 

to international players. In a few instances, operators, and even service companies will own their drilling 

rigs (Schlumberger, 2019a). Rigs have high mobility and can thus operate all over the globe. However, 
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some rigs are only suitable for benign environments. Thus, they are exempted from harsh environment 

jobs and locations on the globe. This is important to consider when assessing the supply and demand 

equilibrium of drilling rigs. Mobility may cause an imbalance in shorter-term instances (as a rig cannot 

operate while being mobile), and also capabilities of rigs must also be taken into considerations when 

assessing demand. As a reference point (Petrodata, 2019), the global supply (or drilling fleet) in the 

offshore drilling industry constituted 244 drillings rigs and 520 floaters as of ultimo 2018. There are 153 

drilling contractors in the industry, which lets a contractor have an average of five rigs. Most contractors 

will have a mix of both floaters and jack-ups (Appendix I). 

 

2.1.4 Suppliers 
From a drilling contractors’ point of view, suppliers are considered to be manufactures of rigs and 

equipment. Shipyards manufacture complete rigs and are most commonly found in Southeast Asia (PWC 

& Maersk Drilling, 2019). These suppliers are measured on their abilities to build rigs that are 

increasingly complex and modern. Notably, rigs for harsher environments are much more complex to 

construct (Olesen, 2015b). 

Another type of supplier is suppliers of equipment to the rigs. While many parts of the rig and equipment 

are standardized throughout the industry, there are still highly specialized items and equipment that only 

a few companies supply. Typically, this is drilling equipment and the Blow Out Preventer (BOP) 

(Appendix J), but this also extends to many suppliers that are delivering other specialized items that are 

required for drilling wells. This gives some leverage to the supplier side as operators and drilling 

contractors are reliant on certain types of equipment (Olesen, 2015a). 

 

2.1.5 Development and Outlook 
As it is a competitive industry, there is a constant pressure to do things faster, safer, cheaper and better 

for drilling contractors to increase their value proposition (Maersk Drilling, 2018a; PWC & Maersk 

Drilling, 2019). Across the industry, it is seen that drilling rigs are becoming more digitized as they rely 

on real-time data as well as integrated system controls (England, 2018; PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019). 

The technological development is usually purposed with doing processes more efficient. As a result, the 

rigs are increasingly able to meet and cover demand faster, which might create further imbalances in 
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supply and demand. On the other hand, it allows for innovative solutions and new types of collaborations 

to be made. 

 

Previously, we introduced the cyclical nature of the industry as a determinant of the level of activity in 

the industry, as well as the shifts in buyer-supplier power. While the downturns in the market can have a 

significant impact, there is still a growing demand for primary energy sources. This is depicted in Figure 

2-6 from the International Energy Agency (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019), which shows the expected 

energy demand towards 2040. The graph takes into account current and announced energy policies and 

shows an increase of 25% from 2017 to 2040. This is based on megatrends, population growth, and 

economic growth. While demand for oil, coal, and gas will grow steadily, it is seen that the demand for 

renewable energy sources will grow significantly (England, 2018). Thus, oil, coal, and gas will constitute 

a lesser share of the global energy demand in the future but is still considered to be a vital source of 

energy. 

 

 
Figure 2-6 - Estimated Global Energy Demand 2000 - 2040E (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019) 
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2.2 Maersk Drilling 

2.2.1 Journey of Maersk Drilling – 1962 to 2019 
MD is a drilling contractor founded by the conglomerate Maersk (Maersk, 2019). In 1962 Maersk 

founded Maersk Oil (now sold to Total) and initiated a partnership with Shell and Gulf to explore the 

drilling industry further and to investigate the possible resources of the Danish part of the North Sea 

(Maersk Drilling, 2019e). Since then MD has steadily grown in size, through exploring the shallow-

water, mid-water, deep-water, and harsh environment segments of offshore drilling. A part of MD’s 

growth strategy has historically been through predominantly investment-based collaborations, including 

joint ventures, partnerships, and alliances: The founding of MD was a joint venture with Dearborn-Storm 

Drilling Company in 1972, MD established the Egyptian Drilling Company (EDC), a 50-50 joint venture 

with Egyptian General Petroleum Corporation in 1976 (EDC, 2019), MD established Maritime 

Contractors Venezuela S.A. (MCVSA) in 1993, and in 2007 MD managed two rigs on behalf of China 

Oilfield Services (COSL, 2019). 

 

2.2.2 Maersk Drilling’s Current Collaboration Initiatives 
The many alliances throughout MD’s history have resulted in steady growth mainly within the harsh 

environment jack-up market. In this market (primarily Norway), MD is the preferred drilling contractor 

having drilled 415 wells since 1980 compared to Seadrill who has drilled 147 (Maersk Drilling, 2019b). 

MD’s experience, capabilities, and excellent operational track record have resulted in a strategic alliance 

with Aker BP and Halliburton and a new innovative commercial setup, namely the Seapulse project. 

 
2.2.2.1 Alliance with Aker BP and Haliburton 
Given MD’s history of joint ventures and partnerships (e.g. Storm Drilling, China Oilfield Services), MD 

has further explored this, and in 2017 they officially announced their five-year alliance agreement with 

Aker BP and Halliburton. Aker BP is an E&P company (operator) owned by Aker ASA (40%), BP (30%) 

and 30% by other shareholders (Aker BP, 2019). On that note, Aker ASA also owns Aker Energy, one 

of MD’s current customers. Aker BP is as an operator who engages in exploration, development and 

production work along the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS), currently employing about 1,300 

employees. Also, measured in production, they are one of the largest operators in Europe. In the 
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industry’s traditional setup, Aker BP hires the contractor to drill the wells and several service companies 

for different tasks.  

 

Halliburton is the largest provider of products and services to the energy industry, currently employing 

60,000 employees and operating in more than 80 countries (Halliburton, 2019a). Currently, Haliburton 

ranks as number 146 on the fortune 500 list (Fortune.com, 2019). Their role in the industry is often 

referred to as a service company, providing their customers with the maximized value of their reservoirs. 

The services span from assisting in locating hydrocarbons and assessing geological data to the actual 

handling of the well – pre- and post-drilling. Traditionally, the service company is hired by the operator. 

 
Figure 2-7 - The Aker BP and Halliburton Alliance Mindset (Maersk Drilling, 2017) 

“Maersk Drilling is fully committed to reducing well costs for our customers and we see great potential 

in a deeper collaboration across the industry to eliminate inefficiencies and create joint value. The 

partnership with Aker BP is a prime example of this.” (Maersk Drilling, 2017) 

The alliance is focused only on jack-up rigs and its purpose, stated above by the CEO of MD, Jørn 

Madsen, is to handle the inefficiencies in the industry by collaborating across different actors across the 

value chain (Figure 2-7). Traditionally the operator, by owning the land, contracts a lot of different 

companies to explore, develop and produce with a very fragmented setup. The operator’s biggest 

challenge is to manage and incentivize all the different companies to work safe, cost-efficiently and fast. 

In the alliance, this fragmented aspect of the operations is challenged, and an incentive-scheme is set up 

under the mindset that all actors should mutually benefit. The ultimate goal is to shorten the lead time 

between the discovery of oil to the production of oil while lowering the overall costs. The reasons for 
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why the setup includes these three actors precisely are many, however the most obvious ones are; MD is 

a front-runner regarding the technical capabilities of their rigs, Aker BP’s roots include a lot of drilling 

experience while owning many areas that need exploration and development, and lastly, Halliburton is 

the largest service provider in the industry. Given the potential success of the alliance, Halliburton and 

MD might secure additional work after the agreement expires because it has an option of a five-year 

extension. The road to success is to collaborate to reduce waste along the value chain, and the press 

release indicates that collaboration is key: ”The process of improving performance through deeper 

collaboration will commence immediately.” (Maersk Drilling, 2017). Conclusively, the alliance is 

already harvesting much value from the collaborative setup by Maersk Invincible being able to reduce 

well time production by 50% (Dubey, 2015; Maersk Drilling, 2019b). 

 

2.2.2.2 Seapulse Project 
In December 2018, MD announced the commercially innovative project, Seapulse. This project 

challenges the traditional commercial setup of the industry where an operator is the sponsor and manager 

of a drilling project. In the Seapulse project, 

“Maersk Drilling will provide fully integrated services, including provision of drilling rigs, related 

drilling services, well services, and other goods and services, for a global offshore oil & gas exploration 

drilling program of 12 wells.” (Maersk Drilling, 2018b).  

The sponsor will, therefore, be Seapulse ltd., which means that the sponsor no longer partakes in the 

operations and that the contractor takes on much more responsibility. MD is thereby taking the majority 

of the traditional role of the operator; however, it is MD’s vision also to introduce a new compensation 

setup in this specific project. CEO, Jørn Madsen, says: “This alliance is a key example of a fully 

integrated service delivery model aimed at eliminating inefficiencies by aligning incentives and removing 

complexity across the entire value chain.” (Maersk Drilling, 2018b). This demonstrates that one of the 

main themes of the alliance is to simplify the way the industry ‘does business.’ In this setup, the operator 

is entirely out of the picture, challenging the traditional setup of the industry and allowing MD to manage 

collaborations in new ways. The CEO and co-founder of Seapulse, Scott Aitken, supports this when 

stating: “The Seapulse business model has the promise to be transformational for the oil and gas 

industry, by optimizing the risks and rewards associated with exploration drilling.” (Energy Northern 

Perspective, 2018). This alliance is the first of its kind and given it still is in the start-up phase, it will be 
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used throughout the thesis to draw upon the possible outcomes both for MD and for the industry as a 

whole. 

 
Figure 2-8 - Five Main Elements of the Seapulse Project (Maersk Drilling, 2018b) 

With the main elements of the alliance (Figure 2-8), MD shows that they see an opportunity for 

knowledge sharing and transparency. Traditionally acting as a drilling contractor, they were merely hired 

to deliver on a specific set of criteria defined by the operator, making knowledge sharing very limited as 

one might not be incentivized to help or learn from each other. Now that they are the ones contracting 

various companies to deliver on the entire operations, they remove the boundaries defined between 

operator and contractor and can now better control the flow of knowledge in the project. This is, however, 

hypothetical for now, since the project is not set to start before mid-2019. The project will last for 

approximately 490 days. 

 

2.2.3 Maersk Drilling’s Business Model and Strategy 
Given that MD just announced their separation from the Maersk Group they have now gone public as a 

single company on the stock market on April 4, 2019 (Maersk Drilling, 2019a). In relation to this, they 

held a Capital Markets Day where they presented their current value proposition as being: Safe, efficient 

and reliable drilling services for harsh and deep-water operations (Maersk Drilling, 2019b). This is 

further expanded on by noting their core performance levers as being their rigs, their employees and their 

processes. With these performance levers working together, MD focuses on cost efficiency and 

streamlining of processes, while safeguarding performance. MD delivers its value proposition by 

focusing its business model around three specific topics, namely technology, operational excellence, and 
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customer centricity. The strategic ambition of MD is to deliver continuously strong service and 

operational effectiveness combined with the development of new services (integrated services) and 

business model innovation. Specifically, ‘integrated services’ will be a key part of MD’s strategy going 

forward since: “Expansion of Maersk Drilling’s drilling rig service offering into new parts of the value 

chain to create a better outcome for the customers in form of improved efficiency and predictability of 

their well construction.” (Maersk Drilling, 2018a). Furthermore, MD is powering through the downturn 

by their stacking strategy being ‘warm stacking’ (Appendix J) (Maersk Drilling, 2019b). They want to 

maintain a high utilization rate because it is the only indicator for whether MD is making money or not, 

given the day rate model. In the lengthy downturn, MD is sometimes choosing to take on contracts with 

a financial loss since the loss might be less than the stacking costs. 

 

Looking at the current utilization rate of the fleet (Maersk Drilling, 2019d), only 7/23 rigs have a contract 

in place for 2021, 3/23 in 2022, however some rigs have options of contract extensions. MD has mainly 

focused on warm stacking since it ensures the rigs are faster to mobilize when awarded a contract. This 

is of course also a competitive advantage since MD can offer fully operational rigs faster than their 

competitors who might be cold stacking. The stacking costs are higher when warm stacking because the 

equipment needs to be continuously maintained by the crew on the payroll, still, it adds an element of 

flexibility. 

 

2.2.4 The Future of Maersk Drilling 
In 2019, MD has the second youngest fleet, which comprises of 23 units. The rigs operate all over the 

world with 59% in the North Sea, 26% in Africa, 5% in Asia and 10% in the rest of the world (Maersk 

Drilling, 2019b). By year end of 2018, MD employed just under 3,000 employees. Financially, 2018 was 

a very good year with a profit of 941 million USD (Maersk Drilling, 2019c; PWC & Maersk Drilling, 

2019). This was mainly because of a positive change in the impairment losses/reversals that caused MD 

to suffer both in 2016 and 2017. In addition to a satisfactory financial result, MD is now faced with more 

control over its business model, value proposition and strategic ambitions. For the first time in its history, 

MD now stands alone on the stock-market as “The Drilling Company of 1972 A/S” without backing of 

the founding company, A.P. Moller – Maersk. 
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3 Methodology 
The purpose of this thesis is to understand how a drilling contractor can increase its competitiveness 

through market shaping and co-creation solutions. To address this, three research questions have been 

formulated. Respectively, the objectives of RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 are to understand the overall system 

dynamics that are internal and external to the offshore drilling industry, the dynamic capabilities of a 

drilling contractor towards conducting market shaping activities and increasing competitiveness, and 

what co-creation solutions are possible given the identified internal and external factors. Accordingly, 

the train of thought starts with the macro level and moves through the meso level down to the micro 

level. This will especially become evident in the theory and analysis section of this thesis. For the reader’s 

reference, the macro level is everything pertaining to all influences that happen at the macro level – inside 

and outside the offshore drilling industry, the meso level is considered to be within the market and its 

actors, and the micro level addresses the internal environment of the case company. This thesis revolves 

around Maersk Drilling, which would let the researchers examine the external environment relative to 

the internal environment of a drilling contractor. The reason for utilizing a case company is that the 

research would be able to get close to and learn of the internal environment of a drilling contractor and 

apply knowledge and theory in that context. Given constraints of resources and time, this is opposed to 

investigating multiple drilling contractors on the surface. Notably, this decreases the generalizability and 

transferability of the findings, as they can be considered specific to MD. However, the findings pertaining 

to the macro and meso level can still be considered valid in that regard. Further, this thesis relies on 

conventional market theories and will to some extent expand on those and apply them in conjunction in 

a system view. This is done to adapt the thesis to high-velocity markets and thus, increase the validity of 

the findings as they will regard the markets and actors interdependent and in constant motion. The 

reasoning behind the choice of theories will be explained in detail in the theory (see chapter 4). 

 

3.1 The Abductive Approach 
The researchers and authors of this thesis have applied an abductive approach and reasoning towards 

answering the research questions and fulfilling the purpose. The abductive approach is understood as a 

crossing between the deductive and inductive reasoning, in the sense that the research flows loosely 

between the two (Wagemans, 2013). The researchers, therefore, take the point of departure in what can 
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be considered incomplete observations, as it does not purely start from a general rule or specific 

observation. In this research, interviews and surveys were conducted with MD and actors within the 

offshore drilling industry, which can be considered to be incomplete observations as they do not provide 

an exhaustive view of the themes in question. Instead, the research moves between a combination of the 

rules that are known and what is observed concurrently with the thesis being produced. This is deemed 

to be a more realistic depiction of how actual research is conducted, due to the belief that one can never 

be strictly inductive as preconceived knowledge and conceptions always will preside in research. 

Likewise, it is practically impossible to observe every occurrence of events or phenomena, which makes 

it unreasonable to be strictly deductive. For the reader’s reference, abductive approaches have also been 

applied in the cases of (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; Kindström, Ottosson, & Carlborg, 2018; Mele, Pels, 

& Storbacka, 2014). 

 

The abductive approach allows the researchers to conduct research that is interpreted to be relevant and 

valid regarding fully answering the research questions, as it permits prior knowledge and a free 

movement between theory and data. While this is considered a realistic approach, it also constitutes some 

bias as it is the researcher’s interpretivism of the incomplete observations that will yield the results. Thus, 

there is a risk of being overly selective in data gathering, which may yield an incomplete picture of the 

industry and MD. However, this is mitigated through comparing and discussing the primary data 

findings, as well as examining and comparing already existing academic literature and secondary data to 

increase validity. Dependent on the incomplete observations, the appropriate data will be applied to the 

chosen theories to present the best prediction and solution in reaching the purpose of this thesis. 

 

3.2 The Case Firm: Maersk Drilling 
In terms of preconceived knowledge, it should be noted that the researchers have previously worked with 

the offshore drilling industry when researching for their bachelor thesis (Johansen et al., 2017). Hence, 

the researchers were, to some extent, already familiar with the overall dynamics of the industry, as well 

as MD. The abstract of the bachelor thesis can be found in Appendix C. However, this served as a 

compelling point of departure, as the research could expand on their knowledge and dig deeper to truly 

understand the underlying dynamics of MD and the industry to increase the contribution of this thesis. 

Still, for the reader’s benefit in understanding the point of departure of the research, a section of empirical 
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context (Chapter 2 above) has been included to introduce the main principles and understandings of the 

industry and MD. In other words, the empirical context merely presents verifiable data to align the 

reader’s view with the view of the researchers before moving through the thesis. 

 

Moreover, the researcher’s preexisting relation to the industry has played into the selection of the case 

firm to answer the research questions in the best possible manner. The choice of a case firm is principal 

as it determines the research that can be conducted as well as it influences the findings and conclusions. 

From (Siggelkow, 2007), we learn that utilizing a case firm can serve well towards uncovering and 

understanding complex phenomena. The intention behind this thesis is precisely to understand complex 

phenomena, as it stands on the shoulders of conventional market theories and seek to apply a system 

view of markets to examine the industry. For that reason, the following considerations played into the 

decision in selecting the case firm. Firstly, the fact that the researchers had an existing relationship to 

MD made it possible to gain insights into internal company knowledge through multiple interviews with 

high-level managers (Appendix D), surveys with actors around MD (Table 5-2), and material that is 

considered exclusive to MD (Appendix E). In addition, the recent IPO of MD required that information 

on strategies, financial information and industry knowledge were disclosed to the public, which increased 

the amount of information the researchers could rely on. Another important aspect is that MD is 

considered to be an established leader within the offshore drilling industry, particularly within the harsh 

environment and deep-water segments. This, in addition to MD surviving the recent prolonged downturn 

in the market (which not many drilling contractors did), led the researchers to conceive MD as a 

resourceful and competitive actor. This was an important aspect, as this thesis examines dynamic 

capabilities and market behavior and therefore required that the drilling contractor had experience in 

dealing with market fluctuations and other actors in the Value Net (Maersk Drilling, 2019b; Nalebuff & 

Brandenburger, 1997). Lastly, another focus of this thesis is collaborative solutions in the offshore 

drilling industry, which required that the drilling contractor had experience in dealing with collaboration 

across the Value Net. To that note, MD has engaged in strategic alliances (Maersk Drilling, 2017) and 

new commercial setups (Energy Northern Perspective, 2018), in addition to shifting their focus towards 

collaborative solutions as a result of the downturn in the market. Further, this alluded to the possibility 

of MD being conscious of the challenges in market shaping. In sum, MD constituted a viable candidate 
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to apply as a case company with respect to the purpose of analyzing how a drilling contractor can increase 

competitiveness through collaborative solutions and market shaping. 

 

3.3 Research Design 
In addition to abductive reasoning, this thesis utilizes an exploratory approach. We understand the 

exploratory research as defined by (Malhotra & Birks, 2006): “A research design characterized by a 

flexible and evolving approach to understand marketing phenomena that are inherently difficult to 

measure.” Hence, the purpose of exploratory research is to provide an understanding of phenomena that 

are difficult to measure. This can be considered as opposed to the conclusive approach which, in contrast, 

is to measure already defined phenomena (Malhotra & Birks, 2006). This thesis examines the offshore 

drilling industry, which is reasonably transparent and measurable in terms of spending, oil price, number 

and type of actors, and supply and demand (Figure 2-2) and thus can be considered relevant to the 

conclusive approach. However, the focus and purpose of this thesis relate to dynamic capabilities, 

relationships, collaboration solutions, and innovation, which are quite idiosyncratic by nature, less 

tangible, and quite difficult to measure. To that note, it was necessary to rely on the tacit knowledge of 

the interviewees to uncover the nature of these aspects – still, this is compared to the measurable aspects 

of the offshore drilling industry, such as the oil price. Further, this thesis applies a system view of 

markets, which deems it necessary to move from parts to the whole, from objects to relationships, from 

structures to processes, and from measuring to mapping (Giesler & Fischer, 2017) (see chapter 4.1 

below). 

A good example of an instance where the exploratory approach came to light was through the initial 

interview with MD (Appendix D1). The researchers had prepared questions pertaining to market system 

dynamics, dynamic capabilities, and co-creation from the point of view of Maersk, where the interviewee 

highlighted concrete innovation opportunities and business model innovation as an imported feature of 

co-creation and for competing in the offshore drilling industry going forward. Moreover, innovation was 

introduced as an important feature through MD’s annual report (Maersk Drilling, 2018a) and the fact that 

they recently had established an innovation department. Consequently, the researchers were led to 

examine innovation within the industry and MD, which further led to interviews with managers within 

innovation at MD. As a result, the researchers were forced to take this into consideration and decided to 

include innovation as one of the critical themes of this thesis. This is an example of how the research has 
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moved with the findings in an explorative context. Moreover, this speaks to the abductive approach of 

moving loosely between data and theory, as the researchers were forced to revise and reconsider the 

theoretical models and academic literature. 

 

Inherently, the conditions of the system view of markets make it unmanageable to concretely measure 

these aspects and must instead seek out patterns in the market. For these reasons, this thesis 

predominantly relies on a qualitative approach and data rather than a quantitative approach and data. A 

quantitative approach would not support the system view of markets and the unmeasurable nature of the 

topics of this thesis and would therefore not enable qualified findings in terms of reaching the purpose 

of the thesis. In addition, a quantitative approach would limit the usefulness of data as it warrants more 

predetermined questions that would limit the research. In contrast, a qualitative approach would provide 

more nuanced research findings, as it would let the researchers comprehend the complexity and tacit 

knowledge that lie within the industry. Further, some things are considered to be unmeasurable by nature 

and should not be considered less scientific for that reason as they must be investigated and categorized 

in their own right (Rogers, 2002). Still, qualitative research is subject to interpretivism as researchers 

must classify and interpret the meaning and complexity of the data. Consequently, this constitutes some 

bias. However, this is mitigated by contrasting the internal and external interviews, as well as secondary 

data from the industry. As regarding the primary data as qualitative, the researchers have also relied on 

surveys with a Likert scale from actors that are external to MD. Naturally, this contains a quantitative 

element as the survey results will be aggregated, averaged, and compared. However, the survey results 

are used in a qualitative context as they, to some extent, must be interpreted to uncover the underlying 

considerations. The purpose of the survey is to understand MD’s co-creation capabilities through 

relationships with external actors, which, as we established, is inherently difficult to measure. Still, the 

numerical insights provide an indication necessary to probe for strong and weak spots. The next section 

will introduce the data collection method for this thesis. 
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3.4 Data Collection Method 
Within the realm of qualitative research, in-depth interviews and focus groups are most commonly used 

(Malhotra & Birks, 2006). Focus groups are understood as a setting where a group of people comes 

together to discuss a certain topic. However, focus groups were not conducted as it was too difficult to 

gather the respective individuals at the same time and location for an extended period. Still, the 

researchers acknowledge that focus groups would have yielded interesting findings by having 

representatives from different actors within the Value Net to come together to discuss the purpose of this 

thesis. As the purpose of the thesis pertains to intangible constructs such as innovation, co-creation, 

dynamic capabilities and market dynamics, it would have been interesting to see what subjects would be 

disagreed and agreed on directly. Moreover, an upright conversation around the relationships with MD’s 

key alliance partners could potentially allude to MD’s co-creation capabilities. In contrast, as focus 

groups are susceptible to groupthink (Robbins & Judge, 2018), the findings may have been somewhat 

biased which is inherently difficult to decipher. Moreover, in-depth interviews let the researchers 

compare and contrast comments which would increase the validity of the findings and the interviewees 

will not be influenced by each other. Therefore, the researchers conducted four in-depth interviews. To 

increase the validity and applicability of the findings, it was paramount that the interviewees had 

sufficient knowledge and experience within the industry to be able to comment on past, current, and 

future events. Moreover, they must have a high enough ranking within the company to be able to provide 

valuable insights and considerations that are well representative of MD. All interviews were semi-

structured with open-ended questions. Through this approach, it was possible for a dialogue to arise 

around given topics rather than blindly walk through the questions. Also, it allowed the researchers to 

probe for answers as the conversation progressed. The semi-structured interviews were divided into 

themes respective to the objective of reaching the purpose of this thesis. However, as the interviews were 

conducted sequentially and findings were uncovered concurrently, the structure of the interviews did not 

remain the same for all four interviews. The first interview was with Rico Bruus, Director of the Seapulse 

Alliance, and the intended focus was on the actors within the industry, market dynamics, MD and 

collaboration (Appendix F1). From this interview, the researchers decided to include innovation as a 

focus area in addition to the before mentioned areas. Therefore, the interviews with Kenneth Christensen, 

Head of Innovation Portfolio and Delivery (Appendix F2), and Fredrik Tukk, Head of Innovation 

Partnering (Appendix F3), were conducted regarding the same topics with the added focus of innovation. 
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Lastly, the fourth interview was held with Mike Simpson, CEO of Well Expertise, who is an external 

party that has extensive experience within the industry (Appendix F4). An essential aspect of this 

interview was to challenge the statements of the previous interviews since they might have been biased 

as the interviewees are internal to MD. This interview focused on the same topics, however, with the 

added area of compensation models, as that was introduced as a key point of discussion regarding 

business model innovation in the two previous interviews. 

 

The interview with Rico was held at MD’s headquarter and was recorded on two phones. The remaining 

interviews were held via Skype out of convenience for the interviewees and were recorded through Skype 

as well as through phone. All audio recordings have been included as separate attachments and 

transcriptions can be found in in the order of occurrence (Appendix D). Also, all interviewees were 

offered to sign a confidentiality agreement which they declined. Hence, it cannot be said if they would 

have given up information that they otherwise would not have. However, this let the researchers exhibit 

an ethical standard that would make the interviewees feel at ease. The interviews were conducted in a 

manner where one researcher would drive the conversation and the other researcher would take notes 

and follow up on possible uncovered areas. Subsequently, the researchers coded the transcripts into 

overall themes; market system dynamics, dynamic capabilities, collaboration, and innovation, with 

respective subthemes. The full overview of coding can be found in Appendix K, and a highlight of the 

primary quotes can be found in the section on research findings (Table  5-1). The coding allowed the 

researchers to compare and contrast the interviewees’ statements in a structured manner, which would 

increase the validity and replicability of the research. In further terms of validity, the sheer number of 

interviews may be considered to decrease the validity, as more interviews would yield more substantial 

data and perhaps nuanced results. Moreover, the imbalance between the number of interviews from MD 

and outside MD may increase the bias towards favoring MD’s responses as they can seem overwhelming 

compared to the external interviewee’s points. 

 

In addition to the interviews, surveys were conducted with actors that MD has previously or currently 

engaged with. The original survey results can be found in Appendix L. The purpose of the survey was to 

shed light on the nature of MD’s relationships and co-creation capabilities. For that reason, the survey 

questions were adopted from (Karpen, Bove, Lukas, & Zyphur, 2015), as they through academic 
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literature had been deemed applicable to uncover such. Hence, the survey increases the replicability of 

the overall research findings. The co-creation capabilities are introduced in chapter 4.4.3 below. The 

survey included a Likert scale from one to five, where five was the highest (Appendix G). 1 equaled 

strongly disagree, 3 equaled no opinion, and 5 equaled strongly agree. In terms of interpreting the data, 

scores below 4 were considered to be poor, as an indifferent opinion does not indicate a good capability. 

As the actors had current or potential future business relationships with MD, the surveys were sent out 

through representatives of MD or with the approval of MD. The respondents represented actors ranging 

from consultancies to operators, to service companies. Notably, these actors are all within MD’s 

immediate Value Net, however, with the exception of competitors. The fact that MD predominantly 

chose the respondents suggests a weakness in the research as they may have chosen actors that have a 

more favorable view towards MD. For example, competitors were not included, which, through the 

interviews, was not viewed as a source of collaboration (this is commented further on the analysis). 

However, to mitigate this, the respondents were given the opportunity to be anonymous, where only one 

out of seven chose to be anonymous. Subsequently, the survey results were averaged in total, as well as 

per individual actor and co-creation capability. This would allude to MD’s overall co-creation capability, 

as well as the individual co-creation capabilities, and the individual actor’s view on MD’s co-creation 

capabilities. The survey results can be found in Table 5-2. 

 

The thesis will introduce and discuss the relevant theories and then move apply the theories to the primary 

and secondary data in the analysis. Subsequently, the findings will be discussed in relation to the three 

research questions, and the purpose will be addressed and summarized in the conclusion. In closing, this 

thesis will present a strategic recommendation and a further research and limitations section. It should 

be noted that the strategic recommendation is regarded as an extension of this thesis, as it strives to 

suggest a concrete solution to MD. In other words, the conclusion presents how MD effectively can apply 

market shaping through co-creation solutions to increase competitiveness, which may lead to more than 

one possible approach. The strategic recommendation suggests how a concrete solution could look like.  
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4 Theoretical Framework 
In the pursuit of understanding opportunities for co-creation and enhancing competitiveness, we must 

seek to understand the market we compete and collaborate within. When we fully comprehend how the 

market is evolving and how it is susceptible to internal influences and externalities – as well as the actors 

in and around the market – then we have built a foundation for constructing valid suggestions on how 

firms most effectively compete and collaborate amongst each other. Building on that foundation, we will 

strive to understand the dynamic capabilities and resources, and how those can be actively deployed to 

shape the market in favor of an actor. This will lead us to understand the roles of actors within a market, 

and when you hold that against the various paths and paradoxes of collaborating vis-à-vis competing, we 

can open up the conversation on formulating strategic recommendations. Following that line of 

reasoning, this theory section will be divided into four parts that will constitute the overall guidance and 

framework for this thesis: 4.1 A System View of Markets, 4.2 –  4.3 Market Shaping & Dynamic 

Capabilities, 4.4 Co-creating for Better Value, and 4.5 Innovation. 

 

4.1 A System View of Markets 
It should be noted that this thesis will not limit itself to conventional market analysis, such as PESTLE, 

the Value Net and Porter’s Five Forces (Grant, 2016; Nalebuff & Brandenburger, 1997; Vargo et al., 

2017), but instead expand on these in a system view of markets (Giesler & Fischer, 2017; Vargo et al., 

2017). This is for the reason that market analysis, up until recent years, has viewed the markets as rather 

static and not as a concept that is dynamic and in motion. In other words, mainstream models such as 

PESTLE, the Value Net and Porter’s Five Forces will only take a snapshot of the market at a given time 

but will not consider how the market is going to develop in the short and long term (Buzzell, 1999; Vargo 

et al., 2017). Moreover, these models are not sufficient as standalone frameworks, e.g., Porter’s Five 

Forces does not account for complementors (Shuen et al., 2014). Arguably, as the world is changing and 

evolving at increasing speed, static models quickly become obsolete as they do not prepare organizations 

for the future. Consequently, this thesis will look into the theory of market system dynamics and how that 

can be utilized to understand market structures over time. This will, in turn, mitigate the variance bias 

(Giesler & Fischer, 2017). It is our belief that market system dynamics will help us have a more realistic 

understanding of the world. That being said, models such as Porter’s Five Forces, the Value Net and 
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PESTLE can still provide valuable insights in understanding how certain conditions influence the market. 

For example, the change in bargaining power in an industry – or political, technological and legal 

developments – can point us towards shifts in power or changes in market dynamics. For that reason, this 

thesis finds it necessary to also partly rely on the logic and assumptions pertaining to these theories when 

utilizing a system view of markets. This will become clear later in this section. 

System view of markets, or market system dynamics, as it was coined by (Giesler & Fischer, 2017), 

considers markets to be intricate and complex social systems, where actors’ relationships, interactions, 

and decisions shape the market but also shape themselves. In that sense, the market is a web of actors, 

where each actor is linked together, directly or indirectly and every action will have a varying degree of 

ramifications on themselves as well as the entire web. Now, in accepting that, we must also adapt our 

train of thinking towards features of the market that are dynamic and thus, provide some indication of 

evolvement. (Vargo et al., 2017) suggests four perspectives that capture this shift in thinking and which 

this thesis will seek to adopt: 4.1.1 From Parts to the Whole, 4.1.2 From Objects to Relationships, 4.1.3 

From Structures to Processes, and 4.1.4 From Measuring to Mapping. 

 

4.1.1 From Parts to the Whole 
If we revisit the analogy of the web, it becomes clear that to understand the evolving market and the 

impact of the actor’s decisions, we cannot solely consider individual elements of the market but must 

consider the market in its entirety. This is because it will be impossible to grasp the implications of an 

actor’s actions on the rest of the market by only viewing the market from that individual entity. Mainly 

because these actions will happen both simultaneously and as responses between actors and hence 

shaping the market all at once. (Simon, 1962, as cited in Vargo et al., 2017) stated that, 

“the whole is more than the sum of the parts, at least in the important pragmatic sense that, given the 

properties of the parts and the laws of their interaction, it is not a trivial matter to infer the properties of 

the whole.” 

From that statement, we deduce two things. The first is that the market is not considered to be zero-sum. 

We see that as the interactions of the actors will shape the market, e.g. grow or reduce the size, but more 

importantly, some value will always be generated and distributed. Thus, there will always be more or 

less value generated after an interaction (see chapter 4.4.2). The second thing is that it is highly complex 
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to infer the exact value that is yielded from the interactions in the market. This is because the impact of 

the interactions, big or small, on the rest of the market is challenging to measure – even to map out. 

By thinking that a web of actors and interactions constitute a market, it is fair to say that markets are not 

constant entities that are a given but are continuously rearranging themselves. This is in line with 

complexity economics (Arthur, 1999, as cited in Vargo et al., 2017), where we understand markets and 

economies as something in “motion, perpetually constructing itself anew and, therefore, emphasizes 

contingency, indeterminacy, sense-making and openness to change.” To that note, (Vargo et al., 2017) 

highlights that the next natural question to be answered are what are the properties of markets, what 

drives and motivates specific behavior of actors, and what is the bearing of the relationship between 

micro and macro phenomena? For example, how do megatrends (Lee, Olson, & Trimi, 2012) such as 

CSR and sustainability influence the market and how does it affect bargaining power compared to 

production efficiency? 

 

4.1.2 From Objects to Relationships 
In describing moving from parts to the whole, we mentioned how relationships and interactions play an 

essential role in that picture. Following that, we also consider the boundaries of those relationships and 

interactions, from which we can attempt to articulate specific patterns (Vargo et al., 2017). 

 

At the beginning of the theory section, we alluded to conventional models such as PESTLE, the Value 

Net and Porter’s Five Forces. In this part of the theory, we shall rely on and expand on the assumptions 

behind the Value Net (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; Nalebuff & Brandenburger, 1997; Vargo et al., 2017) 

with the benefit of addressing the economic actor bias (Giesler & Fischer, 2017). Conventionally, 

marketers have viewed the relationships in the market as collections of buyers and sellers, i.e. as rather 

dyadic relationships. However, when considering the interactions within markets holistically, we see that 

the relationships potentially goes beyond that. In that sense, we also consider our customers’ customers 

and suppliers’ suppliers as actors in the market (Ford, Gadde, Hakansson, & Snehota, 2011; Vargo et al., 

2017). In Figure 4-1, we have expanded the conventional Value Net model to include the additional layer 

of relationships. The darker center indicates the first layer and less dark outer area indicates the next 

layer. The entire Value Net model signifies patterns within a certain boundary which then plays into the 

market as a whole. 
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Moreover, we have drawn the dashed lines between the actors to display how these relationships play 

into each other. Note that this model is not an exhaustive overview of the relationships that potentially 

could play into each other. Frankly, one can imagine this Value Net replicated many times and at different 

levels and crossings throughout just one market. However, to preserve some simplicity, this model serves 

as an excellent way to explain the dynamics. Another added feature is the macro phenomena that may 

influence the entire system of relationships and interactions. This is captured through the added PESTLE 

model to mitigate the micro-level bias (Giesler & Fischer, 2017). 

 

 
Figure 4-1 – Adapted Value Net and PESTLE Model 

Another thing to note is that conventional marketing considered these relationships as sequential – much 

like how a product or service would pass through a value chain (Mele et al., 2014). However, in the 

system view of markets, we consider that everything happens simultaneously. It, therefore, becomes clear 

that every actor takes part in creating value, in their own or related markets, and even create entirely new 

markets of their own. Further, it can be argued that more collaborative relationships can create even more 

value. To that note, boundaries are fading away as actors realize that everyone has a role in co-creating 

value and thus begin to join activities in pursuit of this (Karpen et al., 2015; Vargo et al., 2017). In line 

with the system view of markets, it becomes increasingly valid and beneficial to look at the utilization 

of resources, relationship building, and processes (Barile, Pels, Polese, & Saviano, 2012). 
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4.1.3 From Structures to Processes 
In viewing the world as dynamic rather than static, we must also acknowledge that the individual actors 

do function as a structure but instead hold and exude several processes. As highlighted in (Vargo et al., 

2017), (Capra, 2015) viewed structures as manifestations of processes. In line with system thinking, it is 

necessary for us to consider processes as dynamic and capable of adapting and responding to the changing 

environment, whereas structures are rigid and static. Moreover, much like system thinking in general, it 

is necessary to consider processes over more extended periods of time to understand how they develop. 

By viewing markets longitudinally, we can attempt to understand “how markets emerge, evolve and 

cease to exist?” (Vargo et al., 2017). Following that logic and the logic of relationships in the previous 

subsection, we can view value co-creation processes, and how established they are, as parts of influencing 

and developing markets, even though they might exist inside a specific ecosystem. They are intentionally 

constructed. 

 

Conventionally, academics have not linked markets directly together with co-creation or innovation. Still, 

in viewing the latter as processes, we can understand how they might impact one another. As (Arthur, 

1999, as cited by Vargo et al., 2017) states, in one market innovation can cause, “a cascade of events: 

often this cascade or avalanche propagates to affect only one or two further elements, occasionally it 

affects more, and more rarely it affects many.” 

By appreciating that, we can seek to understand how innovation and thus, market shaping, comes to light 

under varying circumstances. This will allude to why markets emerge, evolve and cease to exist (Vargo 

et al., 2017). 

 

4.1.4 From Measuring to Mapping 
As we have moved to a dynamic perspective through processes and relationships, it must also be 

considered how those are measured and quantified. Hence, the methodological approach must shift from 

measuring to mapping. In many ways, we must move from a quantitative approach to a qualitative one 

(Vargo et al., 2017). In conventional ways, you would look at individual structures and link the 

relationships together to predict changes in the existing market. However, in the system view of markets, 

we must also consider that new markets potentially can emerge, which cannot be measured until it has, 

in fact, emerged. Hence, a mapping constitutes a more appropriate way of analyzing these markets. This 
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ties back to the statement from (Simon, 1962) on “the whole is more than the sum of its parts.” 

Ultimately, instead of measuring, we strive to map out the patterns that persist over time. One way to 

identify patterns is to zoom in and out on the macro, meso and micro levels of the market to identify 

these. Note that we in this thesis understand the macro level as the entire external environment, the meso 

level as the market and industry, and the micro level as the internal organization (depicted in Figure 4-1). 

The structures of macro levels and how they influence meso and micro levels must be understood, but 

also the simultaneous influences between the conditions of all three levels. (Giesler & Fischer, 2017). 

Still, (Vargo et al., 2017) suggest looking at feedback loops to identify and map patterns in a qualitative 

way by viewing enduring patterns. In other words, cause-and-effect relationships. The feedback loops 

govern the systems by driving a certain behavior as they confirm what (inter)actions are yielding a 

positive outcome. It can then be said that by understanding why firms do what they do, the predictability 

of the markets and emergent markets increase through mapping. 

 

4.2 Market Shaping 
In the previous section on the system view of markets, it became clear that markets are highly complex 

and dynamic. Further, we were introduced to how markets consist of actors that are linked and 

interdependent through relationships, processes, as well as externalities. Additionally, we alluded to how 

the markets are shaped and susceptible to influence namely based on this complex interconnectedness at 

different levels; macro, meso, and micro. The system perspective on markets leads us to investigate to 

what extent markets can intentionally be shaped in an actor’s favor, as well as understand the dynamic 

capabilities that can be utilized to that purpose. In other words, this subsection will seek to understand 

two things. The first is how market actors can increase their competitiveness through intentional market 

shaping by relying on dynamic capabilities in relationships, activities, innovation, and processes. The 

second is understanding dynamic capabilities and what role they play in an organization’s activities. 

Market shaping can exist in many different formats that have varying effects on the shape of the market. 

These can vary from traditional efforts as marketing and sales to radical changes in a business model. 

Thus, market shaping can happen on different levels within a firm. (Kindström et al., 2018) refers to 

these levels as the system level, the market offer level, and the technology level. We argue that these 

levels constitute appropriate thinking on capturing the different degrees of influence and market shaping 
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an organization can partake in. Hence, the three levels will be described shortly. Before that, we will 

examine the term market shaping. 

As briefly mentioned, market shaping happens to different degrees. That is to say, market shaping can 

be everything from creating new markets to partake in activities that shape the existing market in 

incremental steps (Y.-C. Chen, Li, & Evans, 2012; Mele et al., 2014). These activities can be taken 

deliberately as part of a strategy, but it is also likely that a market is shaped unintentionally. Moreover, 

as the system dynamics of markets are so complex, it can be complicated to assess the repercussions of 

market shaping activities (Y.-C. Chen et al., 2012).  

If we have the Value Net in mind, Figure 4-1, we can consider how these activities may run in multiple 

directions. For example, as mentioned in (Kindström et al., 2018), an organization can intentionally seek 

to shape its upstream supplier market to gain some leverage in bargaining power. Another strategic choice 

is to focus on the path towards the downstream customer market in order to grow market share or market 

size. To that note, this thesis will look at the activities and how well organizations are capable of 

performing those activities to shape markets and create a sustained competitive advantage (Vaara & 

Whittington, 2012). Once again, we move away from conventional marketing theory on markets as more 

rigid structures and towards viewing markets as continuous processes and development that can be 

influenced by individual or coordinated activities. Thus, let us examine the activities that can be applied 

to shape the market and the different levels of influence. Figure 4-2, from (Kindström et al., 2018), 

captures the different levels and the corresponding activities, which can be used as a point of reference 

as we move through explaining them. 
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Figure 4-2 – Levels of Influence and Composite Activities in the Market Shaping Process 

4.2.1 System Level 
At the system level, we consider the whole market (system) as something that must be understood in its 

entirety. In line with the system view of markets, it entails understanding the actors in the market as well 

as how they are linked and grouped. However, on top of that, (Vargo, Wieland, & Akaka, 2015) suggest 

that we consider actors as institutions conceived of social rules, norms and, necessarily, culture. The 

institutional arrangements between actors are also highlighted as an important feature at this level. As 

we understand institutions and their arrangements as entities that are devised by human behavior, it can 

be argued that these arrangements are dynamic rather than static. This is because institutions and their 

arrangements reflect the interests of the involved groups, which consequently are susceptible to 

influence. Ultimately, institutions have a substantial effect on the rest of the market actors, and thus 

through influencing institutions organizations would be able to influence and shape the market 

development (Edvardsson, Kleinaltenkamp, Tronvoll, McHugh, & Windahl, 2014; Kindström et al., 

2018). 

 

At the system level, it is about building legitimacy in order to influence and shape the market. This is for 

the reason that an actor has to be legitimate and trustworthy to be able to shape the market through 

technology or market offers. If an actor does not appear legitimate, others will not respond in an intended 

way. To build legitimacy and shape the market, (Kindström et al., 2018) identifies three composite 

activities. The first is to change the norms within the institutions and the arrangements. This can be done 
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by challenging the old ways and demonstrating how new ways of working and technology can create 

even more value. This especially becomes relevant when transforming current relationships and 

challenging the culture of an industry. In (Kindström et al., 2018), we learn about how a leading steel 

company, SteelCo, did this by inviting competitors to test and share a newfound technology. By having 

competitors adopt the solution as well, the new technology would have a much stronger influence on the 

rest of the market. 

 

The second composite activity is infusing knowledge, which is meant as sharing knowledge throughout 

the networks of the market. Once more, (Kindström et al., 2018) uses the SteelCo as an example, where 

they did knowledge sharing sessions with actors in the downstream market to train them and share input, 

thus making it more seamless for them to accept and adopt the new solution. 

 

The last composite activity at this level is boosting demand, where actions are taken to grow demand at 

the consumer level, e.g. by increasing marketing towards indirect consumers and thus spiking an 

additional interest in the market. While it can be argued that literature (Homburg, Wilczek, & Hahn, 

2014; Karpen et al., 2015; Kindström et al., 2018) has long argued that the customer is first, an extended 

focus on the end user can develop further insights into how to boost demand. However, for an actor to 

move its focus from only being on the direct customer to include levels further downstream requires 

capabilities in forming new relationships with multiple actors – not necessarily only downstream. In a 

market shaping strategy, an actor must rely on its relationships around the market to leverage its value 

proposition and influence. 

 

4.2.2 Market Offer Level 
At the market offer level, we consider why the market exists. In other words, what need does it serve 

with the customer and thus, what is the service or product that is being served? In (Kindström et al., 

2018) this is referred to as the exchange object. By fully understanding what the market offer is and why 

the exchange object exists, it becomes a natural way to shape and influence the market. Following this 

logic, the value proposition becomes an inherent part of the value chain and Value Net, which links the 

actors together. Building on that, it becomes clear that upstream suppliers should increasingly consider 

the different levels in the downstream and not merely the immediate downstream actor if the intention is 
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for the market to grow (Homburg et al., 2014; Kindström et al., 2018). Essentially, it can be said that the 

objective is to understand the customers at all levels and effectively realize value, and thus have 

authenticated the market offer. Realizing value is about being able to convey the value proposition to the 

customers. This could be by investing heavily in sales and marketing efforts to concisely showcase the 

value of the product when interacting with the entire downstream market. This would also allow for the 

actor to secure a better relationship with the customer, which can lead to better retention and loyalty, 

which may yield even further opportunities for value creation and realization (Arantes da Costa, Pascoli 

Bottura, Maurício Gama Boaventura, & Américo Fischmann, 2009; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; Lemon 

& Verhoef, 2016). This is very related to the composite activity of understanding the customer. Here the 

focus is on being in tune with the customer changing needs as the market evolves and is shaped. This can 

be done, as in the case of the SteelCo (Kindström et al., 2018), by realizing what various customer touch 

points exist throughout the network and harvest that knowledge from the workforce. Lastly, the actor 

must be credible – it is about building trust with the customer. If the customer can trust that an 

organization is able to deliver and take an active interest in their needs, such as lowering cost or 

increasing productivity, they will rely on that organization for future orders. 

 

4.2.3 Technology Level 
At the technology level, we consider technology as an enabler of exchanges (Callon, 1998; Kindström et 

al., 2018) and as a gathering of knowledge that can solve new and existing problems (Vargo et al., 2015). 

Hence, technology can make relationships and interactions between institutions more efficient and 

effective, as well as improve the market offering itself. By being better at leveraging technology (or 

knowledge) it will allow actors to increase their competitiveness. In other words, if an actor is not able 

to be fully knowledgeable about the product offering to the market, it will not be effective in orchestrating 

market shaping strategies (Callon, 1998; Harrison & Kjellberg, 2016). Herein, we are able to tie strings 

to the concept of dynamic capabilities as they mimic features of the ability to leverage technology and 

knowledge. The technology level and demonstrating the technology is also a critical level, as the market 

shaping activities at the market offer and system level may not suffice to shape the market. This is 

because when new ways of working or introduced, e.g. new technology, some actors need to buy into it 

before the market willingly adopts it. If an actor can replicate processes behind a new and more effective 

technology successfully, it would be a way of demonstrating the value to the downstream actors and the 
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rest of the market. In addition, building application knowledge will allow for an actor to remain somewhat 

innovative, but also to remain in tune with the needs of the customers, as well as what other actors are 

doing. By having the ‘right’ knowledge and capabilities, it will allow for opportunities to co-develop 

better technological solutions to the rest of the market and mutually leverage resources to address 

consumer needs (H. Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018). Thus, demonstrating the 

technology is an essential factor in shaping the market. 

 
A key thing to understand is that the activities undertaken by an actor should preferably be aligned 

between all levels to have the highest level of influence. The intention is that they strategically reinforce 

each other by building legitimacy, authenticating market offers and demonstrating the technology. This 

becomes even more relevant in highly mature industries, where institutions are well established and path 

dependent, and thus not that very malleable to market shaping activities (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; 

Kindström et al., 2018; Vargo et al., 2015). Although, notably even incumbents and established industries 

are argued to be susceptible to influence from trigger events, which could be a radical new technology, 

change in political climate, or megatrends. Ultimately, it is recommended that market shaping strategies 

are implemented intentionally and with diligence, as they are not deemed effective through inconsistent 

activities.  

 

4.3 Dynamic Capabilities 
We have now covered the system view of markets as well as how organizations can shape the market. 

This leads us to take an internal perspective to the firm in order to understand how dynamic capabilities 

can be leveraged to shape the market and compete intentionally. In 1991, (J. Barney, 1991) relied on the, 

then novel, resource-based view to analyze firms for competitive advantage. He postulated that an 

organization’s resources might constitute a sustainable competitive advantage if they fulfilled the four 

steps of the VRIN model; valuable, rare, imperfect imitability, non-substitutable (J. Barney, 1991; Teece, 

2017). However, (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997) then later suggested that, while a resource may 

constitute a competitive advantage, it is the organization’s ability to apply, utilize and leverage these 

resources in a changing environment that will keep a firm competitive. In line with this, Barney adapted 

his framework to VRIO by including organization instead of non-substitutable (J. B. Barney, 1995). 

Moreover, the dynamic capabilities are interdependent with the business model and strategy of an 
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organization (Teece, 2017), and therefore they must not contradict each other (Rumelt, 2012). Hence, 

dynamic capabilities are key to understand when examining vastly changing markets (Shuen et al., 2014).  

In what way and how effectively an organization is able to transform and operate its business is a result 

of its dynamic capabilities. They derive from the managerial skills and routines of the organization and 

come to light when an organization is capable of adapting to a changing market or perhaps even when 

the organization seeks to change the market itself (Teece, 2017). 

 

(Karpen et al., 2015; Teece, 2017; Winter, 2003) suggests that it is helpful to think of the capabilities of 

an organization at two levels: 1) the base level where ordinary capabilities exist in running the day-to-

day business and pre-defined tasks, and 2) a higher level of (dynamic) capabilities that span across the 

organization and are concerned with increasing uncertainties such as new product development or 

entering new markets. However, (Teece, 2017) also refers to higher-order dynamic capabilities that entail 

management’s ability to observe, recompose and capture new future opportunities in the market given 

the organization’s current state and path dependency. Note that as the purpose of this thesis is to address 

market system dynamics and market shaping activities, we consider dynamic capabilities as those (Teece, 

2017) refers to as higher-order dynamic capabilities. This is for the reason that in order to shape the 

market the dynamic capabilities must be of a sort that is able to reconfigure an organization as well as be 

enforced next to strategic and business model initiatives. If they were to be of lower level capabilities, it 

is argued that they would not be able to shape the market notably. Also, the higher-order capabilities are 

the ones that are utilized for market and business model innovation. 

 

This thesis will also take it as a given that if organizations undergo extensive transformations relating to 

their business model, it will require much capital as well as follow-through from management. On the 

other hand, small scale transitions do not require tremendous efforts from the organization, although, 

they will capture incremental value (which may suffice) and rarely yield a new sustainable competitive 

advantage when addressing a rapidly changing market. To that note, it can be said that younger firms 

will more seamlessly be able to undergo business model transformations than mature firms, as fewer 

activities and norms are well established. 

While Barney (J. B. Barney, 1995) presentt a competitive advantage through VRIO, we can similarly 

consider the same elements for dynamic capabilities to constitute a competitive advantage. We know that 
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differentiated business models, if successful, create headway in the market. However, we also know that 

successful business models will be imitated by competitors and new entrants. It will require strong 

dynamic capabilities to restructure an organization to adopt or transform into a new business model 

(Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Teece, 2017). Moreover, as dynamic capabilities often are based 

on tacit knowledge due to the idiosyncratic nature, causal ambiguity, path dependency and culture of 

organizations (Karpen et al., 2015; Shuen et al., 2014), they are difficult to articulate and thus imperfectly 

imitable. Hence, strong dynamic capabilities can be said to constitute a competitive advantage. For good 

measure and in line with (Teece, 2017), we define strong dynamic capabilities as to how fast and to what 

extent an organization can reconfigure itself and align its resources, activities, strategy and business 

model to the changing market and consumer needs. Strong dynamic capabilities will let an organization 

be innovative and adaptable through the ability to renew itself and parts of itself, and hence shape itself 

to fit the market or shape the market. These capabilities can be and should be, harmonized with actors in 

the Value Net to maximize value. 

 

In the beginning of this subsection on dynamic capabilities, we described how business models, dynamic 

capabilities and strategies are interdependent. As we now have a good understanding of the first two, let 

us briefly define the term strategy before we move on to depicting the relationship between all three. 

Teece defines strategy as: “It maps out in broad terms how the company will compete” (Teece, 2017). 

Further, a strategy is formed of strategic analysis that is concerned with selecting and protecting the right 

business model and ways to compete in the market (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010). Michael Porter 

(Porter, 1991) has commented on strategy as a way for management to deal with the principle-agent 

problem (Grant, 2016; Yang & Wu, 2007), as principles are not able to monitor every action of every 

agent and ensure it is in line with the direction of the organization (Augier & Teece, 2009). In addition, 

Porter states that strategy is concerned with aligning the organization with the external environment. He 

elaborates that, “the environment, as well as the firm’s own capabilities, are subject to change. Thus, the 

task of strategy is to maintain a dynamic, not static, balance” (Porter, 1991). From Porter and Teece, we 

can then confirm the interdependence between the three core elements and how they play into each other. 

(Teece, 2017) depicted exactly this in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3 – Schema of Dynamic Capabilities, Business Models, and Strategy 

In Figure 4-3, we see the two primary influencers of the business model; dynamic capabilities at the top 

and strategy at the bottom. Both will directly or indirectly influence the business model in the center, 

while also responding to internal and external activities. Often the strategy will define the business model, 

given that the dynamic capabilities allow it. Hence, when the business model is already in place, it 

correspondingly has to allow and justify changes in the dynamic capabilities and the strategy (Shuen et 

al., 2014). As we have established the dynamic capabilities and strategy, let us walk through the model 

from left to right. One aspect of dynamic capabilities is to sense and identify opportunities in the market. 

This is primarily a task for senior management and is typical as a result of innovation either within the 

organization or in the overall market. The next aspect of dynamic capabilities is to seize those 

opportunities and manifest them in a business model that lets the organization commit to a direction and 

align activities and processes. The business model must be durable and adaptable relative to the market 

and thus be able to withstand attacks from the competition. Moreover, it must protect and govern the 

resources, herein IP, of the organization. The strategy ties into decision-making in this regard and thus 

influences the business model. The last aspect of dynamic capabilities is the ability to transform the 

culture and structure of the organization – to that note, we can talk about agility in transforming, the 

extent of transformation as well as the associated costs. This entails reconfiguring existing capabilities 

as well as investing in new ones. 

Ordinarily, changes to a business model will take the point of departure in the customer, as well as 

mimicking other business models. However, in established industries and highly competitive markets, it 
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can be complicated to do sudden changes to a business model (Teece, 2017). That is why we consider 

market shaping activities as part of the strategy of doing so. Still, firms with weak dynamic capabilities 

will be highly path dependent, as previous investment decisions, structure and (financial) state of the 

firm will determine the business model. Strong dynamic capabilities will let senior management look 

beyond these aspects. Moreover, (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Teece, 2017) states that business 

models are not perfectly modular, which means that if one component changes, then others are likely to 

follow. Once more, this points to the fact that stronger dynamic capabilities make a transformation more 

seamless. Counterintuitively, organizations become more inflexible over time as they become routinized, 

focus on efficiencies and reducing waste. (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009) suggests mitigating this by having 

firms consider transformation as a continuous activity and goal. By articulating a vision and having 

cultivated an innovative organization with aligned incentive structures, organizations can more 

effortlessly promote strategies and business models that resonate with the rest of the market and dynamic 

capabilities (Augier & Teece, 2009). Overall, strong dynamic capabilities let an organization be creative 

all around while remaining responsive in executing (Teece, 2017). 

 

4.4 Co-creating for Better Value 
In an attempt to equip this thesis to answer RQ1 and RQ2, the theoretical framework has thus far adopted 

and adapted theories and literature pertaining to market shaping, dynamic capabilities, and market system 

dynamics. Having grasped how markets evolve and what levers exist to change them, co-creation theory 

will be investigated through an innovation lens, presenting the different innovation setups and processes 

along with the underlying paradox. Understanding this will aid us in answering RQ3. We include 

innovation, as it is considered a key feature of competing in high-velocity industries, as well as a key 

feature of collaboration (Shuen et al., 2014). Let us first define the term innovation. The definition of 

innovation varies across existing literature (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003; Dhanasai & Parkhe, 2006; Ritala, 

Kraus, & Bouncken, 2016). Some think of innovation as merely commercializing inventions, while 

others see it as new ways of working. While we do not disagree with these beliefs, we deemed the 

following definition appropriate for the purpose of this thesis: “It includes any new idea or approach that 

is applied in fundamentally different ways to create value for the organization and other stakeholders 

such as customers, suppliers, partner organizations, communities, governments, or even general good 

of humanity.” (Lee et al., 2012). This definition shows that innovation is a key part of collaboration 
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which allows for co-creation to become a cornerstone of this thesis (H. Chesbrough, Lettl, & Ritter, 2018; 

Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018). The following section will shed some light on how innovation can be pursued 

with various actors within the Value Net. 

 

Traditional buyer-supplier relationships are structured around capturing the highest possible value given 

the current supply and demand situation. Whenever supply or demand changed in a given market, so did 

the balance of power of the supplier or the buyer. If we look at a snapshot of a market, we can use Porter’s 

Five Forces (Grant, 2016) to evaluate the balance of power and the competitive situation. However, the 

traditional buyer-supplier setup is slowly disappearing since organizations are seeking new ways to 

compete. The shift that is happening now is that more and more companies are exploring collaboration 

opportunities (Lee et al., 2012) Accordingly, we see this in academic literature as it increasingly opens 

for collaborative suggestions (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; Ghobadi & D’Ambra, 2011). This is why terms 

such as joint ventures, strategic alliances, and partnerships are becoming more common in various 

professional networks. The formalities of these collaboration setups can have many different shapes and 

forms where the most common ones are networks, coalitions, movements, strategic alliances, strategic 

co-funding, public-private partnerships & collective impact initiatives (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003; Grant, 

2016). This paper focuses on the setups within strategic alliances that by itself can take many different 

forms. Strategic alliances are just partnerships among organizations working together to reach a common 

result or goal, while they maintain their independent autonomy. These setups are mostly a combination 

of two or more business strategies that together will reach a better result than if they were separate. Even 

though the setups might differ a lot, the most interesting aspect of collaboration is understanding why 

companies do it. 

 

4.4.1 Why Should Companies Collaborate? 
The reasons for collaborating can be very different. However, the red thread through all collaborations 

is that the companies partaking believes that they will harvest a kind of value that was not obtainable if 

they operated independently (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; Karpen et al., 2015). 

In collecting numerous perspectives on why companies collaborate, the following four headings are 

considered representative for the main drivers of collaboration, namely; growth, efficiency, learning, and 

creative abrasion. 
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4.4.1.1 Growth 

Collaboration helps organizations grow their network reach, rely on resource and capability sharing, and 

reach new markets (Crick, 2018; Grant, 2016; Vargo et al., 2015). If companies were to keep operating 

independently without collaboration, their growth opportunities would most likely be limited to steady 

growth within their current markets. If companies begin collaborating with others, they would be able to 

reach new markets by leveraging their partners’ network and communication channels, but most 

importantly they could leverage a company’s resources to scale their production. This pooling of 

resources can have many benefits, namely cost efficiency and the development of new competencies 

(Nalebuff & Brandenburger, 1997). 

 

4.4.1.2 Efficiency 

Working together, expanding the network and increasing available resources can change a business 

because collaboration can assist in various problem solving e.g. when a company does not have the 

required resources to handle a specific situation, they can collaborate with a company that does (Crick, 

2018). An example of a modern and very open form of collaboration is crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing 

can be an effective way to leverage the knowledge of an open or closed network (Lee et al., 2012). 

Crowdsourcing can be seen as a modern Research and Development (R&D) initiative that leverages the 

scalability and virality that technology has enabled. Companies and even private people are using it to 

seek out business opportunities, get quick feedback on products and services, as well as solutions to 

various issues. Collaboration can do that if companies are successful in leveraging each other’s 

competencies and resources to either produce a cheaper product or deliver a service at a lower cost, as 

underlined by (Yang & Wu, 2007). Besides cost, collaborations can improve overall efficiencies within 

internal processes, supply chain optimization etc. (Yang & Wu, 2007) further points to how 

collaborations can have a positive effect on through knowledge sharing activities. 

 

4.4.1.3 Learning 

(Bengtsson & Kock, 2014) identifies a key outcome of collaboration is learning which is facilitated 

through knowledge sharing activities.  Also, (Shuen et al., 2014) defines learning as a key dynamic 

capability of organizations. It is further stated that organizations must look towards the market for 

particular innovative active actors. A culture of continuous learning defeats complacency and increases 
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competitiveness, even if it learning is through rivals (Shuen et al., 2014; Trinh, Liem, & 

Kachitvichyanukul, 2014). Hence, self-awareness can be a healthy lesson because it forces a company to 

realize what they are good at (i.e., core competencies) and vice versa. When a company realizes what it 

is not good at, collaboration opportunities become interesting for them, and by knowing what it is good 

at it can find the right partner to leverage precisely those core competencies (Lee et al., 2012). This would 

be a symbiotic relationship where both companies improve their weaknesses through collaboration. In 

addition to self-awareness, collaboration will inspire organizations to do things differently when learning 

from others. This is where collaboration again shows characteristics of R&D because as collaboration is 

educational, a company cannot just learn about themselves but also about market trends and develop onto 

them before their competitors. 

 

4.4.1.4 Creative Abrasion 

From (Grant, 2016) we learn of creative abrasion which is the concept of innovation through diversity of 

thought. The term was used to shed some light on the friction that occurs when people are working 

together due to their different values and experiences (Karpen et al., 2015). Respectively, (Vargo et al., 

2015) further underlines this diversity of thought through (Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 2009): 

“Institutional change is a central issue for innovation” in the sense that “how institutions influence 

actors' behavior but also how these actors might, in turn, influence, and possibly change institutions.” 

Collaboration can now become structured around innovation; however, innovation can also be structured 

in different ways and (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003; Lee et al., 2012) state that the evolution of innovation 

is a result of capability creativity and megatrends we see in the modern world. (Lee et al., 2012) further 

argue that innovation has gone through four significant steps devising the terms: closed innovation, 

collaborative innovation, open innovation, and co-innovation. Before these steps are looked into, it is 

essential to understand the paradox that emerges when companies engage with each other in a 

collaborative setup. This paradox is presented through game theory. 

 

4.4.2 The Paradox of Co-creation 
It may sound as if collaboration is the only way forward given the direction the world is moving; 

however, we must also consider the other side of the coin. With the notion of co-creating value, the 

question of who should capture that value naturally arises. Hence, we talk about value creation versus 
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value appropriation. In the process of collaboratively creating a certain amount of value, the interests of 

the actors will naturally be aligned as the more value that is created, the more there is to share. In other 

words, the actors are growing a bigger pie. However, in the process of who should capture the value, the 

interests start to diverge as actors will grow conscious of themselves rather than the group. Hence, they 

will compete for a bigger slice of the pie, which alludes to a coopetition aspect. In the remaining part of 

this section, we will introduce various methods and approaches to collaborating, along with their benefits 

and challenges. Before doing that, we shall try to understand the paradox of creating and capturing value 

a bit further. We will take a point of departure in coopetition and game theory to explore this 

understanding and see how it applies to co-creation. 

 

Coopetition is a fairly novel subject, as many simplified models and solutions have previously been 

provided to introduce the subject and make suggestions for how managers can engage in coopetitive 

relationships (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; Bengtsson & Kock, 2000; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; 

Nalebuff & Brandenburger, 1997; Trinh et al., 2014). However, it must be admitted that coopetition is 

highly complex as it happens simultaneously on multiple levels and with multiple actors (Giesler & 

Fischer, 2017; Gnyawali & Park, 2011; Nalebuff & Brandenburger, 1997), which is why it is difficult to 

comprehend. Game theory has been a method to understand the simplified logic behind coopetition 

(Trinh et al., 2014), but it is yet too complex to fully understand as relationships, actions and outcomes 

across the Value Net can be difficult to articulate (Bengtsson & Kock, 2000). This is very much in line 

with the complexity of market system dynamics (Chapter 4.1) and market shaping activities (Chapter 

4.2). In a coopetition-context, this is alluded to by (Bengtsson and Kock, 2014, as cited in Chou and 

Zolkiewski, 2018): “Coopetition is a paradoxical relationship between two or more actors 

simultaneously involved in cooperative and competitive interactions, regardless of whether their 

relationship is horizontal or vertical.” Also, (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018) states: “Coopetitive 

relationships cannot and do not exist in isolation, they are the result of a complex web of interdependent 

relationships in which an organization is embedded.” Conventionally, collaborating and competing have 

been viewed as two distinct strategies (Dagnino, 2013; Ghobadi & D’Ambra, 2011), while today we 

consider the simultaneous interplay between the two. Moreover, following the definition from 

(Bengtsson & Kock, 2014), the definition has moved to look at all players in the Value Net rather than 

just the competitors. Conventionally, it was thought that competing and collaborating were 
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proportionally diverging approaches meaning that in order to increase competitiveness organizations 

would have to collaborate less and vice versa (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018). This suggests a zero-sum 

game way of thinking of competition, where contemporary literature, herein coopetition, advocates 

positive-sum or variable-sum games (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; Trinh et al., 2014). In (Bengtsson & 

Kock, 2000), coopetition is defined as “the dyadic and paradoxical relationship that emerges when two 

firms cooperate in some activities, such as in a strategic alliance, and at the same time compete with 

each other in other activities.” This aligns well with our thinking on paradoxes and lets us look into the 

interplay of collaboration and competition. From this dyadic connection, it is derived that coopetitive 

relationships can be predominantly cooperative, balanced or predominantly competitive (Bengtsson & 

Kock, 2000; Ghobadi & D’Ambra, 2011). From (Crick, 2018), we learn that this interplay is evolved 

around the facets of sharing resources and capabilities through different activities. Importantly, it was 

found that the main antecedents of coopetition are that the industry has a cooperative mindset across the 

industry, as well as the mere access to the capabilities and resources of competitors (Crick, 2018). 

Further, it was derived that the performance outcome is depended on the relative size of the organization, 

the amount and nature of the resources and capabilities, and the managers’ objectives. This is depicted 

in Figure 4-4 from (Crick, 2018). 

 

 
Figure 4-4 – Antecedents, Facets, and Consequences of Coopetition 

 

In line with other literature (Bengtsson & Kock, 2000; Crick, 2018; Ritala & Tidström, 2014), it was 

suggested that sharing capabilities such as advice and skills, would foster innovation and creativity which 

would have taken longer to develop alone. This speaks to the industry-wide cooperative mindset, which 
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remove constraints in letting companies come together and share. Without strategies that allow 

cooperation, it becomes considerably more difficult to co-innovate. Hence, collaborative behavior must 

exist for coopetition to exist (Bengtsson & Kock, 2014; Crick, 2018; Karpen et al., 2015; Trinh et al., 

2014). As an example, some solutions are increasingly scalable or more cost beneficial when multiple 

actors engage as a group. To that note, it should be mentioned that smaller organizations are more 

inclined to collaborate for cost benefits as they will usually lack the resources and capabilities to 

experience adequate effects. Conversely, a larger organization will operate on its own for cost benefits, 

as it will have sufficient resources and capabilities internally to do so. In terms of letting coopetition 

constitute a competitive advantage, (Crick, 2018) found that the larger organization believed that they 

could outcompete other actors through the resources and capabilities they already possessed. The smaller 

organizations believed that the benefits of coopetition would increase their competitiveness as they would 

be able to counteract the strategies of the larger organizations through sharing activities. Thus, given that 

the antecedents are in place, coopetition is undoubtedly a way to realize growth and innovation. For a 

relatively larger organization, coopetition strategies alone will not suffice to compete but should be 

aligned with other value-creating strategies (Crick, 2018; Gnyawali & Park, 2011). For smaller 

organizations, however, coopetition strategies can foster learning, scale and innovative solutions that 

allow them to increase competitiveness. 

 

When speaking of co-creation, a pivotal aspect to understand is that we consider market interactions as 

positive-sum games, as the outcome of the parties’ interactions will yield a net-positive sum. If the 

collaboration was not expected to yield a positive sum, then there would be no reason to collaborate in 

the first place. This is opposed to zero-sum games where one party’s gain will equal the other party’s 

loss and thus yield the net sum of zero. To be accurate, we must also acknowledge the risk of negative-

sum games, where value has been destroyed, and the net sum is negative. In order to capture both 

positive- and negative-sum games, we apply the term variable-sum games. As (Bengtsson & Kock, 2014) 

alluded to in the quote mentioned above, co-creation relationships and positive-sum scenarios are 

paradoxical by nature. This is in the sense that both parties will strive to create the most value together 

but compete in appropriating that same value (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018; Ritala & Tidström, 2014). In 

other words, the co-creation for value will enlarge the whole pie for all parties, but naturally, the parties 

will compete for a bigger slice of the pie. From variable-sum games, it is implied that in positive-sum 
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outcomes it is desirable to capture more of the pie, while in negative-sum outcomes it is desirable to 

capture less of the pie. Hence, this paradox becomes a distinct notion for us to examine. (Chou & 

Zolkiewski, 2018) investigates this through concepts as tension and harmony and hence, dynamic 

capabilities can relate to mitigate tension and build harmony in relationship management and co-creation 

ventures. To this note, (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018) state that shifts in the 

nature of roles over time would cause conflicts in expectations and demand, while (Gnyawali & Park, 

2011; Hoffmann, Lavie, Reuer, & Shipilov, 2018) poses that asymmetric learning stirs tension in 

managing the relationships. (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018) further suggests that improving information 

sharing can mitigate this tension and build harmony. If we expand on that, we can postulate that 

transparency will build trust and harmony. Further, by defining clear terms and boundaries for the 

relationship, tensions can be mitigated. However, as the relationships grow these terms and boundaries 

may become obsolete and to some extent limit the relationships if they are to be strictly followed. Tension 

will usually arise through managerial challenges, especially when evolving around innovation as it 

requires unique capabilities and the outcome can be hard to define and predict (Karpen et al., 2015; Ritala 

et al., 2016). 

 

As we have opened for the competing features of co-creation, we must also acknowledge the 

opportunistic behavior that tempts actors to appropriate most value when engaging in collaborative 

setups. This opportunism can be mitigated if firms have differentiating capabilities as they will have to 

rely on each other to a greater extent, however, if the opposite is true then firms may seek to cheat each 

other. This is a great source of tension in collaborative setups. Further, relative power asymmetry, as well 

as collaborative and competing postures between firms, are also a source of tension in collaborative 

relationships (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018). 

 

(Arantes da Costa et al., 2009) has examined various competitive, non-cooperative and cooperative 

scenarios across power asymmetries and symmetries through a game theory approach. This was done to 

identify how balance and imbalance in power plays a role, as well as if classical game theory games can 

be applied. Moreover, the consequences of choosing the wrong and right game were uncovered. By 

applying the concept of game theory, we can potentially identify equilibriums and thus the optimal 

solutions for collaborative relationships. Hence, it can become a tool to manage collaborative setups and 
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identify optimal opportunities (Ghobadi & D’Ambra, 2011; Hoffmann et al., 2018). This thesis adopts 

(Arantes da Costa et al., 2009) definition of game theory: “A situation of conflict of interests between 

two or more intelligent autonomous agents, and it can be described by a mathematical model. The 

problem of conflict of interests between two or more autonomous agents, decision makers, or controllers 

(henceforth simply “players”) is known as a game.” It should be noticed how this definition matches 

(Bengtsson & Kock, 2014) definition of coopetition and its inherent paradox. For further understanding, 

note that equilibrium points are the absolute best outcome for the players involved. The strategy to obtain 

equilibrium will depend on the type of game, number of participants, competitive or collaborative nature, 

information asymmetry, and power ratios. Moreover, it must be considered if the game is simultaneous 

or sequential, as well as infinite or finite. 

 

(Arantes da Costa et al., 2009) identifies three types of stances that companies could take when playing 

games; 1) rival stance, i.e. zero-sum games, where firms actively engage in rivalry, 2) individualistic 

stance, i.e. variable-sum games, where firms seek to maintain their own space and not compete actively 

nor collaborate, and 3) associative stance, i.e. variable-sum games, where firms actively collaborate. In 

addition, (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009) incorporated three relative power ratios 1) weaker, i.e. new and 

less established firms, 2) balanced, i.e. equally strong firms and 3) stronger, i.e. more established firms. 

By combining these features, (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009) found that the below matrix (Figure 4-5) 

could be utilized to identify the games to play. As this thesis focuses on co-creation (RQ3), we will focus 

on the rightmost column of the matrix. This is for the reason that collaborative relationships must evolve 

around the notion of Pareto equilibriums/optimums as they are considered to be sustained win-win 

solutions. However, we still identify these solutions in contrast to individualistic and rival postures as 

they constitute threats to reaching a Pareto equilibrium. 
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Figure 4-5 – Power Ratio vs Competitive Postures of Players 

In cooperative setups, we identify the Pareto equilibrium as the state of win-win and the Pareto optimum 

as maximum outcome of the win-win game (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009). In this equilibrium, the 

outcome of the collaboration is the best result any player could obtain without preexisting knowledge of 

other players’ decisions, i.e. a true win-win. Hence, these collaborative games can only exist when 

players share information about their intentions (or resources and capabilities) and thus the Pareto 

equilibrium can be found. However, for this to be sustainable and for players not to succumb to individual 

interests that may inflict harm on the collaboration, these games need to be built on trust and loyalty 

(Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018). Moreover, we must consider the type of games 

as seen in Figure 4-5. Let us apply the classical game theory example, the Prisoner’s Dilemma (Kelly, 

2003), to uncover the dynamic interplay between competition and cooperation (Figure 4-6). 

 
Figure 4-6 – Coopetition: Game Theory Example 
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This is an example of two firms that compete in the same industry with the same products. The power 

ratios between the two are balanced and they are faced with two strategic actions; to compete or to 

collaborate. From a group perspective, it is clear that the optimal solution (the Pareto 

equilibrium/optimum) is for both companies to collaborate. From an individual perspective, it is clear 

that the best option is to compete. In our example, we understand this as Firm A potentially seeking to 

compete by cutting prices and thus gaining more market share and a larger gain of revenue. Subsequently, 

the rational response for Firm B is to compete by cutting prices as well, which would leave both 

companies at a lesser profit. In this particular situation, Firm A and Firm B have found themselves in a 

Nash equilibrium as neither player is able to improve the outcome by changing the strategy once they 

both have chosen to compete (Kelly, 2003). In both simultaneous and sequential games where players 

are not coordinating, or information asymmetry exists, players will choose to compete as it provides a 

better individual outcome. Thus, competing is the dominant strategy, as it has been in academic literature 

until recent years (Bengtsson & Kock, 2014; Ghobadi & D’Ambra, 2011). Given that we wish to obtain 

a Pareto equilibrium let us play the game under different conditions. In the previous game, Firm A and 

B were not able to coordinate efforts and strategies. However, if this barrier is removed, both players will 

naturally choose to collaborate and share the market at a higher price rather than enter a price competition. 

Hence, we have reached a Pareto equilibrium. However, now the obstacles lie in maintaining this state. 

As we can see in Figure 4-6, both players are tempted to move from the collaboration strategy to the 

competing strategy in order to gain a higher outcome. Merely knowing that fact becomes a source of 

tension between the players, which is why they feel it is safer to compete rather than cooperate. Hence, 

research should investigate how to best maintain the state of Pareto equilibrium. This concerns moving 

from short-term thinking to long-term thinking (Arantes da Costa et al., 2009; Kindström et al., 2018). 

Moreover, it concerns thinking about games as positive-sum games with an infinite number of rounds. 

This is in the sense that, if games have a finite number of rounds (i.e. the collaboration is bound to expire) 

then players are incentivized to cheat at the end. The notion of positive-sum games will incentivize 

players to collaborate as they will create more value for them both. Still, the caveat lies in who captures 

the value, which inspires tension in collaborative setups. Thus, it becomes interesting how firms can 

maintain and manage cooperative setups, e.g. through trust-building, contracts, rules, culture and norms, 

incentives, and leverage. 
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The typical prisoner’s dilemma example works only in markets that mimic features of perfect 

competition. When the power asymmetry increases, such as in monopiles or oligopolies, weaker players 

are more likely to follow stronger players (if they do not opt to remove themselves from the game). 

(Arantes da Costa et al., 2009) dubbed this paternalistic-solidarity and follower-leader type games given 

the competitive posture (Figure 4-5). Paternalistic meaning that stronger companies will take a role 

similar to a parent where they have authority over weaker players. They will seek to grow and develop 

the weaker organizations. Solidarity was referred to as simply following the directions of the stronger 

organizations. However, weaker organizations would have the option to remove themselves from the 

collaboration of the stronger organization to operate independently (Crick, 2018; Trinh et al., 2014) or 

with other organizations. On a final note, it should be reminded that we do not consider coopetition as 

only including competitors, but between any actor that hold opposing interests. This becomes relevant in 

the paradox of value creation versus value appropriation, and game theory can help explain the rationale 

between actors in order to maintain the Pareto equilibrium. Further, as coopetition is an inherent feature 

of collaboration, the terms coopetition and collaboration will be used interchangeably.  

 

4.4.3 Co-Creation Capabilities 
In understanding the clear benefits of co-creating value, as well as the fundamental paradox, it becomes 

natural to investigate precisely how to maintain a collaborative game. Particularly, if we tie this to the 

market system dynamics and market shaping activities that firms can undertake, we are reminded of the 

complexity of markets, and thus why collaborative efforts are problematic as actors will seek to undercut 

each other from multiple angles and at all levels. In other words, as the opportunities for interacting 

around value co-creating activities in complex markets increase, so does the underlying competing 

interests. To that notion, we previously considered dynamic capabilities as a potential source of 

competitive advantage as it, along with the strategy, would allow firms to transform and modify the 

existing business model to fit the market or to shape the market itself. Still, we have yet to suggest 

concretely what types of dynamic capabilities firms should rely on to cooperate efficiently. Thus, if we 

expand on this notion, we can consider dynamic capabilities as the firm’s ability to co-create value and 

even maintain collaborative games to obtain the Pareto optimum continuously. (Karpen, Bove, & Lukas, 

2012) introduced the concept of service-dominant logic, which entailed co-creating along with customers 

in particular, but also other actors in the Value Net. (Karpen et al., 2015) defined the service-dominant 
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orientation as “An organization’s ability to facilitate and enhance mutually beneficial interaction and 

resource integration processes with individual actors within the service system.” In this orientation, six 

capabilities that would enable collaborative relationships to be maintained and yield more value were 

identified; relational, ethical, individuated, empowered, developmental and concerted interaction. These, 

as well as their relationships, are depicted in Figure 4-7. In line with this thinking, (Karpen et al., 2015) 

lets us expand on (Teece, 2017) definition of dynamic capabilities (see chapter 4.3) as it cooperates that 

(dynamic) co-creation capabilities are of higher-order competencies and has a direct impact on 

performance – namely financial, market and customer related performance. Particularly, there was an 

increase in perceived value, affective commitment, and trust. This leads us to suggest that good dynamic 

co-creation capabilities can increase these attributes, which, in turn, will enable the collaboration and 

Pareto optimum to be maintained, and ultimately yield superior competitive performance (Bengtsson & 

Kock, 2014; Hoffmann et al., 2018). (Karpen et al., 2015) wrote about this constellation in the context 

of a retailer and how it would affect repurchase intentions. However, in the context of achieving and 

maintaining the Pareto optimum, we must consider the relationship (and game) as something continuous. 

For that reason, we adapt the model to include how trust, perceived value, and affective commitment 

impact ‘sustained relationship building’. Moreover, (Karpen et al., 2015) and (Teece, 2017) mention how 

dynamic capabilities and co-creation directly impact the market performance and financial performance, 

which is a link that was missing in the original model from (Karpen et al., 2015). Hence, it is depicted in 

Figure 4-7 as well. 
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Figure 4-7 – Framework for Co-creation Capabilities 

For that reason, this thesis will adopt the six co-creating capabilities from (Karpen et al., 2012, 2015), as 

capabilities that firms can rely on to efficiently maintain collaborative relationships and exchanges 

between actors. They are adopted in the context of dynamic capabilities, the Value Net and game theory 

as previously outlined, and are understood as the following: 

 

Individuated interaction capability is the organization’s ability to comprehend the processes, context 

and desired outcome of the relevant individual actors within the Value Net. By understanding these 

characteristics of other players, the organization can identify and position itself to offer solutions that are 

adapted to the individual actor, which will grow the positive sum of the game. Moreover, it will arguably 

aid the firm in identifying whom to collaborate with. 

 

Relational interaction capability is the organization’s ability to improve the social and emotional 

relations with the relevant individual actors within the Value Net. In doing so, the organization will 

strengthen the relationship through informal ties, which forms a feeling of interconnectedness. This 

inspires actors to disregard short-term monetary benefits, which undermines the interests of cheating the 

opponent in the game. 
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Ethical interaction capability is the organization’s ability to act in an ethical, appropriate and non-

opportunistic fashion within the Value Net. By exhibiting this type of behavior, the organization is 

exuding reliability and trustworthiness, as the organization will not seek to undercut the other partner 

organization as soon as interests start to diverge. 

 

Empowered interaction capability is the organization’s ability to enable actors within the Value Net to 

influence the nature of the game. By involving the partner organization in decision-making processes 

regarding the exchange, the organization allows for interaction around the desired outcome, which may 

positively influence the Pareto equilibrium. 

 

Development interaction capability is the organization’s ability to assist the knowledge and 

competence development of the actors within the Value Net. This ability enables the organization to 

enhance the capabilities of the partner organizations, which would make them more capable of delivering 

co-created value through better-utilized resources and knowledge. This is an essential aspect of games 

where the power ratio is imbalanced. 

 

Concerted interaction capability is the organization’s ability to facilitate and coordinate the interaction 

and activities with actors within the Value Net. Having perfectly aligned processes and activities give 

more timely interactions, reduces waste and creates value, which might otherwise decrease the net sum 

of the game. 
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4.5 Innovation 
As (Karpen et al., 2015) further describes, these six dynamic capabilities to increase the perceived value, 

trust and affective commitment in the relationship. Consequently, through the lens of game theory and 

the paradox of co-creation, we can say that they help to sustain the cooperative game and the Pareto 

equilibrium as well as increase the net sum of the game. 

Still, even though an organization may perform well within these dynamic capabilities, the organization 

must also consider an exact approach to collaborating. This is for the reason that organizations cannot 

make their resources and processes entirely available to the rest of the Value Net, as it needs to avoid 

exploitation, protect intellectual property and maintain competitive advantages. Naturally, organizations 

will factor in their own interests first. Senior managers will be conscious of what resources are better 

utilized for collaborative relationships versus what resources are necessary to compete with (Edvardsson 

et al., 2014; Hoffmann et al., 2018). (J. Barney, 1991; J. B. Barney, 1995) with the VRIO model can 

suggest which resources may be too valuable to share freely. Thus, beyond the paradox of co-creation, 

there will be a trade-off and a risk in sharing resources. In light of this, we will consider various co-

creation setups and their inherent challenges and benefits through innovation. 

 

4.5.1 Closed Innovation 
Before companies were willing and ready to involve others in their innovation processes, the common 

understanding was that innovation was strictly used as a competitive advantage and was to be managed 

behind closed doors (Lee et al., 2012). The whole process of innovation happens within the company, 

and the external environment is only informed when the company has reaped the benefits of their 

innovation by reaching the goal, they set out to reach. This type of innovation is tightly controlled, and 

the boundary between the company and the market is apparent (Bogers, Chesbrough, & Moedas, 2018; 

Gallaud, 2013). Even though the business world is changing to become more collaborative, some 

companies still choose to strictly operate under closed innovation because of their company philosophy. 

If a company has a very ‘we know it all’ attitude, they will see little need to involve others, especially as 

companies might see open innovation as being very risky because of the open communication channels. 

In 2003, Henry Chesbrough published the book ‘Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating and 

Profiting, from Technology’ (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003) which was a part of the initial research and 

formulation of open innovation. To present the process, benefits, and limitations of closed innovation he 
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drafted a figure that indicates the strict boundaries between companies, the boundaries between the 

company and the market and the exact flow of knowledge (Figure 4-8). The figure shows various ideas 

(the circles) which comes from investments in R&D and from these ideas it is evident that only a small 

amount is reintroduced to the market. This is not necessarily a bad or wrong way of managing the 

innovation process; it is merely very dependent on the firm’s ability to capture value from the ideas 

introduced to the market. If the company is unable to capture the value, the company will not conduct 

sustainable innovation, and they will struggle to fund new R&D initiatives. Furthermore, (H. W. 

Chesbrough, 2003) argues that companies who have chosen closed innovation as their innovation 

method, are often poorly suited to go into new markets and thereby stay within their current one. 

 
Figure 4-8 - The Knowledge Landscape of the Closed Innovation Paradigm 

In developing the paradigm of closed innovation further, (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003) presents some 

apparent questions that companies are asking themselves because of the paradigm shift from closed to 

open innovation. In this thesis, we refer to this as the ‘shift toward collaboration.’ Examples of these 

questions could be (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003): 

• Isn’t it problematic for ideas to start in the firm, but then leak outside? 

• If the firm invests in research, but the results leak to other firms, who freeride on the investing 

firm’s efforts, how can the original firm continue to invest in research going forward? 

• Where will the vital discoveries and breakthroughs come from? 
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 These questions are relevant. However, (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003) argues that they put the emphasis on 

the wrong issues and distract companies from the possible benefits of the open innovation paradigm. It 

is precisely these benefits that are the main reason for this paradigm shift toward open innovation, and 

many companies choose to take an intermediate step, namely collaborative innovation  (Lee et al., 2012). 

Collaborative innovation is when companies choose to join forces on specific areas to leverage each 

other’s core competences. When a company realizes that they are not perfect at everything, they can 

choose to partner up with other companies to benefit somewhere along the value chain. An example 

could be when a company is to launch a new product, their competences might lie within manufacturing 

but not marketing, therefore they could collaborate with a marketing firm to successfully launch the 

product. 

 

4.5.2 Open Innovation 
Going from collaborative innovation to open innovation is not an easy step and comparing open to closed 

innovation is almost impossible given the complexities of open innovation. Open innovation requires a 

much broader and unguarded view on innovation. This is said by (Bogers et al., 2018) who argues that 

the ability to take part in open innovation is, in fact, a dynamic capability. What this means is that when 

companies take part in open innovation, they can be better equipped to handle and adapt to changing 

markets and megatrends (Kindström et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2012; Vargo et al., 2015). 

 
Figure 4-9 - The Knowledge Landscape of the Open Innovation Paradigm 
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Similar to Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003) shows the flow of knowledge and 

boundaries, this time for the open innovation paradigm. First of all, the knowledge flows are indicated 

with the arrows, showing both inbound and outbound knowledge flows. Secondly, the boundaries are 

now dotted i.e. knowledge is shared across companies and markets. Thirdly, this figure involves the 

creation of new markets. Closed innovation does not allow organizations to seek opportunities and 

insights externally since everything happened behind closed doors. For open innovation, companies have 

the possibility of sharing knowledge with whomever they see fit e.g. suppliers, customers, and 

competitors. The boundaries have been made transparent as the access to information has multiplied 

significantly. (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003) argues that the shift from closed to open innovation is highly 

driven by the abundance of available information due to the internet and the rising number of university 

graduates. These graduates have spent the last couple of years absorbing as much information as possible 

via the Internet, library books and study-groups. Compared to graduates before the Internet, they are 

much better geared for absorbing knowledge externally and collaborating with others. Open innovation 

can quickly show high elements of trust between companies and the external environment; however, 

organizations will still have to acknowledge the possible consequences. Organizations will need to find 

the balance between sharing enough information to ensure actors understand their situation and not 

sharing too much so that competitors can beat them. This creates a need for protecting their Intellectual 

Property (IP) whenever engaging in open innovation. This also ties in with the purpose of shifting to the 

open innovation paradigm. Companies might want to engage in open innovation because they seek a 

solution to a problem, similar to crowdsourcing, or they might suspect that their resources are not being 

used to their full potential. (Bogers et al., 2018) published a paper called ‘Open Innovation: Research, 

Practices, and Policies’, where they initially divide open innovation in two: namely outside-in (inbound) 

and inside-out (outbound). With the outside-in approach, which is the most explored one, companies 

open up their innovation processes to get input from the external environment. With the inside-out 

approach, companies choose to put their emphasis on sharing their knowledge with the external 

environment if their ideas were underutilized. Additionally, the third form of open innovation is 

presented, called coupled innovation or co-innovation (Bogers et al., 2018). 
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4.5.3 Co-innovation as a Form of Open Innovation 
Co-innovation is the third and last form of open innovation, which is based on co-creation. It is where 

collaboration combined with open innovation proves very interesting and often very fruitful. It, 

“involves two (or more) partners that purposively manage mutual knowledge flows across 

their organizational boundaries through joint invention and commercialization activities.” (H. 

Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014). 

The mutual outflows represent the combination of both in and outflows of knowledge previously shown 

in Figure 4-9. Additionally, co-innovation intentionally addresses the initial questions raised when 

shifting from closed to open innovation regarding who captures the value and the risk of leaking too 

much information. Co-innovation companies will choose the right partner to collaborate with based on 

their competencies and resources; however, it is not necessarily project-based and thus does not involve 

a blinkered approach to innovation. Here it is also important to emphasize that the partner is not 

necessarily a company, it could also be private customers that often have precisely the information 

needed to further develop a product or service offering. Furthermore, a company’s business model has 

to be built to be able to handle the various in- and outflows of their innovation processes. Conclusively, 

co-innovation is much more about utilizing partners within the organization’s ecosystem to innovate with 

in order to commercialize ideas for business growth. The focus on commercializing the best possible 

ideas brings a much bigger focus on IP than in inbound or outbound open innovation. 

 

Choosing between these three kinds of open innovation is directly linked to the purpose of the innovation 

initiatives within the organization. The purpose can be very different, but the key to open innovation is 

to engage with the external environment to create or capture some value. Precisely, the aspect of value 

within innovation has since been explored by many academics and business professionals (Dhanasai & 

Parkhe, 2006; Gallaud, 2013; Ritala et al., 2016; Zapel, 2018). Notably, in 2018, Henry Chesbrough, 

Christopher Lettl and Thomas Ritter published the paper ‘Value Creation and Value Capture in Open 

Innovation’ (H. Chesbrough et al., 2018). In this paper they adopt a value perspective on open innovation, 

underlining where the value is captured and the process of ensuring all actors capture as much value as 

possible. This brings us to the definition of value. 
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4.5.4 Value of Open Innovation: Four Value Processes 
In (H. Chesbrough et al., 2018), we learn that traditionally value has been considered as “(…) the value 

of a market offering is ultimately determined by the customer, and is conceptualized as a customer’s 

willingness to pay or the benefit the consumer experiences.” This is changing as actors are expanding to 

create value with multiple actors at once (Chou & Zolkiewski, 2018). Since then, value has had many 

different definitions, where (H. Chesbrough et al., 2018) has defined their own for value within open 

innovation: “For multi-actor open-innovation settings, we define value as all actor-perceived 

consequences arising from the deployment of a resource in a process.” To conceptualize the process 

behind creating and capturing value, (H. Chesbrough et al., 2018) presents a two-by-two matrix 

introducing value-in-use and value-in-exchange Figure 4-10. 

 
Figure 4-10 – The Four Value Processes 

4.5.4.1 Value-in-Use, Value-in-Exchange, Value Creation and Value Capture 

To explain the figure, it is important to distinguish between two different points in time. Primarily is the 

time at which resources are used i.e. value-in-use. This perspective only sees value as an outcome of a 

process utilizing resources in which the used resource is what it took to achieve the outcome/benefit. 

Conclusively, this perspective acknowledges the sacrifice(s) made to achieve a specific result similar to 

traditional R&D where the financial investment and allocation of human resources are the ‘used’ 

resources to achieve a result of the R&D. The value-in-use perspective then underlines that there is a 

significant value to capture in this process of using resources and open innovation ensures that these 

spillovers are managed (H. Chesbrough & Bogers, 2014). Spillovers in the form of knowledge and other 

value are traditionally viewed as very difficult to manage (Hoffmann et al., 2018). An example could be 

if an organization facilitates a collaboration venture with some production firms in order to invent a new 
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engine that lowers fuel consumption, the organization might find some unexpected results along the way 

that could be used to solve another problem in the organization. In a traditional R&D setup, the 

organization might be blindfolded by reaching the goal of the new and more efficient engine and dismiss 

the lessons learned along the way. With the open innovation setup and a value-in-use perspective, a 

framework that ensures these lessons learned are captured and brought to the right department is set up.  

Secondly, Figure 4-10 presents another point in time being the time at which resources are exchanged 
(value-in-exchange). This perspective addresses the sacrifice versus the benefit of a specific resource and 

is hence transactional. For example, we consider the cost of using a resource versus the benefit an 

organization will reap from it.  These two perspectives on value, are then cross-referenced to capturing 

and creating value which provides four new value processes within the model. 
 

Value Realization  
Value creation with the value-in-use perspective is when an actor actively deploys a resource to achieve 

a specific goal e.g. deploying employees to sell ten cars. In this case, the one using a resource to achieve 

a specific goal is also the receiver of the value created. 
 

Value Provision 

This quadrant, value provision, is termed to explain that when exchanging resources, organizations can 

provide some value to an exchange partner who sees a potential value to capture or realize at a later stage. 
 

Value Partake 

Thirdly, capturing value from the value-in-use perspective is called Value Partake and is used to describe 

the process for when a user is capturing value from another user’s resource being used. In this case, the 

user capturing the value has to facilitate the possibility of the resource being used to create value. 

However, it is difficult to control since organizations are entirely dependent on the other user applying 

that resource. 
 

Value Negotiation 

When an organization exchanges resources, they do it to create and realize value. Preferably the value 

created is for them self to capture. Still, this becomes a bit complicated when the value is created by 

exchanging resources with an exchange partner. This is when organizations are interested in knowing 

who is entitled to capture the most value. Therefore, this quadrant is called value negotiation because it 

is the process of negotiating the suitable return of resources being exchanged.
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5 Primary Data and Research findings 
Presented below are the key quotes from the interviews (Table  5-1) that, from the researchers’ point of 

view, are most descriptive and eloquent in terms of covering the most prominent findings from the 

research. The quotes have been divided into the fundamental themes: market system dynamics, dynamic 

capabilities, co-creation, and innovation. For of granularity, note that subthemes have further been 

included. Noticeably, market shaping, while a key feature of the theory, has not been included as a theme 

since it is argued to be an underlying aspect of all other themes. This should not be understood as market 

shaping being demoted, but rather that it is a cross-reaching. For the reader’s reference and in addition 

to the transcribed interviews, the full overview of the coded quotes can be found in Appendix K.  

 

In addition to the quotes, a table of the findings from the survey is presented below (Table 5-2). The 

surveys were conducted with the purpose of understanding MD’s co-creation capabilities (chapter 4.4.3 

above). The findings constituted a five-point Likert scale. Three averages were calculated; one per 

question across each party, one per co-creation capability across each party and one overall.  

 

These research findings constitute the primary data which, in conjunction with the secondary data 

presented in the case presentation, will form the foundation for the analysis in this thesis.  

 

Furthermore, an overview of the findings and sub-conclusions that are uncovered throughout the 

remainder of this thesis have been included to create transparency and outline the findings pertaining to 

the research questions.  The overview is depicted in Figure 5-3.
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5.1 Focal Interview Quotes 

Table  5-1 – Focal Interview Quotes 

Sub Theme Interviewee Quote Sub Theme Interviewee Quote

Fredrik Tukk
Yes, it will change. For the last 50 years, the model has been on day rates but as the oil price is substantially lower than before 
and the competition is increasing, you need to find different ways of operating the company with a new business model. Fredrik Tukk

However, the big challenge we have is that no one wants to share data because they hold it tightly to themselves. That is the 
key to start finding ways to cooperating and working together, it is to share data and insights to become more efficient.

Rico Bruus
People are forced into finding other [business] models. What we experienced some 20 years ago, was driven by the conditions 
in the market and this also what is happening today. Kenneth Christensen

Generally, on digital, we have been working on it for 9 months and it is extremely difficult to point out where the value is and 
where it is we can benefit from collaborating with each other.

We have also seen some of the service companies, who are ten times bigger than us at least, moving into our territory by 
offering the drilling rig as part of their service so they create these ‘turn-key solutions’ and that is a move that we have seen 
recently.

I hate it [day rate model], it is very outdated. It is very risk-shy and I find it too easy to make excuses or to benefit from delays

We are simply an immature industry because we cannot see the value potential in these kinds [digitization] of offerings
[...] big operators have warned and advised service companies that if they get into the operating business they will not be 
considered for services supplied for those operators.

They can’t seem to plan long-term in advance, what they do want is flexibility. The new world is flexible. Mike Simpson
There are huge benefits in the collaboration of all companies i.e. service companies, operators, contractors and companies like 
ourselves but it needs to be the right mindset driving it. 

During tough times there is more of a collaborative effect than when times are better, so equipment you have been promised 
will be delivered on time at the standard and quality you expect, as for the personnel. Kenneth Christensen Because you are already in with the customer, you can bundle additional services that you can sell on top of your core product.

When times get too good, and times aren’t too good at the moment, standards drop, the quality drops and people are getting 
lazy because there’s plenty of work around. Rico Bruus

Having said that, I also believe that the whole digital involvement and using digital, also plays a huge role as it becomes much 
easier to collaborate and share information and to cut out certain elements. 

[...] no longer does operators share profits with contractors so the relationship of win-win has finished. Fredrik Tukk
That [the downturn] alone forces you to collaborate more to survive, as you know some of our competitors have gone bankrupt 
or merged etc. So it has changed our whole landscape.

[…] if Seapulse turns out as intended, this could be a gamechanger. Kenneth Christensen
One problem with our industry is that either it goes really well or either it goes really bad, so there’s kind of nothing in between. 
The paradox in this is that everyone has accepted that, that is how it is.

They [management] are requesting business models and actually pushing the risk and reward talk now, so along with the 
Seapulse project, this is definitely changing. Rico Bruus

All depending on where you are and what the potential product or service, or whatever it might be, we of course discuss some 
of this because we want to make sure that we protect ourselves if we should come up with this brilliant idea.

Kenneth Christensen
We have a strong position in certain markets, so we have a great opportunity to create new products and offering together with 
someone who has a core product related to what we want to do [...]. Fredrik Tukk

On that side we are fond believers of working with others, but it is hard within the oil industry to get other players to be open 
about it because they think ‘if they give the data to us we can use it to benefit some other competitors. 

Rico Bruus We are open for all kinds of discussion that, you can say, lead to creating more value and trying to drive down cost. Fredrik Tukk
Within our suppliers they do not see a lot of open innovation yet but when we talk ‘open innovation’ here, it’s about open 
innovation with other players outside the industry e.g. Google US, IBM and other smaller companies.

Kenneth Christensen
There has been two Dragon’s Den within the last year, built on the Shark Tank program. The concept was to sanity check or get 
feedback on some of the innovation ideas.

Fredrik Tukk
To some extent we already have most of the knowledge needed to do these services so we can take a bigger role in that sense 
to raise efficiency and coordinate the other suppliers’ roles.

It [Seapulse] is under a business model that is rather novel in the industry and certainly also new for us. So that project is about 
us having a role where drill 12 global exploration wells in 6 different jurisdictions. 

Kenneth Christensen It will take some time for us to think differently and figure out where data can be used to create value in specific areas.
That [challenging each other] comes from collaborating but also setting up things differently. That we have experienced with 
AkerBP, but also BP and Statoil and Equinor. 

The question I’ve got for Maersk is ‘how are they capable of understanding the value chain of the operator?’ because they don’t 
have operator mindsets, they have contractor mindsets. 

So being flexible and a lot more dynamic and being able to jump from one job or customer to another is better. Fredrik Tukk
So far, innovation is quite new to Maersk Drilling. Innovation is focused on now is because since 2014 the focus has been on 
cost-cutting through the downturns but now we have come so far that it’s not logical to keep doing cost-cuttings.

Rico Bruus [On Innovation] I think Maersk Drilling has a rather different mindset compared to a lot of our competitors. 

Innovation will not happen in a corner; the new process will be to involving people. Now we are talking to our customers and 
other suppliers to define problems, but before we start ideation, we need to involve other people from our organization.

[Head of Innovation] says that one of her main objectives is to make Innovation less cyclical so maybe we have higher bottoms 
or lower tops or something in between, that is one of the focus areas in innovation.
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5.2 Maersk Drilling Survey Results 
Table 5-2 – Maersk Drilling Survey Result

Industry Actor: Oil Company 
/  Operator

Oil Company 
/  Operator

Oil Company 
/  Operator

Oil Company 
/  Operator

Service 
Company

Business 
Development 

Consulting

Oil Company 
/  Operator

Company Name: Aker BP ASA Anonymous Shell BP Well 
Expertise

PA 
Consulting Aker Energy

Respondent's Position Senior Vice 
President

Well Testing 
Manager

Drilling 
Superintend

ent

Drilling 
Project 

Manager
CEO Principal 

Consultant
Senior Vice 
President

Respondent's Name: Tommy 
Sigmundstad Anonymous George 

Stampley Rob Munger Mike 
Simpson

Rahman 
Khanani

Bjørn Thore 
Ribesen

Co-creation 
Capabilities Maersk Drilling and its representatives … 4.58 4.38 4.33 4.29 4.17 4.00 3.71 Average Average per 

Capability

make me feel at ease during our dealings. 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 4.43

try to establish rapport with me. 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 4.43

encourage two-way communication with me. 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4.57

show genuine interest in engaging me. 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4.57

do not try to take advantage of me. 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 4.57

do not pressure me in any way. 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 4.43

do not mislead me in any way. 5 4 4 4 4 5 4 4.29

do not try to manipulate me. 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4.57

share useful information with me. 4 5 5 5 4 4 3 4.29

help me become more knowledgeable. 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 4.29

provide me with the advice I need to use their 
offerings successfully. 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4.43

offer expertise that I can learn from. 5 5 4 5 5 3 4 4.43

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions. 5 5 5 5 3 5 4 4.57

encourage me to shape the service I receive. 5 3 4 4 3 5 4 4.00

provide me with control over my experiences. 3 3 5 3 3 4 5 3.71

let me interact with them in my preferred way. 5 4 4 4 5 5 3 4.29

make an effort to understand my individual needs. 4 4 4 5 5 3 3 4.00

are sensitive to my individual situation. 5 4 5 4 5 4 3 4.29

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is 
most helpful to me. 4 3 4 5 4 3 3 3.71

seek to identify my personal expectations. 5 5 4 4 3 3 4 4.00

work together seamlessly in serving to me. 5 5 4 5 4 3 4 4.29

act as one unit when dealing with me. 5 4 5 3 4 2 2 3.57

provide messages to me that are consistent with 
each other. 5 4 4 4 4 2 3 3.71

ensure they have smooth procedures for 
interacting with me. 3 4 4 4 5 2 3 3.57

Relational 
Interaction 
Capability

Ethical 
Interaction 
Capability

Total Average: 4.21

Developmental 
Interaction 
Capability

Empowered 
Interaction 
Capability

Individuated 
Interaction 
Capability

Concerted 
Interaction 
Capability

4.50

4.46

4.36

4.14

4.00

3.79
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5.3 Tree Overview of Research Findings 
Figure 5-3 – Tree Overview of Research Findings
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6 Analysis 
In this chapter, we will apply the theories to the collected research findings with the purpose of answering 

the three research questions. The analysis is divided into four overall sections of analysis, 6.1 The 

Interconnectedness and Shaping of the Offshore Drilling Industry, 6.2 Dynamic Capabilities and 

Competitiveness in the Offshore Drilling Industry, 6.3 Co-creation in the Offshore Drilling Industry, and 

6.4 Innovation in Maersk Drilling. 

 

6.1 The Interconnectedness and Shaping of the Offshore Drilling Industry 
In the theory section, we learned to perceive markets as complex constructs where every actor and every 

action affects the entire market. We relied and expanded on conventional marketing analysis models 

through the lens of market system dynamics to more accurately understand market shaping activities and 

how markets evolve. In that understanding, we rely on the Value Net in order to map the actors in the 

industry, Porter’s Five Forces to understand the buyer-supplier power dynamics, and the PESTLE model 

for understanding macro influences (Figure 4-1). By adopting a system view to these models, we can 

understand the interconnectedness of the macro, meso and micro levels, which will lead us to better 

examine competitiveness, dynamic capabilities and co-creation opportunities throughout the industry. 

For that reason, it will be beneficial to map out the market influencers and macro conditions, as identified 

through the secondary and primary data. This is depicted in Figure 6-1. It should be reemphasized that 

we apply this model for the sake of simplicity as it – in the spirit of market system dynamics – is 

extremely demanding to provide an exhaustive overview of all potential influencers and influences. Thus, 

only the most immediate actors and conditions have been included. However, the primary and secondary 

findings do not allude to significant actors beyond what is included in the model, which lets us argue that 

Figure 6-1 is a valid depiction of the market. To that understanding, we do not examine the Value Net 

pertaining to other actors – even though it can be contended to be fairly similar as it exists in parallel. 

Let us start by examining the macro level, before moving to the meso level, and then finally to examining 

MD at the micro level. 
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Figure 6-1 – Adapted Value Net and PESTLE Model of the Offshore Drilling Industry 

 

6.1.1 Macrophenomena in the Offshore Drilling Industry 
From the research, we learned of external conditions that influence the industry as well as the inherent 

nature and path dependency of the industry itself. We found some of these external influences were more 

prominent than others, as some were commented on more frequently by the interviewees. Similarly, they 

have been highlighted in other sources (England, 2018; Olesen, 2015a, 2015b). For that reason, only 

some of these, particularly oil price and technological development, will be examined more thoroughly. 

However, that should not understate the potential impact of the remaining macro conditions, which is 

why they are included in Figure 6-1. When scratching the surface, it quickly becomes apparent that the 

industry is highly dependent on the oil price. Between all four interviews, they all openly acknowledge 

the downturn in the market in 2014 (Figure 2-1) and how it has had a significant impact on the industry 

(Qvarts, 2016c, 2016a, 2016b). Rico describes that there is a clear deficit of oil in terms of what it is 

being consumed and what is discovered (Appendix D1), and Fredrik states that: “The downturn from 

2014 has been so prolonged that it has definitely changed the environment in which we operate.” 

(Appendix D3). When backtracking from that, we understand that the industry has always been flushed 

with cash, as cooperated by Kenneth (Appendix D2). Understandably, this will drive and shape a certain 

behavior and mindset with the actors at the system level. Kenneth elaborates: 
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“I don’t think we, or our competitors, or our customers have ever been forced to think new so there is 

kind of a mindset of ‘Why should we actually change? Why should we try something new when things 

are pretty good as they are?’” (Appendix D2). 

From these statements, we are introduced to the cyclical nature of the industry and how it has a significant 

impact on the market, as Rico states: “People are forced into finding other models. What we experienced 

some 20 years ago, was driven by the conditions in the market and this is also what is happening today.” 

(Appendix D1). All interviewees agree that a distinct behavior is linked to the upturns and downturns in 

the market. Fredrik and Kenneth identify that innovation and R&D spending rises in downturns and vice 

versa (Appendix D3;D2). Mike and Rico concur with this while adding that competition is less fierce 

when the market is in an upturn as there is plenty of work even suggest that service levels drop (Appendix 

D4;D1). Moreover, they state that a collaborative behavior starts to rise in a downturn. This is for the 

reason that actors are exploring new ways of working and partnering to survive the downturn. Thus, we 

find that the industry never enters a state of true rivalry, as depicted in Figure 4-5, but merely shift 

between individualistic and associative postures. We see that in the examples of the Aker BP alliance 

and the Seapulse project, which both were established during the recent downturn. To that note, Kenneth 

mentions that only about half of the drilling contractors are left following the downturn in 2014 

(Appendix D2). This suggests that the actors that defaulted did not have a strong enough backlog, 

financial strength or dynamic capabilities to cope with a significant downturn, which alludes to a (lack 

of) source of competitiveness in the industry. Specifically, it speaks to the adaptability and co-creation 

capabilities an actor must possess throughout the cyclical industry. A significant finding is therefore how 

actors interact given the oil price and the path dependency of the industry. We have depicted this in 

Figure 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2 – Relationship between Oil Price and Co-creation 

While the mindset of actors shifts to become more collaborative in downturns, we must still acknowledge 

that the industry is very traditional and old fashioned, as stated by the interviewees. To that, Mike 

mentions the high average age of employees in the industry and we understand that it is difficult to sustain 

a cooperative mindset at the system level in light of market upturns, downturns, and tradition. Rico says: 

“I think it is fair to say that it [the industry] is not easy to change around. It is an industry where a lot of 

the players are rather risk averse because you want to protect what you have.” (Appendix D1). For 

reasons of ease and tradition, Fredrik adds that operators are sticking to the traditional day rates even 

though there seems to be a wide consensus that it is outdated (Appendix D3). It can be argued that this 

correlates with the fact that operators have become afraid of long-term commitments, which Mike refers 

to as irrational, and thus being afraid to financially incentivize through alternative ways, as it keeps 

drilling contractors at bay in market upturns. Still, Mike highlights that different incentives and 

compensation models, and thus market offerings, have been attempted without success in the industry. 

Although, he blames the failure more on the mindset, greed and capabilities of the actors rather than the 

models themselves. Also, the limited number of drilling rigs calls for price competition as contracting 

and day rates are quite transparent to the rest of the industry, i.e. the day rates are linked to the availability 

of rigs (Olesen, 2015a). Consequently, it is fair to assume that the compensation models and the 

relationships are not formed to sustain the fluctuations in the market but are rather the product of an old-

fashioned industry. In turn, innovative solutions and the value that has been created among relationships 

become lost when the market moves to an upturn as relationships dissolve. In terms of game theory, we 
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understand it as actors shifting between the Nash equilibrium and the Pareto equilibrium dependent on 

the oil price. In market upturns, actors will seize to engage in collaborative relationships and thus move 

towards a Nash equilibrium to protect their profits. While, in downturns, actors will seek towards a Pareto 

equilibrium solution, however, not a sustainable one. In other words, neither competition or collaboration 

are high in upturns due to the high demand, and actors collaborate in order to compete in downturns due 

to low demand. As actors repeatedly shift between these two strategic orientations, the full value created 

from these relationships is not captured. Counterintuitively, this seems to be accepted as the industry-

wide mindset. Evidently, the group of actors that can sustain a coopetitive relationship, despite market 

upturns, will have increased competitiveness through value capture – however, shared value capture (see 

chapter 6.3). Conversely, the actor that can drill for oil most cost-efficiently will also have a competitive 

advantage and capture value to itself. Still, this advantage diminishes in market downturns. Thus, the 

question of how to pursue an avenue of collaboration to increase sustained competitiveness becomes 

valid. 

 

To further understand this, we are led to consider other macrophenomena that have an impact on the 

shifting orientations besides the fluctuations in the oil price. From the interviews, we are introduced to a 

range of conditions. Frederik and Mike mention the ‘end of oil’ and the commitment to green energy that 

is starting to have its effect on the industry, as sustainable energy sources serve as a substitute for oil. 

Still, we learned from (Figure 2-6) that the demand for oil is not declining in the foreseeable future, 

which suggests that rivalry will not intensify apart from the cyclical nature of the industry. This allows 

for collaborative setups to occur. Further, we understand from Kenneth that governments are investing 

in innovation in the industry, which leads to increased benefits for the actors (Appendix D2). Historically, 

governments have always been investing in oil, which strongly influences the demand and supply 

equilibrium. We see this through standalone countries such as Russia or intergovernmental organizations 

such as OPEC (Olesen, 2015b). To that note, Mike utilizes the example of Norway that has passed 

legislation to pay 78% of oil exploration initiatives to increase activity (Appendix D4). Lastly, we are 

introduced to the technological developments in the industry. Fredrik mentions that most developments 

have happened regarding equipment in the industry, while the day rate model and business model has 

remained unchanged for the last 50 years (Appendix D3). Notably, the latest and most impactful 

technological development was fracking and shale gas, which heavily influenced the global energy 
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demand (Olesen, 2015a; Qvarts, 2016a). Mike cooperates that equipment has been a key focus as it has 

directly had an impact on the efficiency of drilling. Mike further suggests that, “now technologies are 

increasing at a low rate only, an expected rate and not at an accelerated rate. So, we are seeing a decline 

in investments, i.e. R&D.” (Appendix D4). He elaborates that R&D is almost entirely funded by service 

companies, where operators do not contribute as they used to. Hence, we see that equipment efficiency 

and breakeven levels are pushed so far down that it is increasingly difficult to find innovative solutions 

in that regard (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019). Fredrik explains that even though MD’s uptime is 99%, 

the operator’s uptime could be around 80%, which is not due to operational inefficiency, but because of 

waiting on the coordination of suppliers and service companies (Appendix D3). Hence, there is not an 

incentive to invest in product R&D, but rather look into R&D towards coordination and relationships 

between actors, e.g. commercial innovation. For that reason, we can argue that the operators theoretically 

should be incentivized to engage in longer-term commitments and relationships, which is an underlying 

feature of the Pareto equilibrium. 

 

Besides technological developments around the industry, all interviewees agree that digitalization is a 

prominent development in the industry; however, they are hesitant about its applicability. It is interesting 

how Fredrik and Kenneth mentioned seemingly unrelated industry actors, like Google and Microsoft, to 

have a significant impact on the industry in terms of innovation and collaboration opportunities. This 

speaks to how the system view must truly be considered in the whole, as innovation will also shape 

(un)related markets. Frederik even benchmarks MD against Google regarding innovation (Appendix D3). 

While Fredrik and Kenneth recognize digitalization as something that has been inspired through the 

recent downturn, Kenneth further acknowledges that: “We are simply an immature industry because we 

cannot see the value potential in these kinds [digitalization] of offerings.” (Appendix D2). Relating to 

demonstrating digitalization at the technology level of market shaping, Mike is also skeptical as he does 

not see it as improved efficiency of drilling rigs or improved access to oil, which he considers as the core 

of the business: 

“In my opinion digitalization is the most overused, oversold concept I have ever seen. (…) it hasn’t really 

improved the efficiencies of drilling, it hasn’t improved access to hydrocarbons, it hasn’t really improved 

the way we do business, it simply helps you share data.” (Appendix D4). 
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Still, he acknowledges that it helps to share data. Accordingly, Kenneth states that it creates many 

opportunities for new ways of working (Appendix D2). In collaborative relationships, we have previously 

established that sharing information and learning from each other is both mutually beneficial but also 

inspires trust which is a key component of sustainable games. In addition, we identified this as another 

antecedent for coopetitive situations (Figure 4-4). For that reason, the increased digitalization, though 

immature to the industry, allows for a way to facilitate sustained relationships across the industry. 

 

6.1.2 Dynamics of Actors in the Offshore Drilling Industry 
In further seeking to understand the whole as the sum of its parts, we explore the mapping of the actors 

in the industry, as well as the relationships at the meso level. As we have built our research around a case 

firm, we consider MD in the center of the mapping, which will allow us to comprehend incoming and 

outgoing influences and actions from the point of view of MD (Figure 6-1). We start by noting the 

suppliers of MD as the shipyards and equipment manufacturers. In turn, their suppliers will be providers 

of materials and expertise for the manufacturing process. From our research, suppliers are not mentioned 

to constitute significant opportunities for increased engagement or threats, which is likely due to the 

meager interaction in ordering equipment and rigs. Still, (Olesen, 2015a) states that two suppliers 

constitute 70% of rig development, which gives them considerable leverage. Conversely, the customers 

of MD, the operators, are often mentioned for collaboration purposes – both in the interviews and the 

secondary data (Maersk Drilling, 2018a, 2019b). Dependent on how integrated the operators are in the 

value chain (Figure 2-3), their customers can range from actors in the middle to downstream segments, 

and the ultimate end-user are industrial and private customers who drive the demand for energy (Olesen, 

2015b). The direct competitors of MD will naturally be other actors that provide rigs to drill for oil, 

particularly in the harsh environment segment. Further, the competitors’ competitors will also be offshore 

drilling contractors, but might even expand to more benign environments, or even onshore drilling, 

dependent on the domain of the competitor. Lastly, we consider the service companies as complementors 

in the market. Their expertise and equipment have multiple touch points throughout the value chain, and 

they vary from small consultancy firms to large integrated actors. They too will have complementary 

service companies to aid in the value chain. 
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This mapping has long been the conventional way to think of actors within the industry, however, in light 

of the New Oil Reality we learn that these boundaries are getting increasingly blurred and that power 

ratios are changing. To understand this further, we apply the logic behind buyer-supplier power from 

Porter’s Five Forces. Rico and Kenneth note that the market is becoming less fragmented through various 

mergers and acquisitions, which has been possible due to actors not being prepared for the prolonged 

downturn (Appendix D1;D2). Hence, we recognize that there are fewer competitors to MD, which gives 

drilling contractors increased leverage towards operators due to the supply and availability of rigs versus 

demand. However, MD’s power ratio towards the consolidated drilling contractors may be threatened as 

they grow in financial size and number of rigs. To that note, Kenneth acknowledges that due to high 

entry barriers, not many startups enter the market, as it is rather asset-heavy and therefore extremely 

costly (Appendix D2). Instead, he and Rico are mindful that the service companies are moving into the 

drilling contractor’s territory by purchasing drilling rigs and ownership in drilling contractors (Appendix 

D1). We see that in the example of service companies like Schlumberger, who are substantially larger 

than MD, and their investment in Borr Drilling, a competitor to Maersk. This allows them to offer turnkey 

projects to the market, which threatens actors across the value chain. Rico notes that operators and service 

companies are beginning to step into each other’s territory. Still, Mike is convinced that operators have 

the most leverage (Appendix D4). This is arguably because of their level of integration in the value chain 

and their size. However, he concedes that service companies have a lot of expertise and data that would 

make them a viable threat to substitute the operators. Thereby, service companies consider moving into 

the operator’s business, however operators then advise that they will not consider their services, which 

is a significant threat, as it is still their core business to act as a service company (Appendix D4). 

 

Regarding the dynamics between operators and drilling contractors, drilling contractors constitute 

approximately 40% of the budget of drilling projects, which makes them a significant investment 

consideration for operators (Appendix D4). For that reason, operators are diligent in choosing and 

working with drilling contractors. Historically, that has been reflected in various compensation setups 

and incentive schemes, however, that has changed according to Mike: 

“In the good days a customer [operator] would be interested in incentivizing contractors and service 

companies, in maintaining them and in keeping prices at a healthy level. That has gone, they are now 

more interested in lowest price and least commitment.” (Appendix D4). 
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Operators have shifted the mindset towards not being too dependent on drilling contractors, as they have 

become more price conscious and desire flexibility as the market fluctuates. This speaks to the difficulty 

of engaging in sustainable collaborative relationships and diminishes the chances of reaching a Pareto 

equilibrium. Remarkably, Mike clarifies that operators no longer incentivize or share profits with 

contractors and states that, “the relationship of win-win has finished.” (Appendix D4).  

 

In terms of power ratios, MD is a fairly small actor compared to the large service companies, operators 

and even other drilling contractors (Olesen, 2015a). This leads us to consider the leader-follower games 

in competitive setups and paternalistic-solidarity games in cooperative setups. While MD is smaller in 

financial size and number of rigs, they are still considered a highly competitive player in the harsh 

environment segment, as well as a high-performer. This comes to light through the interviews, but also 

in the healthy backlog, financial strength and alliances that MD holds, as Rico also suggests (Appendix 

D1). Together with the dynamics of the operators and service companies, MD must be mindful of the 

leverage it has in certain setups. MD may be considered to have a weaker power ratio but is still a 

preferred contractor in their segment, which allows them to influence the games that are being played, 

though still being conscious of the alternatives of other actors. We learn that MD has recently responded 

to this by entering the Seapulse project. Rico considers this a game changer, as, in this case, it is no longer 

the operator who orchestrates the drilling project, but the contractor itself (Appendix D1). This lets MD 

move into a position of increased leverage as they move away from the operators’ influence. Mike, 

however, states his concern that it requires an operator’s mindset, which MD historically does not have 

(Appendix D4). Still, the interviewees agree that the Seapulse project may be a valid new business model 

for the future of the industry if it is proven successful. This correlates with the fact that drilling projects 

are increasingly being funded through private investments, which shifts the power ratios towards the 

drilling contractors. Kenneth states that, “a new business model has the opportunity to make it more 

sustainable in the longer term for Maersk Drilling.” (Appendix D2). Dynamic capabilities become 

crucial in adapting to such new business models. The oppressive cultural mindset of the industry and the 

fact that the business model has not changed the last 50 years, speaks to the difficulty of operating in new 

collaborative setups – despite the apparent advantages. 
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6.2 Dynamic Capabilities and Competitiveness in the Offshore Drilling Industry 
Up until now, we have established the market system dynamics through fluid mapping and external 

influences, as well as changing relationships and power ratios. Moreover, we introduced the heavy path 

dependency of the industry due to its cultural mindset, rigid business model, and cyclical nature, but also 

how sustained coopetitive relationships constitute a competitive advantage. From that we understand that 

the market is continually being reshaped, not only as a result of the cyclical nature but as the actors are 

faced with macrophenomena and their interdependent actions. For MD to pursue collaborative 

relationships, it, therefore, becomes natural for us to look at how MD systematically can shape the market 

into its favor. Hence, we begin to look internally to MD at the micro level. We have learned from (Figure 

4-2) that market shaping must occur at three levels systematically and intentionally to be successful; the 

system, market offer, and technology level. Inevitably, MD’s ability to actively shape the market, must 

correlate with its dynamic capabilities, business model and strategy, which is why we consider these 

elements in conjunction as we move forward (Figure 4-3). 

 

Historically, competitiveness has been considered to be drilling wells most efficiently on cost and 

operational performance, through advanced rigs and teams. Beyond that, adapting to the fluctuating 

market is a dynamic capability in itself. According to Mike (Appendix D4) and Fredrik (Appendix D3), 

that dynamic capability has been founded in the drilling contractor’s financial strength to survive 

downturns, the ability to warm stack rigs between fluctuations, and what is referred to as the asset-play 

as selling and buying rigs by foreseeing fluctuations in the market. To that, Fredrik notes that MD has 

not had strong capabilities in asset-plays as they recently ordered eight rigs in the upturn and got them 

delivered in the downturn. On the other hand, they have been able to rely on their financial strength to 

survive the recent downturn, as well as they have exhibited cost-efficient processes that have led them to 

a strong backlog along with a well-executed warm-stacking strategy. Fredrik and Rico recognize their 

modern rigs and people to constitute their strongest resources (Appendix D3;D1). Notably, the recent 

IPO alters MD’s financial capabilities as they no longer can rely on financial backing from the parent 

company but have to be self-sustained. Mike believes that this has red flags all over it, as profits usually 

will go back into the company but now is taken out to pay investors, which reduces the capital reserve 

(Appendix D4). Still, Fredrik states that, “now we have an increased financial risk but with more 

flexibility and speed in decision making. The management team is much closer now.” (Appendix D3). 
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This allows for MD to be more autonomous in terms of strategic direction to which Rico highlights that 

the strategy might change as a result of the IPO (Appendix D1). Thus, the IPO may help serve the demand 

for flexibility in the market. In several contexts, ‘flexibility’ seems to be the operative word, as Mike 

accordingly considers that, “they [operators] can’t seem to plan long-term in advance, what they do 

want is flexibility. The new world is flexible.” (Appendix D4). So, while that correlates with our findings, 

we have also established that collaborative relationships that are formed to withstand fluctuations in the 

market are a part of ‘the new world.’ Consequently, these relationships must be dynamic and flexible. 

 

6.2.1 The System Level 
This brings us back to the current mindset in the industry, as Mike further states: “There are huge benefits 

in the collaboration of all companies, i.e. service companies, operators, contractors and companies like 

ourselves but it needs to be the right mindset driving it.” (Appendix D4). Thus, for MD to be successful 

in new collaborate ventures, such as the Seapulse project, they must seek to conduct market shaping in 

terms of changing the norms at the system level. Kenneth sees that the management of MD is slowly 

adopting the view that something has to change (Appendix D2), which is also reflected in the documented 

strategy of MD as it has an extensive focus on collaboration (Maersk Drilling, 2018a). Through projects 

like Seapulse, they are putting emphasis on new ways of working and Rico provides that:  

“We believe that [Seapulse] could be a strong alternative to the existing business models. If that is the 

case, then not only do we have experience with it but also been a part of shaping and creating that new 

market.” (Appendix D1). Evidently, they are investigating new ways of working with collaboration 

through innovative new services, products, and business models to deliver profits in downturns, as 

Fredrik further supports (Appendix D3). Hence, they are aware of the challenges in building the 

legitimacy of these business models at the system levels and are thus trying to alter their market offerings 

to accommodate the changing behavior. As commented by Kenneth, MD is looking for innovation that 

can survive the cyclical industry (Appendix D2). Across the interviews, we see that there is an agreement 

that MD has an open mindset towards innovation relative to the rest of the industry. Still, they are aware 

of the obstacles in putting new business models forward. If we look back to the model on the different 

levels of market shaping (Figure 4-2), we can comment on the different levels of market shaping and 

their composite activities in relation to MD. At the system level, we see that MD is aware that norms 

must be pushed towards a more collaborative state in the industry. This challenge comes to light through 
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the information asymmetry that arises through the reluctance to share data freely. Still, we recognize that 

the industry is moving towards this in its own pace at the meso and macro level. From Mike, we learn 

that MD has historically been selective in whom they engage with and has preferred to interact with 

rather large actors (Appendix D4). As MD is a relatively small actor and is less well-represented across 

the globe, they will have a difficult time increasing this pace at a system level but can achieve an effect 

on demand for this change through alternative market offerings – as they are seeking to do with Seapulse. 

Hence, MD enters a solidarity position in trying to influence and shape the game and are therefore relying 

on other actors to shape the market in the regard. Fittingly, Rico states that:  

“It is not us promoting the deal, but we have the customer, Seapulse, promoting to the industry what we 

are trying to do here. I believe we are very open towards wanting to engage with the customers in 

different ways.” (Appendix D1).  

From this statement, we learn that MD’s power ratio makes them rely on larger actors to influence the 

market. Hence, it becomes MD’s imminent task to authenticate the market offering. Rico and Fredrik 

recognize the Seapulse project as a potential gamechanger, and as a serious alternative to the traditional 

buyer-supplier setup. Therefore, we can say that the success of Seapulse will have shaped the market by 

demonstrating realized value and credibility. Mike shows further skepticism towards the Seapulse 

project, as he fails to see how MD is not going to be affected by opportunism, potential greed, and 

misrepresentation of the investors (Appendix D4). Theoretically, if that is true, MD will have failed to 

uphold the Pareto equilibrium as it would have succumbed to its own interests (similar to what actors do 

in upturns) and move towards the Nash equilibrium. In this case, MD will have failed to authenticate the 

market offering and shape the market. However, the interviewees also recognize that other opportunities 

for market shaping exist, as they are investigating how to integrate themselves in the value chain and 

provide extra services.  

 

6.2.2 The Market Offer Level 
MD is putting much emphasis on customer interaction and analysis through conventional channels such 

as Salesforce and the operating force, but also through innovative ways as ‘Dragon’s Den’ (Maersk 

Drilling, 2019f). To that note, Rico does not see limitations in who MD is able or willing to collaborate 

with as long as it is within their accepted risk level and they perceive a clear value (Appendix D1). 

However, from the interviews, it is noticeable that customers and service companies are often mentioned, 
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even by name, as opportunities for collaboration. MD’s competitors are hardly mentioned. This lets us 

to believe that MD does not perceive any significant value in collaborating with competitors. 

Accordingly, Kenneth states that collaborating with direct competitors is not preferable (Appendix D2). 

From a theoretical and coopetitive standpoint, there may not be many synergies to leverage between 

drilling contractors as they are in direct competition through the demand for rigs and are not highly 

differentiated. In addition, they are contracted on a case-by-case basis. Parenthetically, we can argue that 

drilling contractors should share knowledge and expertise regarding safe and environmentally friendly 

operations, as accidents in this regard damage the reputation of the industry in its entirety. Take the 

Macondo incident as an example (DHSG, 2011)1. However, as the world is still highly dependent on oil, 

it does not affect the supply and demand across the industry. Moreover, this cooperative mindset expands 

to other actors in the industry as the damaged reputation cascades to them too. Thus, efforts of market 

shaping through competitors in this regard may not be worth it as actors are already seeking to mitigate 

safety and pollutions incidents. Still, actors must, among themselves, ensure that they do not enter 

agreements that incentivize behavior that neglects efforts in this regard. Given this, and in accordance 

with the research findings, there is more value to be captured through relationships with actors involved 

in the individual drilling projects. Kenneth expands on this notion: 

“We have a strong position in certain markets, so we have a great opportunity to create new products 

and offering together with someone who has a core product related to what we want to do and then 

modify it to our industry. I think that is the easiest way of getting some real value out of what we are 

trying to do.” (Appendix D2). 

 

Thus far, we have understood the necessity of changing the norms and boosting demand for collaborative 

setups at the system level. MD’s weaker power ratio forces them to rely on bigger actors for market 

shaping in addition to their own efforts and the influences of the overall macro tendencies. At the market 

offer level, MD is testing out new business models and is trying to authenticate the market offerings by 

demonstrating success in these initiatives. However, initiatives such as the Seapulse project constitute a 

threat to operators as they are liable to be substituted if they are successful. Thus, these collaborative 

ventures may have an inverse effect on MD’s core customers and MD’s market shaping activities, which 

                                                
1 An incident where 11 people died and seriously polluted the water in the Gulf of Mexico, which resulted in fines of several billion 
dollars and damaged the reputation of several prominent oil companies/operators. 
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damage future business relations and hurt the chances of collaborative games to be played at a later stage. 

For that reason, MD must be diligent in how to interact with operators going forward. Mike (Appendix 

D4) denotes that MD lacks the operator’s mindset to lead these types of ventures, where MD in contrast 

firmly believes that they possess the capabilities, as Fredrik states, “we already have most of the 

knowledge needed to do these services so we can take a bigger role in that sense to raise efficiency and 

coordinate the other suppliers’ roles.” (Appendix D3). In contrast, Mike comments: “You can keep 

adding as many services to the portfolio as you want to, but until you truly understand an operator’s 

value chain you are not grasping the benefits for them.” (Appendix D4). 

 

6.2.3 The Technology Level 
This leads us to examine MD’s capabilities regarding replicating processes, building application 

knowledge and co-developing technology towards market shaping at the technology level. Fredrik notes 

that the strategy of MD has been hard to comprehend in regards to innovation and reinventing the value 

proposition: “In the end of that process it was found that, if we do not have clear understanding of our 

strategy and our value proposition, then we cannot make a decision on our digital strategy.” (Appendix 

D3). He goes on to say that they do not even have an innovation strategy. This is despite the fact that 

management is wanting to pursue innovative business solutions. Kenneth acknowledges that it will take 

time to think differently and figure out where, e.g. data, can be used to create value (Appendix D2). From 

the interviews, we gather that MD is in the mindset of wanting to be innovative but are struggling with 

establishing the right processes. Notably, Rico and Kenneth believe MD to be innovative relative to the 

industry, and Fredrik and Mike do not think of MD as an innovative organization. However, it seems 

evident that Rico relies on the open mindset of MD when thinking of innovation. Specifically, he says: 

“I believe through our values, we can offer a very unique approach and mindset that is very open towards 

doing things differently and listen and are humble enough to say ‘Okay, let’s try this.’” (Appendix D1). 

Thus, he emphasizes that MD is willing to try out new approaches. Fredrik further realizes that innovation 

will not just be driven by MD, but through other actors as well, as the industry is considered a late mover 

in terms of innovation and digitalization (Appendix D3). 

 

From a market shaping perspective, MD can be said to be lacking capabilities in demonstrating 

technology. While they can be considered to have the right mindset, they do not have the application 
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knowledge and processes to successfully demonstrate technology, which would authenticate the market 

offering and build legitimacy at the system level. Still, they are undeniably acknowledging that co-

creation and innovation cannot thrive internally alone but must coincide in collaborative setups with 

actors in and around the industry – primarily service companies and operators. Hence, we see that MD’s 

weaker position in the industry inhibits them in conducting market shaping at the system level alone, but 

that they have successfully relied on other actors to collaboratively shape the market with. Still, this has 

yet to be proven successful. In thinking back to the theory on market shaping, we understand that these 

activities must happen on all levels systematically and deliberately. However, MD, as well as the 

industry, lacks a sustainable approach to innovative collaboration and has therefore not succeeded in 

building capabilities in demonstrating technology. We can attribute this to the very short-term thinking 

that has occurred throughout the industry as a result of the cyclical nature and the extensive flow of 

money. Thus, building business models that allow for sustained collaborative setups to build innovation 

processes while driving competitiveness, becomes an attractive solution. Evidently, if MD succeeds in 

demonstrating the success of the Seapulse project, they will have a broader road to explore collaborative 

setups where value is captured and not lost in upturns. 

 

6.2.4 Collaboration and the Business Model 
In terms of (Shuen et al., 2014; Teece, 2017) and dynamic capabilities, we see that MD is evolving a 

mindset that allows for more innovation and collaboration. Moreover, we see this in the strategic goals 

of MD as they focus on collaboration and new business model ventures (Maersk Drilling, 2018a, 2019b). 

Although the notion of innovation is novel to MD and the industry itself, as Fredrik states: 

“So far, innovation is quite new to Maersk Drilling. Innovation is focused on now because since 2014 

the focus has been on cost-cutting through the downturns but now, we have come so far that it’s not 

logical to keep doing cost-cuttings.” (Appendix D3). Further, we are introduced to the fact that the 

internal mindset is not fully adapt to resource and capability sharing, which are the facets of coopetition 

(chapter 4.4.2). Also, we learn from Fredrik that MD does not have an innovation strategy yet (Appendix 

D3). If we utilize the model from (Teece, 2017) as a reference (Figure 6-3), we understand that MD 

clearly identifies opportunities for collaboration and innovation, and the interviewees acknowledge that 

the business model must be adjusted accordingly along with the culture and processes of the organization. 
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Figure 6-3 – Adapted Schema of Dynamic Capabilities, Business Models, and Strategy 

The industry-wide mindset and its business model has historically been competitive and not been 

structured to accommodate collaboration, which we have learned to be one of the antecedents of 

coopetition. Accordingly, we identify the same concern within the model from (Teece, 2017). In the 

model (Figure 6-3), we have throughout the analysis recognized the dynamic capabilities of MD to be 

high performing in accordance with the industry’s nature; however, there exists a current misalignment 

with the direction that MD is moving. We identify this to be manifested in the business model. The 

technological development and possibilities, as we see in Figure 6-3, as well as the market conditions, 

have allowed MD to identify opportunities that are only made possible through collaboration and 

innovation. Yet, the business model does not accommodate this, which has yielded capabilities that are 

merely adapt to the current market – not forward-looking. Moreover, as found in Figure 6-3, the industry 

has had a mindset of minding profits, protecting IP and anticipating competition, which has inhibited 

collaboration overall. Further, MD’s relative power ratio primarily allows them to conduct market 

shaping through collaborative efforts. Following that logic, we deem it necessary to add another element 

to the model, which is called ‘Determine collaborative paths.’ By factoring in collaboration possibilities, 

the business model, strategy and dynamic capabilities are forced to address the opportunities for co-

creation when competing. So far, the industry has failed to sustain these collaborative opportunities as 

its business model and culture does not allow it. Consequently, when value is co-created in market 

downturns, the same value is predominantly lost in market upturns. Therefore, we consider it one of our 

findings that dynamic capabilities, strategy, and business models must allow for collaborative paths to 

be a part of competitive thinking. 
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6.3 Co-creation in the Offshore Drilling Industry 
Having addressed both the competitiveness of MD and tackling the various effects of the cyclical 

industry, collaboration, herein co-innovation, will be evaluated as an option for increasing 

competitiveness. Fredrik explains that the innovation department has recently been tasked with 

redefining the value proposition of MD and in doing so they engaged with customers and found that, 

“One of the top outcomes is to increase alignment and corporation to work closer together.” (Appendix 

D3). This quote underlines that customers are demanding collaboration which directly means that a 

contractor’s success in doing so will increase their competitiveness. Fredrik also explains that the 

customers demand it because it will help address the current challenges in the industry. Given the demand 

for co-creation, the pros and cons of collaboration within the industry will be analyzed and presented. 

 

6.3.1 Inhibitors of Collaboration 
In the interviews, we sought to understand the collaboration tendencies in the industry further. The 

interviewees were all asked about whether the industry is moving towards a more collaborative state than 

competitive and the overall assessment was a yes. In expanding further on this, Fredrik mentions MD’s 

biggest challenge in addressing this change: “The big challenge we have is that no one wants to share 

data because they hold it tightly to themselves.” (Appendix D3). This shows that the potential actors to 

collaborate with are very aware of protecting their IP, which is a common concern in most industries. 

This is a hurdle that needs to be addressed through market shaping, as it can be considered challenging 

to discover new opportunities for co-creation when information does not flow freely between parties. In 

other words, a collaboration inhibitor is that information asymmetry exists. 

 

Another example of a collaboration inhibitor is to enter another company’s territory or turf. This is quite 

surprising since a part of the strategy of MD is actually to take on additional services, engaging in more 

parts of the value chain. Mike explained this quite intriguingly by stating that, “[…] big operators have 

warned and advised service companies that if they get into the operating business, they will not be 

considered for services supplied for those operators.” (Appendix D4). Clearly, the service companies 

are directly threatening the operators at the market offer level, while the operators respond in kind. 

Additionally, Mike says explicitly that, “they [the service companies] are certainly in a better position 

to predict placement of hydrocarbons, than operators that are working on a license-by-license basis.” 
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(Appendix D4). This is a challenge for service companies because given their higher probability of 

success when looking for hydrocarbons, they would be able to spend less on exploration, thus change the 

competitive landscape of the industry quite a lot. This is interesting because service companies such as 

Haliburton and Schlumberger should be in a high level of power, given that historically they are both 

ranked high on the fortune 500 list (Fortune.com, 2019). The issue is just that companies such as Shell, 

BP, Exxon, and Total are ranked higher. Expanding on the pressure from the operators on service 

companies, Mike was asked whether similar conflicts could occur in MD’s Seapulse project. To this, he 

was quite specific in saying that: “Traditionally such projects as Seapulse, have not succeeded and the 

reason is that they have not represented the customer’s [operator’s] interest in the best and long-term 

way. 9/10 they get caught out.” (Appendix D4). MD will, therefore, have to be careful in weighing the 

potential value of taking on new services and market offers with the risk of becoming unpreferable in the 

eyes of the customers. This is an inhibitor because actors, such as service companies, will be less inclined 

to cooperate with actors that are already engaged in their part of the value chain. Similarly, operators will 

be less inclined to work with drilling contractors when service companies can offer turnkey projects. 

 

A third inhibitor is particular to this industry since it relates to the cyclical effects of the industry. Namely 

the tradition for initiatives being to be abandoned when the market picks up again. Rico emphasized this 

point when explaining that the industry becomes much more collaborative in downturns, however when 

the market moves to an upturn, companies tend to go back to their core competencies since the demand 

for them is very high. The inhibitor emerging here is the risk of investing many resources in 

collaborations (e.g., sourcing partners and drafting contracts) that are likely to be dropped in market 

upturns; thus, the value will be a sunk cost trap with little to no return on investment. 

Further to this note, Kenneth mentions that even when having established various collaborations, the 

possible return of investment is difficult to articulate (Appendix D2). Particularly on digitalization, which 

is driven by the megatrend of constant technological advances, he says that, “it is extremely difficult to 

point out where the value is and where it is, we can benefit from collaborating with each other.” 

(Appendix D2). As it is not easy to formulate the possible ROI, it will also be difficult to vouch for and 

measure the success of the collaboration. This is also supported by Fredrik who states that even after a 

collaboratively implemented maintenance solution with Microsoft, they cannot put a specific value on it 

(Appendix D3). Lastly, MD might not have seen a lot of value in exploring collaboration efforts because 
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they were fortunate to secure a good backlog just before the downturn so in Kenneth’s words: “Since the 

oil price dropped, we have not really seen a hard effect in Maersk drilling, so we have not changed that 

much.” (Appendix D2). This very much relates to Kenneth noting that even though MD has not been hit 

as hard as others, they still have to be careful. Specifically: “We are still doing things well in Maersk 

Drilling but there’s a risk in doing things well because we risk falling asleep.” (Appendix D2). 

 

6.3.2 Drivers of Collaboration 
The inhibitors of collaboration are something that should be overcome, given that the potential value 

capture is high enough. It can still seem dicey to establish new initiatives because of the everlasting risk 

of them being abandoned as soon as the market turns; however, the industry also shows some great 

potential in collaboration initiatives. In examining the enablers of collaboration, several were found 

during the interviews and the research conducted on the industry. Beyond the drivers for collaboration 

introduced in the theoretical framework, we learned from the interviews that other drivers for 

collaboration exist which may be considered distinct to the industry. Therefore, in addition to the main 

enablers, branding, willingness & timing were found to be essential for the industry. We introduce these 

first. 

 

6.3.2.1 Branding 
Collaborations seem to drive more than just the potential value capture when defining the desired 

outcome. For MD, collaborations are also seen as a tool to brand themselves on several aspects, but 

mainly innovation. Kenneth says that at a seminar, one from the commercial department was pitching 

some ideas around collaboration and innovation to the customers where the customers made it clear that 

they were not having these kinds of talks with other than MD (Appendix D2). This indicates that little 

effort is made in this regard, so MD is seeking to differentiate themselves and enforce their brand by 

merely exploring collaborative solutions. Later Kenneth expands on this when asked about value 

negotiations in various open innovation setups: “The people we are talking to are not really asking for 

anything in return, they are just happy that we are reaching out and happy that we are trying to do 

something for the better of the industry.” (Appendix D2). This supports that simply facilitating a 

conversation around collaboration strengthens their brand in the sense that not many organizations are 

exploring opportunities to better the industry. In terms of market shaping, MD is building credibility at 
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the market offer level. Fredrik also underlines how a successful collaboration with an established 

company, like Google, can strengthen MD’s brand when noting that, “they [Google] are spreading the 

word of mouth of our success.” (Appendix D3). In the industry, there is much value in strengthening 

your brand solely for competitive reasons, but also because of the immaturity regarding collaborations 

in the industry. Branding can make you an attractive partner for collaboration. For that reason, branding 

was identified as a driver for collaboration in MD’s case. 

 

6.3.2.2 Willingness and Timing 
Also, willingness was chosen as an industry-specific enabler because of the industry being old-fashioned 

and profoundly affected by the cyclical nature. As Rico noted, the willingness for collaboration is 

extremely different in upturns and downturns, so you have to either be timely or change the mindset. 

“When the oil price is low, this is where people become innovative and want to invent new ways of 

delivering the services, cut out ways, but also collaborate completely different across the different 

segments in the value chain.” (Appendix D1). Therefore, when the oil price is high, the willingness for 

exploring collaborations is very low because the companies are making enough money when simply 

sticking to ‘business as usual.’ Later, Rico further notes that their competitors have historically not been 

willing to explore these opportunities and thus does not share the same mindset towards collaboration as 

MD has. Additionally, Rico states that in order to address all the inefficiencies in the industry: “That 

requires that you need to be open towards doing things differently and have a different approach 

compared to the very traditional one.” (Appendix D1). Lastly, Fredrik mentions that specifically on open 

innovation it is not only MD’s competitors that historically have not been willing to explore it but also 

their suppliers (Appendix D3). Once again, we are introduced to the conditions of the composite activities 

at the system level of market shaping. 

 

6.3.2.3 Growth 
As noted previously, one part of MD’s current strategy is to expand their portfolio along the value chain, 

however, this can be difficult when challenging the operator’s situation (e.g., in the Seapulse project). 

This is probably also why the Seapulse project is presented as a trial or an innovation to the commercial 

setup rather than a distinctive part of the strategy (Maersk Drilling, 2018b). The strategy formulates the 

ambition to take on additional services by hinting at venturing into the services companies’ offerings and 
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not necessarily the operators’ offerings. Kenneth supports this notion when arguing that: “There is so 

much potential in selling additional services because you already have a good relationship with the 

customer […] you can bundle additional services that you can sell on top of your core product.” 

(Appendix D2). Thereby growing the market offering of MD is something they are interested in; 

however, that would entail an element of learning and self-awareness. 

 

6.3.2.4 Learning 
To be able to add additional services to their portfolio, Kenneth underlines that MD, “are not the best at 

everything in the whole world, so we need to find the right partners and then work with them.” (Appendix 

D2). This is an example of MD displaying a lesson of self-awareness in the sense that they acknowledge 

being in a very specialized industry where one cannot simply do everything. The way they do this is 

embedded in the way they look at innovation. When asked about MD’s innovation philosophy, Kenneth 

was very clear on learning by collaborating is a key focus area. “I would say right now it is to build the 

most efficient innovation factory in the industry where we learn from the best like Google and other 

companies that are known for being very innovative.” (Appendix D2). Thus, MD is expressing an interest 

in co-creating technology. Additionally, he notes that when collaborating with actors in the industry, 

MD, “can definitely learn a lot from them and get some of these offerings bundled into our portfolio and 

get them out to the market.” (Appendix D2). Lastly, it is clear that since MD acknowledges that they are 

not the best at everything in the industry, leveraging another actor’s core competencies or primary 

resources in a collaborative setup, can help them learn to become better and eventually be able to offer 

the additional services. 

 

6.3.2.5 Efficiency 
Another driver of collaboration is the possible increase in efficiency, be it operational or cost-driven. An 

example of a possible increase in operational efficiency is a standard KPI in the industry called 

Operational Uptime. In its purest sense, operational uptime is the percentage of time the rig is fully 

operational; however, the result of the KPI can be very different, depending on who is measuring it. One 

of the main findings in previous research made on collaborations between drilling contractors and 

operators was the differences in KPI results due to actors defining measurements according to their own 

interests rather than the interests of the project (Johansen et al., 2017) (Appendix C). Because the 
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industry’s compensation model is still based on day rates, ‘responsibility’ or ‘level of control’ was added 

to the KPI definition. Therefore, a contractor’s operational uptime will only decrease if they are 

responsible for the downtime, e.g., if a rig has to stop operations because supplies have not arrived in 

time, the contractor will still have 100% uptime, where the operator or service company will not, 

depending on who was responsible for the supplies to be delivered. Fredrik puts some figures on the KPI, 

explaining the current challenge faced by the operator/customer: “The problem that the customers have 

today is that our uptime is up at 99% (…). The customers’ uptime is only at about 80% because even if 

we drill perfectly, they are waiting for coordination with suppliers.” (Appendix D3). This leaves little 

room for the contractor to improve and are thus not incentivized to. In contrast, the operator would have 

20% of downtime to get rid of, and in that period, they are paying the contractor a full rate. This presents 

an imbalance in the incentive scheme because the definition of success or efficiency is not the same for 

all actors involved in the same operations. Fredrik then hints towards the possibility of taking on more 

responsibility and assisting in coordination with suppliers, that could raise efficiency and even, as he 

says, “change the game.” (Appendix D3). This is in no small extent what MD is exploring in the Seapulse 

project, where they are taking full responsibility for coordination with suppliers because the operator is 

substituted with an investor who does not interfere with the operations. In addition, one of the main focus 

areas of the Aker BP alliance is cost-efficiency: “Maersk Drilling is fully committed to reducing well 

costs for our customers, and we see great potential in a deeper collaboration across the industry to 

eliminate inefficiencies and create joint value.” (Maersk Drilling, 2018a). 

Furthermore, MD is aiming wide when it comes to identifying collaboration initiatives that can help raise 

efficiency. They are picking some elements from crowdsourcing when they invite anyone within the 

company to pitch ideas (Appendix D2), additionally also when choosing companies to engage within 

possible collaboration initiatives, they do not just limit themselves to the industry. Hence, beyond 

understanding the customer at the market offer level, MD is looking outside the value chain as well. MD 

chooses to open up their efficiency dialogues with several companies including Microsoft and Google 

(Appendix D2). 

 

6.3.2.6 Creative Abrasion 
Lastly, in an attempt to engage customers when redefining the value proposition of MD, they have 

replicated the tv-show Shark Tank with their innovation initiative called Dragon’s Den (Maersk Drilling, 
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2019f). Kenneth explains the format as an open invitation to customers to come and challenge pitches 

presented by various employees of MD, which is a prime example of applying all composite activities at 

the market offer level, as well as demonstrating technology at the technology level of market shaping 

(Appendix D2). These pitches could be about new services delivered from MD or a pivot to current 

operations – the sky is the limit. The value in this setting is both to get a feel from the customers, whether 

they are going in the right direction but mostly it is about creative abrasion in the sense of continuously 

challenging ideas by asking ‘what if.’ An example from Kenneth: 

“Innovation will not happen in a corner; the new process will be to involving people. Now we are talking 

to our customers and other suppliers to define problems, but before we start ideation, we need to involve 

other people from our organization.” (Appendix D2). 

Here, Kenneth underlines the importance of both exploring creative abrasion with other actors within the 

industry but also using different people within the organization. This, in combination with discussing 

new innovative and collaborative initiatives with actors outside of the industry, shows that MD is trying 

to engage as many actors as possible in further exploring new initiatives. 

 

6.3.3 Identifying Maersk Drilling’s Co-creation Capabilities 
Building on co-creating with customers or other actors along the Value Net, the co-creation capabilities 

of MD will be investigated via the 24 questions introduced in service-dominant orientation (Figure 6-5) 

(Karpen, Bove & Lukas, 2012). These questions can be used to analyze the six capabilities that enable 

collaborative relationships to be sustained and yield additional value. In the theory of co-creation 

capabilities, it was introduced how co-creation capabilities become a dynamic capability that can assist 

in improving financial, market and customer-related performance. The customer-related performance 

part is quite interesting for this industry since there are examples of different setups where e.g. a 

contractor no longer engages with the operator as the customer but instead assumes the role of the 

operator by having several service companies to orchestrate. Thereby, the customer-related part does not 

necessarily refer to the operator as the main customer of MD, but the customer mindset towards all actors, 

dependent on the commercial setup per contract. Nevertheless, these co-creation capabilities result in an 

increase in perceived value, affective commitment and trust. Especially commitment is an integral part 

of MD’s business since historically they have been focused on long-term commitments but are now 

forced to take on short-term commitments due to the changing industry where the customer demands 
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flexibility (Appendix D4). Thereby, the commitment part is an intricate part for MD to affect, since it is 

so dependent on the industry’s state at a given time. However, the customer-related performance is an 

interesting element to be able to affect through collaboration, given the example of the difference in 

operational uptime. Therefore, an opportunity in collaboration emerges to affect the customer’s 

downtime. Additionally, MD also announced on their Capital Markets Day that they wish to expand 

collaboration and partnerships to drive out inefficiencies in the industry to further strengthen their 

competitive advantage (Maersk Drilling, 2019b). In order to vouch for the probability of success in such 

a collaboration, the 24 questions were sent to several customers and third-party companies currently 

engaging with MD, to evaluate the six capabilities enabling collaborative relationships. To present the 

survey results, each capability will be presented in the order of highest to lowest scoring, and the 

underlying outliers will be highlighted (Figure 6-4). The overall results can be found in Table 5-2. 

 

 
Figure 6-4 - Survey Results, Count of Scores and Averages 
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Relational Interaction Capability 

Starting with the area where MD is scoring the highest, the respondents of the survey were asked about 

MD’s ability to make actors feel at ease, establish rapport with actors, establish two-way communication 

and show a genuine interest in their engagement (Table 5-2). On these questions, MD is scored extremely 

high, averaging at 4,5, which indicates that they are very good at establishing a feeling of 

interconnectedness which inspires actors to not focus explicitly on monetary benefits. This drives the 

probability of creating these win-win situations, i.e. Pareto optimum. Only one question from one 

interviewee is not scored at either 4 or 5, and that is Tommy Sigmundstad, a Senior Vice President in 

Aker BP. Tommy scores 3 (no opinion) on whether MD tries to establish rapport with him, which shows 

a slight need for improvement given the established Aker BP alliance. 

 

Ethical Interaction Capability 

For ethical interaction, MD is scoring quite high. For this capability, they score an average of 4,46, only 

receiving 4s and 5s (Table 5-2). These questions cover whether the actors believe that MD tries to take 

advantage of them, pressure them, or even try to manipulate them. In this case, they are scoring the lowest 

on trying to mislead the actors they engage with which exposes a slight improvement area for ethical 

interaction. 

 

Developmental Interaction Capability 

Developmental interaction evaluates whether MD is able to assist the knowledge and competence 

development in their collaborations within the Value Net. Here the actors were asked about MD’s ability 

to share useful information, assist in becoming more knowledgeable, provide advice and offer expertise 

to learn from. In this section, MD scores two 3s where one of them was from a Business Development 

consultant when asked whether MD offers expertise he can learn from (Table 5-2). The other 3 is, 

however, a substantial indicator because it comes from an SVP from Aker Energy. As described in the 

case presentation, the Aker Group has a stake in both companies, so poor performance towards Aker 

Energy, might eventually be communicated to someone within the Aker BP alliance, their most 

established collaboration. He highlights a need for MD to improve the information they share since 

overall; he does not deem it useful (Table 5-2). On average, the capability is scored at 4,36 which is a 

satisfactory result (Table 5-2). 
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Empowered Interaction Capability 

This capability shows whether an organization is able to engage actors along the value chain to empower 

them to affect the outcome of their collaboration. This capability is a reliable indicator to highlight how 

good MD is at establishing a co-creation process, making the other actors feel empowered. The four 

questions asked here were on the openness towards other ideas, encouragement to shape the received 

service, provision of control over experiences and providing the actor with the flexibility of interacting 

with MD in the actor’s own preferred way. On these questions they score an average of 4,14; however, 

eight times they are scoring 3’s (Figure 6-4). Especially on whether MD provides the actors with control 

over their experiences, four out of the seven respondents have no opinion (Table 5-2). Once again one of 

the 3’s is from Tommy Sigmundstad, which indicates MD needs to address this in the Aker BP alliance. 

 

Individuated Interaction Capability 

The four questions cover whether MD makes an effort to understand the actors’ individual needs, if they 

are sensitive to individual situations, have an interest in seeking to identify personal expectations and 

whether they make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to the individual actors. 

Collectively, this capability investigates MD’s capability to comprehend the processes and desired 

outcome of the actors they engage with. The result averages at 4,00, however, two of the respondents are 

scoring 3 on three out of the four questions (Table 5-2). Bjørn Ribesen, a senior vice president of Aker 

Energy, is one of them and once again the risk of this affecting the Aker BP alliance emerges. Given that 

this is already an established strategic alliance, MD needs to focus their attention on improving these 

areas, since we argue that service-dominant orientation assists in establishing Sustained Relationship 

Building (Figure 6-5) which touches on one of the goals of the alliance. 

 

Concerted Interaction Capability 

Lastly, the capability where MD is scoring the lowest is on concerted interaction which entails MD’s 

ability to facilitate and coordinate the right interactions within the collaborations. On this capability, they 

score 3,79 where the average is brought down significantly by five scorings of 3 and four scorings of 2 

(Table 5-2). The most dissatisfied respondent is the consultant, Rahman Khanani, who scores 2 on three 

out of four questions. Specifically, he scores MD 2 on whether MD acts as one unit when dealing with 
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him, provide consistent messages to him that are consistent with each other and whether MD ensures a 

smooth procedure for interacting with him (Table 5-2). Correspondingly, Bjørn Ribesen does not score 

MD above 3 on these questions. 

 

 
Figure 6-5 - Maersk Drilling's Score in the Framework for Co-creation Capabilities 

Given the above scores, especially the overall score of 4,21/5 it is safe to say that MD’s co-creation 

capabilities are strong enough to build trust, increase perceived value and establish affective commitment 

(Figure 6-5). In the original theory of service-dominant orientation (Karpen et al., 2015), this was defined 

to result in repurchase intentions, where we argue that in the offshore drilling industry this results in 

Sustained Relationship Building (Figure 6-5). Given the high scores, MD has little room for 

improvement; however, Individuated Interaction and Concerted Interaction are two areas that need some 

attention. MD must make an effort in finding out which offerings are most helpful to their customers, 

which shows a slight demand for some non-standardized services. Additionally, they need to improve 

the way they communicate, since some interviewees believe that MD does not necessarily act as one unit 

when dealing with them. Interestingly the one scoring MD the highest on all co-creation capabilities is 

Tommy Sigmundstad (4,58) from Aker BP and the ones scoring them the lowest is Bjørn Ribesen (3,71) 

from Aker Energy. We did not investigate the underlying reasons; however, it can be assumed that the 

closer collaboration in the established Aker BP alliance, might be given more attention than the 
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relationship with Aker Energy which is a traditional customer relationship. Nevertheless, combining 

these two capabilities that are scored the lowest, could indicate that internally in MD the desired outcome 

of a specific relationship or collaboration is not entirely aligned, thus communication becomes 

inconsistent. 

6.4 Innovation in Maersk Drilling 
At a panel discussion that the CEO of MD, Jørn Madsen, attended in late 2018, he says: 

“I found the conversations very stimulating – not only is there a renewed sense of optimism about drilling 

activity but there is also growing momentum to build new models for collaboration and innovation that 

will improve the competitiveness of offshore oil and gas.” (Maersk Drilling, 2019g). 

This, in combination with the collaborative initiatives (Seapulse project and Aker BP alliance), 

underlines the fact that MD is reacting to the increased demand for innovation and collaboration which 

also supports Rico’s statement that: “While when the oil price is low, this is where people become 

innovative and want to invent new ways of delivering the services, but also collaborate completely 

different across the different segments in the value chain.” (Appendix D1). Additionally, Mike specifies 

the timing of innovating with others: “Your commitment to R&D contracts is very dictated to the timing 

you commit and also the oil price.” (Appendix D4). We see an evident interplay between collaboration 

and innovation in the industry. However, the success stories are few. Given the above statements, the 

analysis made on the industry and the determination of MD’s co-creation capabilities, we investigate the 

current innovation setup both within MD and the whole industry, to determine the level of knowledge 

and value that flows between actors. 

 

6.4.1 Open and Closed Innovation 
The distinct difference between open and closed innovation is the closed and open borders between 

actors. Therefore, we focus on these both in MD and overall in the industry. Given that several statements 

by all interviewees consider the industry to become more innovative and collaborative in downturns, and 

that the same disappear in upturns, we investigate if that is representative for both open and closed 

innovation. First of all, Rico notified us that as a (late) reaction to the oil price drop, MD has set up an 

innovation department in August of 2018 (Appendix D1). The reasons for why this occurred four years 

after the decrease in the oil price could be many. However, the main reason is probably a combination 

of what Kenneth said on MD securing a strong backlog at the beginning of the downturn (Appendix D2) 
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and up until now, where their future utilization rate is quite low(Maersk Drilling, 2019d). As a point of 

reference then MD’s utilization rate was 100% in 2014 compared to now where it is at 69% (Maersk 

Drilling, 2018a). Therefore, in identifying whether they have chosen open or closed innovation, we first 

look at their strategy. In their annual report for 2018 (Maersk Drilling, 2018a) and their Capital Markets 

Day (Maersk Drilling, 2019b), it is clearly stated that MD is exploring opportunities to take on additional 

services, which might take them into new adjacent market. As (H. W. Chesbrough, 2003) presents, this 

is highly unrealistic when conducting closed innovation. Nevertheless, Fredrik was asked about the Open 

or closed innovation setup in MD and to that he answered: “When we talk open innovation here, it’s 

about open innovation with other players outside the industry e.g. Google US, IBM and other smaller 

companies.” (Appendix D3). This shows that MD is conducting open innovation. However, it is 

interesting that they choose to innovate with organizations outside of the industry, instead of actors in 

the industry. Kenneth also underlines the open innovation methodology when he says that, “in order for 

us to streamline our innovation efforts, we are in a process of gathering as much intelligence from 

external parties.” (Appendix D2). The tricky part is just choosing these ‘external parties’ since Fredrik 

mentions that it has to happen outside the industry: “On that side we are fond believers of working with 

others, but it is hard within the oil industry to get other players to be open […]” (Appendix D3). Saying 

that this is hard within the industry shows that it is an industry-wide problem and not just MD who are 

struggling to find co-innovators within the industry. This, along with Mike’s statement on the threat of 

trespassing into other organization’s offerings, shows that the traditional and current innovation setup in 

the industry is closed innovation in upturns (Figure 4-8), but a bit more complicated in downturns. In 

downturns, the overall trend is that it drives curiosity regarding collaboration and innovation, however, 

this recent downturn was a little different. Kenneth argues: “There has been consolidation among our 

competitors” and he determines that it is caused by “our competitors are very traditional.” (Appendix 

D2). Still, the current innovation setup in the industry is leaning towards open innovation when regarding 

parties outside the Value Net, while the opposite is true regarding companies within the Value Net 

(Figure 6-6). 
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Figure 6-6 - Innovation Borders Internal and External to the Industry 

To investigate the success of innovation initiatives, we asked several of the interviewees whether they 

could mention some innovations that have changed the industry. It was quite clear that most have been 

technological developments in increasing the efficiency of the equipment. Thus, no specific examples of 

new ways of working or new offerings were mentioned. Although, secondary data suggested that 

fracking was a recent and significant development that had an immense impact on the industry. One 

might wonder why such an old industry has little innovations that have significantly impacted the 

industry; however, most of it can be traced back to innovation being deprioritized as the market moves 

to an upturn. This is shown in Figure 6-7 that visualizes how overall innovation efforts change with the 

oil price, but also due to the collaborative mindset changing as well. This does not just affect all 

innovation efforts but specifically open and closed innovation respectively. When companies do not see 

value potential in collaborating, they will not explore open innovation, and the opposite is the case for 

closed innovation. Therefore, currently, when the industry experiences a downturn, the little innovation 

efforts that survive will most likely be conducted in closed innovation setups and the desire for 

collaboration disappears. 
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Figure 6-7 - Relationship between Oil Price, Co-creation, and Open vs. Closed Innovation 

 
6.4.2 Co-innovation in Maersk Drilling 
Given Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7, the historical lack of significant innovations and the market outlook, 

MD is currently challenging the boundaries between fellow actors within the industry. Recently, they 

have launched the Dragon’s Den initiative, which is an example of an open innovation initiative since 

the line between buyer and supplier becomes dotted when customers are invited inside to hear about 

MD’s work on innovation. However, when digging after the value captured from it, it has mainly been 

branding as presented as one of the drivers of collaboration. This is a step they are taking within open 

innovation, to adopt co-innovation with fellow industry actors. Further, in the Aker BP alliance they are 

collaboratively reducing waste in the value chain (Maersk Drilling, 2017), whereas in the Seapulse 

project (Energy Northern Perspective, 2018), they are exploring commercial co-innovation, by trying to 

change the compensation setup when drilling a well. However, the project is relatively new and 

undefined, and they are seeking to demonstrate technology (in this case commercial innovation) through 

the underlying composite activities of market shaping. Hence, they have not identified the right partners 

to co-innovate with yet. In the journey of getting to the point where MD is willing and able to explore 

co-innovation, MD tried some collaborative innovations where companies leverage each other’s core 

competencies on a well-defined drilling project. An example of a successful collaborative innovation 

initiative is a project using Microsoft’s HoloLens for predictive maintenance (Appendix D3). Here, 
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Fredrik mentions that this is being implemented on several rigs. Consequently, the current innovation 

setup is open innovation with actors external to the industry. However, the future is focused on removing 

the solid border to the fellow industry actors and thus identifying companies to co-innovate with. On this, 

Fredrik mentions: 

“We have found that if you want to be on the forefront, you need to find partners to collaborate with like 

we do with Aker BP. But I think if you want to differentiate, you need to find partners that can bring you 

to that different space […].” (Appendix D3). 

 It was also clear that innovating or even collaborating with competitors, is in Kenneth’s words, “not 

preferable” (Appendix D2), however, they definitely consider their activities; Specifically, Kenneth 

mentions how they gather information from competitors: “I don’t think we are talking to our competitors, 

but we are trying to gain as much information as possible from their investor calls, websites and Capital 

Markets Days, etc.” (Appendix D2). 

 

To wrap up the innovation setup of MD; historically, they have acted similarly to the rest of the actors in 

the industry, seeking innovation and collaboration opportunities in downturns. However, given the length 

of this downturn and the reaction to competitors consolidating, MD is putting even more of their eggs in 

the basket of innovation by recently having defined a very structured open innovation process called the 

Innovation Funnel. 

 

6.4.3 Current Innovation Process: The Innovation Funnel 
Kenneth, Head of Innovation Portfolio and Delivery, presents the current innovation process as being 

highly focused on quantity of ideas, stating that, 

“it is about increasing the likelihood of success by testing as many ideas as possible, validating the ideas 

in the best possible ways and thereby taking as many projects through, we call it the Innovation Funnel, 

that we can sell to the market.” (Appendix D2). 

Further, he indicates that the way they have structured their innovation process, i.e., the innovation 

funnel, is that quality is derived from quantity. 
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Figure 6-8 - Maersk Drilling's Innovation Funnel (Appendix E) 

In Figure 6-8, the innovation funnel is visualized, and for our better understanding, Kenneth explained 

the essentials of it. Specifically, the funnel is divided into four areas with decision points in between. The 

four phases are discovery, ideation and validation, start small, and scale fast, which seems to be 

inspired from entrepreneurship building on solutions to problems where you eventually define the 

Minimal Viable Product (MVP), validate it and scale the idea to harvest the potential value.  

 

Kenneth explains that the first phase (discovery) is, “about discovering as many ideas, opportunity areas 

and growth areas as possible.” (Appendix D2). The ideas discovered will be scrutinized by asking a set 

of questions regarding the problem in question; which customers we are targeting, feasibility, possible 

growth areas, and timelines. Thus, this phase works as a pitch which, in Kenneth’s words, makes it very 

easy for everyone to chip in ideas (Appendix D2). This could have a potential overflow of ideas to 

manage, so about 70% of the ideas are killed in this first phase. The 30% that survive are then taken on 

to the ideation and validation phase where revenue models and value propositions have to be defined. 

Here, the ideas will be transferred to a Business Model Canvas (Joyce & Paquin, 2016) to identify 

resources, partners, customers, etc., while ‘thinking big.’ Then, the validation part is about prototyping 

and conducting market experiments to validate the value propositions. This could be done by pitching 

the ideas at Dragon’s Den to get the customer’s insights on their perceived value. The decision point 
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hereafter is to build the MVP, which brings us to the third phase, start small. At this point, the MVP is 

validated, and the business case is being drafted along with a business plan. Additionally, the MVP is 

revisited to build a sprint that helps the innovation department scale the idea. The decision point lies in 

how to scale, and this is captured in the fourth phase, scale, where the project plan is finally defined. 

Conclusively, “there are four steps in this funnel, each of them requiring more and more but the 

philosophy behind is that it is very easy and agile to get started and then things will be more robust from 

a financial point of view.” (Appendix D2). 

This shows that MD is very conscious about the possible costs of their innovation philosophy as it is very 

focused on getting as many ideas through the funnel as possible. Therefore, this structured process should 

help them capture the most value as possible, with low costs associated. 

 

6.4.4 Incorporating Data in the Innovation Process 
From the interviews with Fredrik (Appendix D3) and Mike (Appendix D4), we get an internal and 

external point of view on innovation in the industry. When Fredrik was asked about historical innovations 

that changed the industry, he replies that it is, “Mostly technological advancements on well equipment. 

Otherwise, we have had the same business model and day rate model for the last 50 years, so that has 

not changed for a long time.” (Appendix D3). Mike supports this when saying that, “I would say it has 

not been the best at research and development.” (Appendix D4). When digging into these two 

statements, we wanted to know why this is the case, i.e. why has innovation not been ‘big’ in the industry. 

In Fredrik’s opinion, we find that he blames it on the lack of data availability as MD needs data to build 

business models, and the solution to it is to “cooperate with players within the industry to share data.” 

(Appendix D3). MD also states this in their Capital Markets Day presentation on a slide displaying the 

main issues in the industry, where one of them is “Fragmented approach to project solutions and use of 

data.” (Maersk Drilling, 2019b). Mike indicates that it is not only about the actual lack of data 

availability; it is more the reason behind the lack of data availability that reduces open innovation 

initiatives (Appendix D4). The previously mentioned threat in the industry regarding trespassing on each 

other’s service offerings is so strong that companies are scared of sharing data when they are not a 100% 

certain on what it will be used for (Appendix D4). Having these two points in mind, lack of data 

availability and data sharing, it is curious that data gathering is not addressed in the innovation funnel. 

Hence, it is recommended that MD incorporates it as a theme for additional questions in order to 
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determine the future success of the respective innovation. Below we introduce the data gathering aspect 

to the appropriate phases along with a brief reasoning behind. 

 

1. Discovery 

a. Question: What kind of data is needed to support the idea? 

b. Reasoning: If the question is not answered since it is unclear what kind of data is needed, 

the idea should not necessarily be killed but revised before it continues in the funnel. 

However, if it is found that the data cannot be gathered, the idea should be killed in this 

early stage to avoid the cost of resources spent ideating and validating the idea. 

 

2. Ideation/Validation 

a. Question: How do we obtain the data needed? 

b. Reasoning: If the data needed is formalized in the discovery phase, a plan to gather the 

data is needed. You might find that the data exists internally, which is great; however, if 

the data is anchored in other organizations or new activities are needed to create the data, 

a plan is drafted. This phase should also address the possible implications of gathering the 

data, i.e., whether if MD will become unfavored by their customers. 

 

3. Start small 

a. Point to incorporate: Define a plan for gathering data and test it (as an MVP test) 

b. Reasoning: When the right questions have been asked and answered in discovery and 

ideation & validation, the data-gathering plan has to be put on paper and incorporated in 

the business plan. Since the industry is so immature, when it comes to sharing data, the 

plan for gathering data could be a bigger part of the business case than in other industries. 

The plan needs to incorporate how to collaborate in the best possible way in order to 

formulate the desired outcome of sharing the data. This is done by transparent 

communication and continuous alignment of expectations, one of the improvement areas 

for MD’s co-creation capabilities (Figure 6-5). 
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4. Scale fast 

a. Point to incorporate: Add the continuous data-gathering plan to the scaling strategy 

b. Reasoning: In light of MD‘s co-creation capabilities, where they were scoring 

considerably lower on Converted Interaction, they need to ensure that continuous 

engagement with the actors sharing/gathering the data is consistent and that they act as 

one unit when communicating. This is important given Mike’s comment on the history of 

mistrust between actors regarding what the shared data is being used for. 

 

Acknowledging that MD does not only limit their innovation funnel to either closed or open innovation, 

value is an aspect that needs to be addressed in both cases. However, as (H. Chesbrough et al., 2018) 

presents, the four value processes that become much more complex in open innovation (incl. co-

innovation). As value in open innovation is defined as “all actor-perceived consequences arising from 

the deployment of resources in a process.” (H. Chesbrough et al., 2018), all actors should be heard in 

defining the value of the collaboration. Therefore, by expanding on the innovation funnel of MD, after 

having found the right ideas and built the right business case and project plan, MD needs to be ready to 

engage in these value talks. 

 

6.4.5 The Four Value Processes of Open Innovation 
Currently, MD is experiencing that value of collaborations and innovations are difficult and thus poorly 

defined. Accordingly, Kenneth states: “Generally, on digital, we have been working on it for 9 months 

and it is extremely difficult to point out where the value is and where it is, we can benefit from 

collaborating with each other.” (Appendix D2). Further, Rico mentions that his, 

“concern is a little bit that all the good initiatives, wanting to create more value and do changes, at some 

points meets reality where the oil price starts climbing up again and then suddenly incentive to do things 

differently is not there or is not so obvious.” (Appendix D1). 

Thus, if the value is not clearly defined or apparent, then the initiatives risk being dropped again because 

of the everlasting effect of the cyclical industry. To address this, the four value processes (Figure 4-10) 

will be applied to MD. 
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MD’s service offering has been the same for a long time, specifically Fredrik says that they “have had 

the same business model and day rate model for the last 50 years.” (Appendix D3). As by Mike, “you 

should treat the drilling rig as a big tool only” (Appendix D4), and this is very much what MD has done. 

They have offered modern drilling rigs with competent crews, and that is how they have competed for a 

long time. Therefore, when you look at the resources they have to offer in collaborations, i.e. ‘value-in-

use’, they are fairly limited. Thus, the combination of their offering being so industry-limited and that 

their main resource (the rigs) are difficult to mobilize, finding someone who can capture some value from 

collaborating with them, becomes a difficult task. Kenneth gave us an example of how they might have 

missed an opportunity when a request came from a small equipment company:  “Our response was that 

we would actually like to be part of it but the specific thing that they asked for was not really our area of 

expertise.” (Appendix D2). Furthermore, Kenneth mentioned that today that specific company has some 

of MD’s big customers as partners. The potential value captured in this case could have been quite 

significant for MD since it could improve their reputation to their customers. Kenneth continues and 

underlines the significant value that was created by saying that this service is fully functional in the 

onshore industry. You could then wonder whether this could have brought some synergies between the 

onshore and offshore drilling industry and help MD expand their service portfolio as their strategic 

ambition dictates. Nonetheless, MD needs to remember the interplay between the two perspectives; 

‘value-in-use’ and ‘value-in-exchange.’ 

 

The four value processes will be applied by incorporating elements of the Seapulse project to define the 

processes that MD needs to be conscious about when taking on the role of the operator, i.e. orchestrating 

the whole project. Considering the four value processes and the term of actual value in co-innovation, 

Kenneth mentioned that it would drive additional revenue to the market and, that is when, “top 

management sees that there is a potential in innovation to grow the company.” (Appendix D2). 

 

This presents some value in the future market and thus, going into the first value process within value 

creation, MD needs to understand value realization. When reflecting on the Aker BP alliance, value is 

defined as lowering the production cost per barrel by combining their collective experience to drive 

efficiency and reducing waste across the value chain (Maersk Drilling, 2017). Therefore, from the value-

in-use perspective, MD is using their resources (rig and crew) in the alliance to create value in higher 
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efficiency and lowering of costs. However, if the contributors in the Aker BP alliance are successful in 

creating value but are unfairly rewarded for the sacrificed resources, they will most likely not be willing 

to collaborate in the future and even exit the alliance. MD should, therefore, learn from their current 

alliance and ensure that the process of value realization involves fairness for the actors who MD choose 

for the Seapulse project. Complementing the value-in-use perspective is the ‘value-in-exchange’ 

perspective, which is concerned with defining a process called value provision that facilitates the 

possibility of the overall resources exchanged to create optimal value. This is highly relevant for the 

Seapulse project, where MD is in full control of how they will structure the relationships between 

collaborators – including the risk and reward system. For added value creation, Kenneth informed us that 

MD is in a strong position to create new products and offerings together with actors who have a core 

product they can utilize (Appendix D2). However, one might wonder why only limited examples from 

the past are mentioned. Looking at the four processes of open innovation, it could merely be the inability 

of setting up the adequate value realization and provision processes. 

 

When we then consider value capture, the process from the value-in-use perspective, namely value 

partake, it includes a high level of trust which links it to one of the benefits of co-creations capabilities 

(Figure 6-5). MD needs to ensure that the actors they choose to engage with in the project, are willing to 

participate and has little opportunity to harvest the value from the sidelines. This brings us to the fourth 

value process, namely value negotiation, which is capturing value from the value-in-exchange 

perspective. This process touches very much upon the paradox of co-creation where collaborators 

eventually grow conscious of their individual potential value to capture, thus sacrificing the collaboration 

and Pareto optimum for their own benefit. MD can minimize the chances of this happening when 

facilitating a fair value negotiation process where collaborators are able to present the resources, they 

sacrifice along with the value they create. The combination of those two should create the basis for value 

capturing, and this is something that the industry has struggled with for a long time due to the cyclical 

nature. Fredrik addresses this point when asked about how the value was negotiated in a project with 

Google where he answers, “they are spreading the word of mouth of our success. They are not interested 

in IP rights or trademarking; they just want to help and then they want you to buy cloud solutions.” 

(Appendix D3). This is very intangible and is just one example of where one part is quite adamant about 

the value that they want to capture, i.e. Google selling cloud solutions, and MD again sees some benefit 
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in the branding part, but nothing is mentioned on the actual return on investment. Additionally, as 

described in the dynamics of the market, Mike informed us that the landscape of negotiating has also 

changed quite a lot, as setting up incentive schemes is no longer a noteworthy part of drafting contracts. 

Specifically, he said that it has disappeared, and operators are mostly interested in the lowest price with 

the least commitment (Appendix D4). This makes the future of value negotiations quite tedious since 

incentives can help reach compromises and includes the aspect of value capture in the future when 

exchanging/using resources.
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7 Discussion 
Given the New Oil Reality, MD’s and the industry’s increased focus on collaboration, MD’s recent IPO, 

and their new commercial setup (Seapulse), it was expected that the research would point to many 

opportunities for market shaping and collaborations. Additionally, from our previous experience with the 

industry, we expected that the cyclical nature would drive certain behaviors across the Value Net; 

however, the degree of fluctuations in the competitive and collaborative postures were greatly 

underestimated Figure 6-2. 

 

As depicted in Figure 2-2, the apparent correlation between the oil price and the number of rigs in the 

market, portray that if the oil price is to drop further, the utilization rate of MD will decrease even more 

than the 30% it has decreased in the last five years (Maersk Drilling, 2018a). In addition to the strong 

correlation, it was found that the cyclical nature is providing actors with a strong enabler for collaboration 

(incl. innovation) in downturns, namely timing and willingness. As for timing, the downturn initially 

forces actors to drive down costs individualistically; however, in prolonged downturns, e.g. the New Oil 

Reality, collaborations are essential for further decreasing costs, thus increasing profits. To this point, it 

was found that operators demand collaborations since decreasing costs evidently increases their profits. 

Therefore, it has become imperative that overall collaborations, and specifically collaborations with a 

cost-efficiency focus, are necessary for competitiveness, but also mere survival. Unfortunately, this is 

easier said than done, as the dynamics of the industry are proven powerful both in dictating supply and 

demand, but also in driving different mindsets. This was investigated via game theory where, in upturns, 

actors behave individualistically due to the abundance of profits, which drives a non-cooperative mindset. 

This mindset is hard to shake when the industry plummets and collaborative partners once again are 

needed to drive down cost. In upturns, the rivalry de-intensifies, while in downturns, actors enter 

partnerships in order to drive down costs collaboratively. In other words, actors paradoxically collaborate 

to increase competitiveness. 

 

Hence, actors switch between non-sustainable Pareto equilibriums and Nash equilibriums when the 

market enters a downturn and upturn, receptively. Thus, the question arises on how to establish a 

sustained collaborative relationship that maintains the Pareto equilibrium. Here, a crucial feature is to 
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define the boundaries between value creation and value capture – thus considering facets of coopetition. 

To that note, we learn that an industry-wide cooperative mindset is one of the antecedents of coopetition. 

Approximately half of the drilling contractors have survived the downturn till now, which leads us to say 

that they have been successful in remaining competitive one way or the other; either by consolidating, 

collaborating, being lucky or through other creative reactions. As we found in MD, they were lucky to 

secure a strong backlog before the downturn, however, it is slowly being reduced and, in the IPO,  they 

have lost their capital reserve from the Maersk Group. This affects one of the dynamic capabilities, 

namely adapting to fluctuations in the market since MD’s only way of surviving the next inevitable 

downturn will be by either having established sustainable collaborations or by having secured a strong 

and secure backlog. The latter has proven difficult because operators are demanding short-term 

commitments, i.e. short contracts, and MD prefers long-term commitments, i.e. long contracts. This could 

indicate why MD chooses to focus on collaborations through the Aker BP alliance and the Seapulse 

project. Even though both are examples of collaborations with actors within the Value Net, they both 

have an expiration date in the near future. In line with Rico’s concern, we would argue that, as of now, 

the two initiatives are not projected to be sustainable in the sense that they risk not surviving an upturn. 

Here it is important to emphasize that the main issue is not that initiatives do not survive upturns since 

the reason for that is often that there is enough value to capture individualistically. We focus on the long-

term consequences of abandoned collaborations being, the redeployment of resources for research on 

potential partners, lost innovation, renegotiating contracts etc., which will be a costly and inefficient 

exercise every time they reenter a downturn. Moreover, synergies and relationships are developed and 

strengthened over time, which makes a loss in potential further value capture. Given these conditions, 

we have depicted a desirable market trend in Figure 7-1 as opposed to the current market trend from 

Figure 6-2. Currently, the cyclical process results in sunk costs that were originally invested in harvesting 

the co-created value from collaborations. Nevertheless, the misalignment in preferences towards 

commitment is another consequence of both the cyclical industry and that the new world is flexible. As 

the research pointed to the customers would not change this mindset in the near future, it left us with 

evaluating what it would take for MD to establish collaborations that persevere through up and 

downturns. In any case, it was found that the market must be shaped to become more collaborative at the 

system level of market shaping. An important finding here was that MD needs to successfully 

demonstrate the value of technological advances in digitalization and collaborative setups at the 
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technology and market offer level. Evidently, the repeated and sustained success of these collaborative 

setups will help enable a cooperative mindset. 

 
Figure 7-1 - Desirable Trend in Relationship between Oil Price and Co-creation 

In this, we imagined that MD would be scored low on co-creation capabilities, thus indicating a reason 

for collaborations to be abandoned, however, we found that MD has sufficient co-creation capabilities 

(Figure 6-5) even though they scored slightly low on concerted and individuated co-creation capabilities. 

Remembering that co-creation capabilities are deemed a dynamic capability, it seemed odd why past 

collaborative solutions have not been strong enough to handle the constantly changing market. On that 

note, a part of MD’s strategic ambition is to take on additional services in the value chain, still, it seems 

that MD’s rationale behind investigating collaborative and co-innovative solutions was because of 

branding, i.e. it might look good on paper but not work in reality. This was investigated through senior 

managers of the innovation department who told us that value is extremely difficult to formulate in the 

industry’s collaborations structures. MD is exploring co-innovation to increase their competitiveness, but 

it is extremely difficult given the borders between actors in the Value Net (Figure 6-1). However, co-

innovation with actors inside of the Value Net appears as an opportunity for MD to deliver on their 

strategic ambition of integrated services. Still, this would require that the borders at the meso level are 

broken. Given this is not feasible because of the mistrust in the industry, it was found that the open 

innovation initiatives currently exist with actors outside of the Value Net. A possible reason for this could 
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be that since collaboration is a key part of open innovation, the focus on innovation will fluctuate with 

the oil price. Therefore, innovating with actors outside of the Value Net might be a way of addressing 

that. Still, this creates a misalignment in the strategic ambition of MD and the ‘undefined’ innovation 

strategy because; the strategic ambition is to focus on competencies that come from within the Value 

Net, but the ’undefined’ innovation strategy is currently to innovate with companies outside of it. This 

misalignment mimics features from the fact that MD is to act as an operator in the Seapulse project, 

however, Mike does not believe MD possess the right mindset yet. In both cases, MD will need to adjust 

the direction (value proposition) they want to go with the processes, business model and capabilities they 

have in place. Subsequently, MD was neither able to provide us with the exact value created from their 

own nor industry-wide collaborations. One might then wonder why they are spending so many resources 

on investigating said areas. Further, we found that the innovation process focuses on digitalization, but 

it does not address the industry-wide issue of sharing data, which is why this was a suggested addition 

to the innovation funnel (Figure 6-8).  

 

The reason for this not being addressed could be that it was adopted from the IT department where a data 

foundation might be taken as a given. Lastly, it was created without an innovation strategy in place and 

contemplating on this; we would argue that the combination of above is why MD have not been 

successful in redefining their value proposition or taking on additional services. Nevertheless, it is not 

said that their efforts are wasted as they constitute market shaping efforts that address the industry-wide 

problem of inefficient collaboration/co-innovation initiatives. Additionally, we found that historically, 

developments have mainly centered around equipment upgrades, thus the industry is fairly mature in 

technologies, but the commercial setup is extremely old-fashioned.  This, in regard to attracting future 

talent, could raise concern due to the decreasing spend in R&D which could result in an even more 

stagnant industry. Nonetheless, MD has an opportunity to become a market leader when it comes to 

commercial innovation, which is what they are exploring with the Seapulse project. For this project, it 

would have been interesting to assist MD in choosing the right actors to collaborate with, when they are 

no longer ‘just a tool’ but are taking on the role of orchestrating the drilling of all 12 wells (Maersk 

Drilling, 2018b). We learned that MD has the co-creation capabilities but that does not mean that 

relationships will be sustainable since we have mainly focused on one side of the relationship.  
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Firstly, if we had asked MD to rate their customers as collaborators, it would be interesting to see whether 

they scored low on co-creation capabilities. If that is the case, it would suggest that MD should look 

elsewhere for collaborators. In contrast, if they scored equally high as MD, and as we know that 

collaborations are more often unsustainable than sustainable, we could argue that the dynamics of the 

cyclical industry are too strong for collaborations to survive. Alternatively, the dynamics can be 

conquered by market shaping through successful co-creation, however, this would require that something 

in the current setups is fixed. We found that a convincing reason is that the four value processes that we 

adapted from open innovation Figure 4-10 were not being utilized properly. Whether this is within value 

negotiation, value partake, value provision or realization, the consequences could result in collaborations 

being unfavored when the market shifts. In the eyes of game theory, the four value processes need to 

assist in maintaining the Pareto equilibrium. A big challenge within this is the need for changing the 

mindset of actors within the industry who might be more prone to jump ship and prioritize their own 

interest rather than the interest of the collaboration. This will therefore need to be carefully evaluated 

when investigating the co-creation capabilities of potential collaborators, along with the need for 

collaborators to possess the dynamic capability of adapting to fluctuations in the market. In addition to 

this, one more industry dynamic affects the decision of choosing the right collaborators, namely power.  

Going back to the past reactions of actors to the New Oil Reality, the consolidations have resulted in a 

less fragmented market where MD potentially has less power or leverage. Currently, if MD was to shape 

the market, it would have to rely on the actors in the industry who possess enough power to do so. 

Alternatively, they need to be successful in the Seapulse project where they render the actor with the 

most power, the customer/operator, replaceable. This is extremely risky since, for the majority of their 

rigs, the operator is both their customer and the ones licensing the land to drill, no matter the market 

situation. Instead, by switching the focus from both competing with operators and alliancing with actors 

who have a high level of power (Aker BP and Halliburton), to actors with a weaker power ratio, could 

be considered a strategically sound decision to MD. This way they could focus on smaller companies, 

learning from them and building up their service portfolio, which is also their strategic ambition. This 

would then be a path to handling the imbalance of power by building it up slowly to effectively conduct 

market shaping. Also, it eliminates the fact that when MD collaborates with Aker BP or Halliburton, 

there is little room for failure given their status as they are in a follower or solidarity position, which 

reduces leverage. Additionally, if MD chooses to do so, their likelihood of becoming the most preferred 
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contractor increases if they acknowledge their customer’s definition of success. The operators will not 

generate any revenue unless they are successful in finding hydrocarbons. Therefore, if MD has decided 

to focus on actors with lower level of power, they could take that one step further and collaborate or co-

innovate with service companies who have the seismic data which enables better predictability of 

placement of hydrocarbons or reservoir data which enables more information on the actual hydrocarbons 

in place. This is also very much aligned with MD’s strategic ambition and can lead to sustained 

relationships as the information asymmetry declines in the industry due to co-creating value. A direct 

way of doing so would be to involve the innovation department in the Seapulse project, in order to choose 

future collaborators on the added basis of co-innovating to deliver integrated services.  

Currently, one might wonder why this is not done since it indicates that MD has requested one department 

to figure out how collaborations can raise competitiveness through operational efficiencies and another 

department to figure out how to innovate with companies outside of the industry. Evidently, this thesis 

has spoken to the value-add of combing both. If successful in doing so, MD could be successful in 

delivering the additional services, either as a co-innovative solution with service companies or by 

learning from them to eventually deliver the services by themselves. Though, the latter is the riskiest 

given the possibility of a turf war with service companies. Nonetheless, MD should include this in re-

defining their value proposition. Consequently, it should be considered to what extent collaboration 

diminishes flexibility, as flexibility is what operators desire in a cyclical industry. Thus, collaborative 

setups must not become too rigid, as it will diminish the perceived value for the respective actors. All in 

all, this is a strategic decision that MD needs to address, which is also why we found that dynamic 

capabilities, strategy, and business models need to allow for collaborative paths (Figure 6-3). This is for 

the reason that the current business model in the industry, hereunder the day rate and compensation 

model, does not incentivize or strictly allow for collaborative efforts nor mindsets to occur. If MD 

incorporates this, it will mature the way they choose their partners, and along with strengthening the four 

value processes, it would handle the imbalance of power and assist in achieving sustained relationships. 

Ultimately, given the inevitability of constantly shifting between up and downturns and that downturns 

demand further innovating and collaborating, one might argue that the talks on collaboration should 

already start in the upturns by acknowledging that, and preparing for, the fact that downturns will happen 

at any moment. This is, however, theoretically feasible but challenging in reality as the cooperative 

mindset only occurs in downturns. 
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8 Conclusion 
In light of the New Oil Reality, the purpose of this thesis has been to understand how market shaping 

through co-creation solutions can increase a drilling contractor’s competitiveness. This has been 

examined from the point of view of MD. To examine this, the purpose was divided into three research 

questions; one pertaining to how the overall market system dynamics are evolving, one on how dynamic 

capabilities constitute competitiveness and market shaping, and one on how co-creation solutions can 

increase competitiveness. 

At the market system level, it was found that the dynamics of the offshore drilling industry are highly 

cyclical as a function of the oil price that dictates the demand for rigs, but moreover that the collaboration, 

co-creation, and innovation levels strongly correlate with the oil price. In other words, rivalry de-

intensifies in upturns, while actors seek to collaborate to increase competitiveness in downturns (Figure 

7-1). As a consequence, relationships are concurrently formed and dissolved; thus, rarely maturing to 

their full potential. Therefore, it was found that the ability to form sustainable relationships would 

increase competitiveness through value capture and that it would be in a drilling contractor’s interest to 

shape the market towards a more collaborative state. This would address the fact that costs have been 

driven so far down individually, and thus, to maximize profits actors need to reduce friction in 

collaboration to further increase cost efficiency. Still, the industry is in a rather individualistic mindset 

rather than a cooperative one, which makes it inherently difficult to form sustainable relationships. As a 

default. the industry presides in a Nash equilibrium and shifts to an unsustainable Pareto equilibrium in 

market downturns, before moving back again. Additionally, the increased focus on digitalization in the 

industry was noted to enable more sustainable collaborative relationships as it would increase trust and 

transparency through decreased information asymmetry. In contrast, the lack of trust between industry 

actors, caused by the fear of others trespassing onto each other’s turf, limits collaboration efforts. To that 

note, MD’s relatively weaker power ratio makes it rather difficult to conduct market shaping as they 

enter follower-leader and paternalistic-solidarity games. Furthermore, regarding MD’s recently launched 

collaborative setup, the Seapulse project, it was found that the success of this project would constitute 

market shaping through collaboration, as it would have demonstrated that new commercial setups can 

work in the industry. Additionally, the success would result in MD replacing the actor with the most 

power, namely the operator, which would affect the power dynamics and reshape the competitive 

landscape. In contrast, MD should be aware of how the success of Seapulse can discourage operators to 
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work with MD on future projects, in which case, MD will have to move fast on the new market offering. 

On a related note, MD should consider working with weaker parties to conduct market shaping activities 

efficiently, gradually building up power. Still, in general terms of market shaping, MD must rely on more 

prominent players to change the norms, boost demand, and infuse knowledge at the system levels to 

make the industry more collaborative. Evidently, an industry-wide cooperative mindset is an antecedent 

for collaborations to be successful. At the market offer level, MD must be able to articulate the value of 

the market offerings clearly and also spend time on building credibility by understanding their customers. 

It was found that they spend a great deal of effort in that regard, however, they are still struggling to 

formulate the concrete value of innovations, including projects like Seapulse. Consequently, it was found 

that the business model of the industry, herein the compensation model, does not allow for sustainable 

relationships to be formed through the fluctuations in the market, but is merely a product of an old-

fashioned industry. Thus, Teece’s model (Figure 6-3) was redacted to allow for considerations on 

‘collaborative paths’ when formulating dynamic capabilities, business models and strategies. This would 

allow for drilling contractors to increase competitiveness through increased joint value creation and value 

capture by forming more sustainable relationships and maintaining the Pareto equilibrium. Thus, MD 

can only shape the market towards collaboration by building credibility, and credibility comes through 

the success of the new market offering. Evidently, MD was also found to possess strong co-creation 

capabilities, however the same is required for their potential collaborators. This led the research to 

consider MD’s innovation processes as a part of co-creation given it is new to the industry. It was found 

that the processes were mainly used for digitalization but failed to address data-gathering. Data-gathering 

was ultimately suggested to be incorporated into the innovation process to increase the feasibility and 

validity in the service offerings and co-developing technologies (Figure 6-8). Moreover, an opportunity 

to break the borders between internal industry actors was found by facilitating the co-innovation talks in 

already established collaborations with operators and service companies. This would address the 

misalignment between MD’s innovation process being focused on actors outside of the industry and the 

strategic ambition of taking on additional services from within the industry (Figure 6-6). Evidently, when 

MD has developed strong internal competencies, it will increase the likelihood of success of their market 

offerings, which would increase their market shaping abilities. In terms of co-creation solutions, it was 

found that they must not become too rigid as they need to adhere to inevitable fluctuations in the market, 

as well as meet the demand of low commitment and high flexibility from operators. Also, it must be 
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considered to what extent borders should be opened towards collaborative partners, as well as the timing 

and willingness dependent on the cyclical industry. To that note, the most substantial influence was the 

oil price. Hence, a collaboration solution must withstand the diverging interests that occur when the oil 

price increases. This pointed to a necessary change in the incentive schemes and day rate model to drive 

a more collaborative behavior. Further, it was found that co-creation and its inherent paradox, mimics 

features of co-opetition, as actors will co-create to create value but compete to capture that same value. 

In order to sustain this coopetitive relationship and maintain the Pareto equilibrium, it was found that 

four value processes must be clearly defined. 
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9 Strategic Recommendation 
Given the findings of this thesis, we believe that MD is faced with the following, for which we will 

provide a strategic recommendation. MD has a mature alliance set in place with prominent actors in the 

industry, namely Aker BP and Halliburton. Additionally, they have the Seapulse project in its starting 

phases, which provides an opportunity to shape it to be a sustained collaborative relationship. A reason 

for why these alliances were put in place could be that MD thinks it would assist in long-term 

commitments, however, given the five-year length of the Aker BP alliance and the 490 days duration for 

the Seapulse project, these are still considered short-term commitments. Nevertheless, the dynamics of 

the industry, resulting from the fluctuating oil price, raises the concern of the initiatives being dropped 

or de-prioritized as soon as the market picks up. For these collaborations, it was found that innovation 

does not take up a lot of the agenda, which is why this thesis suggested that the innovation department 

taps into the collaborations, by co-innovating with internal industry actors. This provides a learning 

opportunity for MD to eventually deliver on their strategic ambition of integrated services. To avoid the 

turf war, MD should be careful in how they frame it,  acknowledging that if they provide the integrated 

services by themselves, it will negatively affect their relationship to service companies which they are 

cooperating within Seapulse, but if Seapulse is successful, it will perhaps adversely affect their 

relationship to Aker BP and the rest of the operators. This is a strategic paradox that MD will need to 

address, and therefore we suggest that they take a step back and focus on whom they see as their future 

customers before they change their value proposition. When having done so, MD needs to find a solution 

that handles the hurdles of the fluctuating mindsets, power dynamics, commitment issues, data-gathering 

and we believe that this is done by revisiting the outdated compensation model to incentivize 

collaboration. The new compensation model should focus on co-creating solutions to become more 

efficient both operationally and financially. Ultimately, this solution should not just be of interest in 

downturns, but equally important in upturns as a proactive tool to prepare for the inevitable downturn. 

Thus, the new compensation model will result in sustained collaborative relationships. 

Building on the findings of our bachelor thesis, industry actors should acknowledge that they are all part 

of drilling a hole in the ground to extract hydrocarbons. This provided the opportunity of aligning 

performance metrics in a joint scorecard, so success is clearly defined and transparent to all actors 

involved in the job. In our bachelor thesis it was validated through both a contractor and operator that 

this was a feasible option and during our findings in this thesis, the willingness from service companies 
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(e.g. Well Expertise) was also validated. Therefore, a new compensation model will be suggested and 

described via the traditional buyer-supplier relationship. It is important to note that the model is equally 

relevant for projects such as Seapulse. Secondly, safety is not incorporated in the description since it is 

taken as a given as any solution should never compromise safety.   

 

9.1 The New Compensation Model  
When an operator signs a contract for x number of wells to be drilled, it involves a contractor and several 

service companies, including transport and logistics. For this contract, the operator has a clear definition 

of success, namely the shortest duration equals the least amount of day rates thereby maximized profits 

due to low costs. In this, the day rates are still highly dictated by the oil price. The element that is not 

aligned is the contractor’s definition of success compared to the rest of the actors. The contractor is 

generally compensated through day rates, thus the longer the job takes, the more profits they capture. 

The service companies might be compensated by depth drilled per day, lump sums, or also day rates. 

Therefore, for service companies alone, their definition of success might also be very different. Lastly, 

the transport and logistics companies are extremely important for avoiding delays to the operations; 

however, historically they have not been a part of incentive schemes. As this is a common understanding 

in the industry, it is noteworthy that the industry has tried challenging the compensation model but, as 

we heard several times in the interviews, no one has hit the nail on the head.  It is important to note that 

the operator is seen as the sponsor of the projects; therefore, they are considered to be the actor that drives 

a potential new compensation model. Other actors can adopt and adapt to the compensation model if it 

is aligned with their interests. However, operators ultimately have the highest power ratio in the industry 

and can often dictate this. Furthermore, as uncovered in this thesis, drilling contractors are also in a 

competitive position to introduce new compensation models in setups such as Seapulse. 

When going into a new job, with the different companies involved, the scope of the project will already 

be defined along with the timeline. Each company will also have a preference for their compensation; 

either being a lump sum, day rates, feet drilled, etc. It is then up to the actors to discuss what part of their 

operations they are involved with; maintenance, drilling, transport and so on. In this exercise, the overlaps 

needs to be addressed together with the level of control each actor has over specific activities. Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) will then be drafted by evaluating the sponsor’s definition of success, the 

individual actor’s definition of success, the activities in scope but most importantly the overlap on 
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activities should be incorporated as a weighted ‘control of the KPI.’ When this is done, a performance 

committee will be set in place, including focal points from each company. It is suggested to involve as 

much of the value chain as possible; however, in understanding the innovative element, it should start 

small but be scalable. Given that the compensation model will be driven as a mathematical exercise, 

incorporating different weightings, the scalability of it is easy as it is merely distributing the weightings 

when more actors join the model. When the decision is to be made on which companies to involve, the 

sponsor could have a compensation model for operations and one for transport and logistics.  

Regarding how the sponsor drives the new model, we suggest that they hire an external consulting 

company to avoid any bias given the historical element of mistrust in the industry. The consultants’ 

primary role will be to facilitate the process of the new compensation model (Figure 9-1) by exposing 

collaboration opportunities and visualize the performance on an actionable dashboard. Ultimately, 

through the mentality of PDSA (Plan, Do, Study, and Act) (Slack, Chambers, & Johnston, 2007), 

performance reviews should be held to drive improvements and share knowledge continuously. 

Eventually, when the projects are finalized the operator will compensate the various actors based on their 

collaborative contributions in co-creating value and in their individual performance results, which is also 

weighed into the calculation. An example of this is that the operator creates a bonus pool, e.g. 5 million 

USD, that will be distributed based on the actors’ results. If the operator is not willing to do so, then 

consolidated savings could generate the bonus pool through the notion of these savings not having been 

obtained by operating individualistically. This bonus pool is displayed in Figure 9-2. 

 
Figure 9-1 – Suggested Process for Developing a Sustainable Compensation Model  
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Displaying this collaborative contribution is historically what has been left out, however, going by the 

notion of ‘fading borders’ between organizations and that actors have driven cost down individually, this 

is where the silver bullet lies. The dashboard, which is considered proprietary to the authors, is currently 

developed through Excel. It visualizes how collaboration increases the total ‘pie’, e.g. by savings, and 

how high operational performance then dictates the share that individual actors get. In the snapshot 

above, it has to be understood that increasing the total Bonus (USD) will result in the individual actor’s 

Bonus % being of a bigger ‘pie.’ Additionally, the operator might decide that the higher performance 

individual actors have, the more they will allocate to the bonus pool. These scenarios are quite dynamic; 

however, the critical factor is that it visualizes how collaboration benefits everyone, and given MD’s co-

creation capabilities, they could choose to test this in the Seapulse project, thus re-shaping the 

commercial setup of the industry. Conclusively, this model would have addressed the obstacles to 

sustaining the Pareto equilibrium. While this may be considered to be a bold suggestion – as it may not 

have been fully substantiated throughout the thesis – it holds value as it addresses all relevant aspects 

and serves as a valid suggestion for how MD can engage in sustainable collaborative relationships to 

increase competitiveness going forward. 

 

 
Figure 9-2 - Snapshot of Suggested Compensation Model 

 

Actual Performance Scores Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 Total

Cost Actual (USD) $52.500.000 $95.000.000 $22.500.000 $170.000.000

Cost Variance (USD) $2.500.000 -$5.000.000 -$2.500.000 -$5.000.000

Cost Variance % -5% 5% 10% 3%

Cost Delivery KPI Score 40% 60% 70% 57%

Operations Performance KPI Score 60% 100% 80% 80%

Consolidated Cost & Perf. Score 43% 72% 55% 170%

Bonus % 25% 43% 32% 100%

Bonus (USD) $1.260.504 $2.128.852 $1.610.644 $5.000.000
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10 Future Research and Limitations 
Given the conditions of the market and the considerations for market shaping, the focus of this thesis has 

been on how co-creation can happen across organizational borders. However, some aspects have been 

considered to be outside the scope of this thesis and thus warrants future research.  

To that note, ventures such as mergers and acquisitions have been disregarded as potential solutions, 

even though they might constitute the best option as they ensure aligned interests as we described in the 

case of Schlumberger and Borr Drilling. Hence, it should be investigated at what point it makes sense to 

collaborate between organizations and at what point to do M&A.  

Further, to uncover the purpose of this thesis, alternative theories and approaches could have been 

applied. Theories such as Actor Network Theory (Burga & Rezania, 2017), market structures (Mileva & 

Siegfried, 2012), and macroeconomics (Mohan, 2015), as well as comparisons to similar cyclical and 

commodity-based industries, could have been applied. Moreover, the game theory approach has been 

founded in rather dyadic relationships, where it would be useful, though complex, to investigate how 

multiple actors can reach a Pareto equilibrium given their postures. Applying alternative frameworks 

could potentially yield different results or expand on the findings of this thesis. Besides, conducting a 

full analysis of the actors in the Value Net (Figure 6-1) could increase the validity and reliability of the 

findings. Similarly, this is what (Karpen et al., 2015) alludes to concerning how co-creation capabilities 

can fully be applied to actors beyond customers. In that regard, an analysis of the internal culture should 

be conducted to understand to what extent a drilling contractor has a co-creation mindset. Additionally, 

it should be considered how co-creation capabilities objectively evolve to uncover what influences 

strengthen and weaken these capabilities. Thus, a longitudinal study would provide valuable insights. 

In terms of the research data of this thesis, more interviews with parties around the Value Net would 

have increased the validity and reliability of the findings. Moreover, as MD primarily operates within 

the harsh environment and deep-water segments, findings might vary regarding other drilling contractors, 

which reduces the generalizability and transferability of the findings. However, this is the nature of case 

studies. As a result of the findings, it was found that upturns and downturns have a substantial impact on 

the behavior of the industry. Hence, as this research was conducted in a significant downturn, it should 

be considered if the findings would have been different if conducted in an upturn. Once again, a 

longitudinal study across fluctuations in the market would yield beneficial results.  
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Lastly, it should be considered how incentive schemes drive specific behavior in the offshore drilling 

industry. Through the strategic recommendation, risk and reward systems have been suggested as a part 

of a solution to sustain collaborative relationships. However, the full effect of this implementation should 

be further researched and investigated. 
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Appendix C: Executive Summary of Bachelor Thesis 
 
In light of what is referred to as the New Oil Reality, this study seeks to investigate how Maersk Drilling can 

increasingly become more competitive. The New Oil Reality suggests little visibility of the market, low contract 

coverage across the industry and diminishing value to be captured. To investigate how Maersk Drilling navigates 

under these market conditions, interviews with an Asset Manager and the Chief Operations Officer of Maersk 

Drilling was set up. From their understanding of how the industry is changing and what solutions to pursue, the 

research was directed towards one of their customers, Aker BP. From Aker BP, similar interviews were set up 

with the Vice President and Senior Vice President. To support the qualitative data from the interviews, quantitative 

data in the form of reports, KPI scorecards and customer satisfaction data was also collected from the companies. 

Through an internal, external, performance and customer analysis it was uncovered that the change in market 

conditions has made the current compensation model outdated, as it does not incentivize value-creation in the 

industry for the drilling contractor. It was found that both Maersk Drilling and Aker BP, believe that Maersk 

Drilling possesses the necessary resources to cope with the market. Furthermore, they both agreed that the best 

solution going forward was to create a strong collaborative relationship with each another. The research pursued 

this notion and found that Aker BP and Maersk Drilling measure success and good performance on different 

parameters. To close this gap, this report then presents a combined scorecard for both companies based on their 

respective data. It is ultimately concluded that this scorecard, together with the evident benefits of collaboration 

in an industry with low visibility, will incentivize and form the basis for a strong strategic relationship. This 

relationship will ensure that value is captured even though the market bends towards the opposite party’s favor. 

Both parties will in every circumstance have the incentive to create value and not ‘harm’ the relationship. This 

will increase competitiveness for the drilling contractor, but also for the oil company. As this study has a limited 

scope due to time constraints and resources, this report cannot suggest that this applies to the entire industry. 

However, as this industry is increasingly becoming a margin-industry, the further recommendations section 

suggest that investigation should commence on the rest of the actors in the value chain and the industry. It cannot 

be said for certain if the rest of the industry has the same desire to collaborate as Maersk Drilling and Aker BP. 

 
Source: (Johansen et al., 2017)  
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Appendix D: Transcriptions of Interviews 
Appendix D1: Rico Bruus – Director, Head of the Seapulse Alliance 
March 20, 2019 

 

What is your position with Maersk Drilling? 

I am holding up a project position. A year ago, we launched – as part of our strategy ‘Smart Drilling for 

Better Value’ – some lighthouses, where we want to explore new business models. In connection with 

that, an opportunity came across where Maersk Drilling takes on a rather different role compared to 

what we normally do. It is under a business model that is rather novel in the industry and certainly also 

new for us. So that project is about us having a role where drill 12 global exploration wells in 6 

different jurisdictions. I am heading up the development phase of creating the operating model that 

ensures the partnership agreements and commercial models, partners and vendors that we will have for 

delivering that project. It is a project that is anchored in our commercial and innovation department.  

 

Specifically, how is that different from what you usually do? 

Normally, what we do as a drilling contractor is that we go to offer and contract a to an operator – a 

drilling rig, floater or one of our jag-ups across the globe. Then it is quite often under a model where we 

are paid a certain rate each day. There might be a few incentivizing and performance related mechanisms 

build into it, but to a large extent it is driven around a day rate model, which is in our industry very 

traditional – one that has been used for many years.  

 

You say that you have incentive mechanisms in place. So, there is stronger incentive mechanisms 

in the project that you are doing now? 

Yes, in many ways that project is quite unique.  

But if we just talk about the incentive mechanisms built into that there is an agreed (cost) target and if 

you manage to go below that then you have a bonus, but if you don’t manage to meet that target, well 

then you have a malus. So, the better you do, the better and higher the bonus is and vice versa. That, in 

itself, is not so unique in the industry. There is a lot of contracts out there which have a bonus-malus 

element to it and is driven around how you perform. What is new is that it is the drilling contractor who 

has the role that we have in this project – the Seapulse project.  
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If we zoom out a bit, what are the main actors you see in the drilling industry? Who do you interact 

with on a regular basis? 

Of course, there is the whole operator landscape and you can segment that. You have the IOCs 

(International Oil Companies) the very big players; Total, Exxon Mobile and BP. Then you have smaller 

ones like Tullow Oil that are anchored in a national region – National Oil Companies. Then you also see, 

in this phase where the industry is now, that you get some private equity-backed players in the market 

that don’t necessarily hold the capabilities that the operators have.  

 

Is that a recent thing that has happened? 

It is cyclical. It depends on where the industry is and right now you can see that the operators have cut 

out a lot of costs and they have also, on certain activities, scaled down. We presented, through a customer, 

not long ago, some figures that said from a global perspective the consumption is around 36 billion 

barrels of oil, while the discovery is just in the area between 1 to 4,5 billion barrels of oil. That means 

that there is a clear deficit in terms of what you consume versus what you discover. One of the reasons 

is the downturn in the market where majors (IOCs) have cut away and scaled down on the whole 

exploration. That leaves an open spot in the market where companies need to do exploration again. There 

can be different approaches to that. One thing is that the operators can scale up again and start doing the 

exploration but there can also be the protentional of new ways of doing exploration – like the Seapulse 

project, which is actually framed a little like an industrialization of global exploration drilling. So that is 

customer landscape.  

 

The other one is the service companies, where we have the different tier levels. We have the tier one 

level, which is mainly the big three: Halliburton, Baker Hughes and Schlumberger. In the level below 

you have others like OdFjell services, Weatherford and etc. On the tier 3 level you have some on a 

national level.  

 

When you say tiers. Do you mean your suppliers’ suppliers? 

It is about global presence, the amount of services but also the financial strengths of these companies.  
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In that space, some of the companies are actually competitors to both us in terms of what we do within 

the Seapulse project, but also to the operators, as they go out and actually acquire equity, licenses, rent 

drilling rigs and drill. I actually think Schlumberger produces quite an amount of oil also. The boundaries 

between the operators (the oil companies) and the service companies are not so clear anymore because 

they step into each other’s territory.  

 

And that is something that has happened recently? That is not traditional? 

You are right – it has become more and more over the last couple of years. You can also see companies, 

like Schlumberger, bought 25% in Borr Drilling so that they now have access to drilling rigs also. But 

you also see that some of these companies are to a large extent delivering turnkey projects and taking on 

much more responsibility. Actually, they are also accepting different kinds of remuneration models, 

where it could be linked to discovery, exploration etc. 

 

If we then stay with the industry. Perhaps going 20 years back. We had a conversation before 

starting this recording, where you talked about collaboration 20-something years ago. How has the 

industry evolved up until where we are now? 

It is a very cyclical industry. It is an industry that is, all depending on where you are in the cycle, when 

the oil price is high, and you can say that the competition is not that tough in terms of being able to 

deliver your product or your services at a lower cost. Then there is a tendency to going back to what you 

do at your core and you look at your commercial model, being the day rate model, which has been there 

for many years. While when the oil price is low, this is where people become innovative and want to 

invent new ways of delivering the services, cut out waste, but also collaborate completely different across 

the different segments in the value chain.  

 

Is it fair to say that 20 years ago, when the market was up, is that the same as the market being up 

today? And when the market was down 20 years ago, is that the same as the market being down 

today? Do people react the same way? 

Of course, there is a minor development, but to a large extent you can actually say that some of the same 

mechanisms kick in again. People are forced into finding other models. What we experienced some 20 

years ago, was driven by the conditions in the market and this also what is happening today. Having said 
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that, I also believe that the whole digital involvement and using digital, also plays a huge role as it 

becomes much easier to collaborate and share information and to cut out certain elements.  

 

So, technology has made Maersk more collaborative? Or the market more collaborative? 

I think, not only us, but also the market – much more.  

 

Would it be a fair statement that the industry is moving from a more competitive state to a more 

collaborative state? 

There is a lot of competition given that there is an oversupply in the market, at least within drilling rigs. 

But having said that, yes, it is becoming more and more collaborative: how can we collaborate in a way 

so that we grow the pie and thereby have more for us to share.  

 

Does your strategy include something on improving market share or market size? Or do you talk 

about that on a daily basis? 

It is actually just being added to our strategy that for a long time during the downturn period, it is about 

making sure that we perform well, that we stay in the top quartile among our competitors. Whereas now 

– with the listing right in front of us (IPO) – it could be fair to expect that the strategy would change so 

that we talk about how we can grow the business. And you can do that in a many of ways. You can do it 

by adding more assets, but you can also take a bigger share of the value chain, taking on new roles, 

utilizing your assets in a different way. You can say that growth is not necessarily just equal to more 

assets. That is also why we have recently established an innovation department. We know that Maersk 

Drilling and the industry is to a large extent based on one business model. There are not many industries 

that successfully can stick to one business model for years and years.  

 

How do you see Maersk Drilling being able to influence the industry? Is that through innovation 

as you develop an innovation department? 

I think Maersk Drilling has a rather different mindset compared to a lot of our competitors. Not saying 

that we are completely unique in any way, but I think we have over and over again demonstrated an 

ability and a true interest in wanting to explore new ways of working together. And also realizing that 

for this industry and for our presence to be both relevant and sustainable, we need to address a lot of the 
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waste there is in our industry. That requires that you need to be open towards doing things differently 

and have a different approach compared to the very traditional one.  

 

To that note, would you consider Maersk Drilling an innovative company? And in that, what is 

Maersk Drilling’s strongest resource? What is their competitive advantage? 

For sure, I would consider us innovative in quite a few ways. One being the technical one, especially 

within the jack-ups market we have over several years been frontrunners and been the first to test out 

different technology and also moving the boundaries in terms of size and technical capabilities on our 

rigs. Within the floater segment, we have not to the same extent if any at all. Because it is very recent, 

and we don’t have the same history within that segment. So, from a technical perspective, especially 

within the jack-up market, for sure.  

Also, if you look isolated geographically, especially in Norway, where we together with the authorities 

and the operators, are being looked at as wanting to test out new methods, new technology, and do it 

together with the authorities in terms of ‘how can we do this more efficiently?’ ‘How can we do this 

safer?’ ‘How can we do this in a sustainable way?’ 

From a business model perspective, we enter that journey now. But I believe that we have quite a few 

examples where Maersk Drilling has been open towards collaborating in new ways. A good example is 

the Aker BP alliance. Though you can say that alliances as such are not a new thing, it happens in many 

ways. But I think there are some quite new elements in this where it is just not about working together 

on a project and that is it, but where this is more trying to be anchored as a way of operating, as a part of 

not only the operating model but also your culture, your mindset in the organization. And then open up 

towards the service partner and the operator in that alliance – getting a better insight to who you are, 

what our drivers are and vice versa we get better insights in them. Then we build a business model and 

a commercial model, where we are all truly incentivized and driven towards the same goals.  

 

Was that strategic alliance a result of a downturn in the market? Or simply because you wanted 

to align perspectives? 

If I look back in time at us as a company, we have talked about it for quite some years. Before that we 

did a pilot project that was called ‘Game Change’. That was mainly to explore the waste that we had 

recognized for a long time. From an operator’s perspective in drilling a well, a good example that has 
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been mentioned over and over again, is that on an average well it was not unusual that you could 

experience up to 60 different suppliers and in the area of 6000 invoices. Having so many discrete services 

that is very inefficient from a cost optimization point of view and financial perspective. We realized that 

and that is why we wanted to engage with those that have the right mindset in trying to address this and 

have a general interest in saying ‘there must be ways to do this differently so we can cut out some of that 

waste’. That opportunity came with Aker BP. Aker BP has a rather unique mindset in the industry and 

basically wants to challenge status quo on all aspects. So, we had good dialogue with them, and it 

eventually ended in us signing up for a master alliance agreement and alliance contract.  

 

In terms of types of partnerships and who you collaborate with, who do you see as the main or 

most beneficial party to collaborate with? Does it go beyond the operators and the service 

companies? 

I don’t see Maersk Drilling being limited in that. We have some very strong customer relationships, Aker 

BP being one of them, but also a couple of contracts with BP. We have a lot of dialogue around that on 

how we can collaborate, can we do some piloting, can we test something. We are open for all kinds of 

discussion that, you can say, lead to creating more value and trying to drive down cost. It is not only 

through that angle, we also have good relationships with some of the big suppliers in the market on how 

we can collaborate in a new way, so that we potentially could offer a product to the market rather than 

just responding to requests.  

 

Have you been able to do things cheaper or better or faster due to these partnerships? 

Yes. We have done it, also outside of the alliances, but one thing is the technological advances that our 

rigs have. That we have been able to prove that we drill faster and more efficient and cut our waste 

compared to what is considered standard in the industry. Some of that is driven by the rig being more 

technological advanced, but it also comes from working closely together in a different way and 

challenging each other on how we normally do things. Also, both investing and agreeing on a higher risk 

but a huge potential upside. That comes from collaborating but also setting up things differently. That 

we have experienced with Aker BP, but also BP and Statoil and Equinor.  

 

So not in strictly formed alliances? 
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No, we have actually quite good experience in cutting our waste and delivering more efficient and 

cheaper wells also outside the alliance.  

 

Is it fair to say that Maersk Drilling’s competitiveness increases through alliances or partnerships? 

Or is it just in general when you collaborate with the market? 

No, I think that there is a clear link between competitiveness and proof of being able to do it more 

efficiently through the alliance. It often comes through long relationships. We might not use the word 

alliances, but then it as at least based on strong partnerships and to a large extent driven by the same 

goals.  

 

What value does Maersk Drilling have to offer in an alliance? 

First of all, I think that if you look at our fleet it is very modern and competitive. So, from that technical 

perspective we have some assets that can compete with our competitors. Then I believe through our 

values, we can offer a very unique approach and mindset that is very open towards doing things 

differently and listen and are humble enough to say ‘Okay, let’s try this’. We are okay to accept a certain 

risk if we can see the potential of creating value. So not only technical, but also from who we are as a 

company and how we approach the business.  

 

I want to look to the future on what challenges you see and what you must address as an industry 

but also Maersk Drilling as a single entity? Do you see any obstacles or going back to the cyclical 

ways, is that going to repeat itself forever? 

I think that it is a part of our industry that it is cyclical. But I think what we have also seen over the last 

couple of years is that quite some mergers are being done and you can say that it is becoming a market 

that is moving to be less fragmented to become based on very few big players. If we try to compare 

ourselves on a volume base, then we are still a relatively small player. But we are actually a player that, 

not only relative to our size but also actual (financial) numbers, have one of the best backlogs in the 

industry. It is a challenge that some of the competitors have a completely different size that we have. I 

mean they are more well-represented across the globe than we are. What we have done is that we have a 

strategy where we don’t necessarily take on all the jobs or opportunities out there. But we want to do 

those that fit into where we want to have our presence, but also so it lies within what we as a company 
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accept as risk and liabilities. Then we have managed to grow a strong brand in terms of when you partner 

up with Maersk drilling, you also have certain expectation to what delivery you are getting. You are not 

just buying a cheap product. You are actually paying – to some extent – a premium, but you also get a 

rig and crew that delivers above could be seen elsewhere in the market.  

 

If we look at the Seapulse project as an example, can you put some words on the bargaining power 

of Maersk Drilling? To what extent are you able to influence the type of collaboration you are in? 

Quite strong. It is clear. First of all, if you look at the supplier or the oil field service segment, it is a little 

bit of change in the approach, meaning that normally you would go through the oil field services or the 

well management companies and say ‘we would like these whole to be drilled, could you go out and 

purchase whatever is needed to cover all the services that are required’. It is a little bit of a game changer 

that you have someone in the industry that goes to a drilling contractor and say that ‘we believe that you 

can actually do this job’. Which we also believe. That is a threat to both the existing models, but it also 

provides us with some leverage towards the suppliers because it is not only a one-off, it is actually 

something that the industry have communicated that they would rather have the drilling contractors to 

take on more responsibility and be the orchestrator of much more service. So, they have actually put us 

in a position that brings us the leverage towards the rest of the supplier segment.  

 

Will this be the new way of doing business in the future? 

Yes, it could be. I don’t think it will be the only way, but it could be a serious alternative to the oil fields 

service companies.  

 

In terms of Voice of Customer and so on, I was curious if you do any customer analysis and analysis 

on how you engage with the customer in order to find out what their hurting points are? 

I don’t know what the other companies in the industry does, but I believe we do quite a lot. We do it 

through the traditional channels: our salesforce, our operating forces, but we have also had very good 

feedback sessions. We have done something called dragon’s den and it is gone be the third time. The 

first one we did here in Copenhagen, then one in London last year and now we are going to have one in 

Houston. What we do there is that we invite customers in for setting where we pitch something. It could 

be a business model, a technical tool, something that is new and not something that of the shelf. Then we 
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ask them to challenge us on the value proposition that we present and what we can offer. Then we use 

that and get some very good feedback on if we are ambitious enough and if they could see it as a product 

in their company. Then we also have the customers come to us, where we pitch the Seapulse deal. It is 

not us promoting the deal, but we have the customer, Seapulse, promoting to the industry what we are 

trying to do here. I believe we are very open towards wanting to engage with the customers in different 

ways. We have also, as a part of establishing our innovation department, a huge part of the processes is 

actually getting out and e.g. prototyping, testing out and get some immediate feedback from our customer 

‘if we had a product like this, would that be of any interest to you?’ A lot of dialogue through different 

channels in the company. 

 

You mention that innovation is shared from Maersk Drilling externally to customers where you 

ask for input. Does it also go the other way? Do customers ever come to you with some innovation 

initiatives? 

Indeed. Especially within the digital space. If we go back a couple of years, suddenly ‘digital’ was on 

the top of the agenda in quite a lot of companies, also in the oil industry. Still for some, it is one of these 

things that are difficult to articulate. We have had quite a few customers coming to us saying ‘we would 

like to embark on this digital journey, would you like to do it with us, and to some extent, lead it for us?’  

 

Is it very much around innovating together or is it more about simply sharing knowledge, where 

both parties can use the information? 

It is actually both. It is innovating together, and it is also that we to some extent do it on their behalf. We 

do it within the space where we are also represented.  

 

When you engage in these setups, are there a lot of formalities around it with e.g. patent-talks, IPs 

etc. or is it more just sharing some knowledge? 

All depending on where you are and what the potential product or service, or whatever it might be, we 

of course discuss some of this because we want to make sure that we protect ourselves if we should come 

up with this brilliant idea. But what we normally see is actually a very open culture. We want to invite 

them in, we want to show them that we work differently, that we actually are working on building a 

muscle in the company that has this different approach compared to what is more traditional execution 
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in the company. I think we have received extremely good feedback from all companies that we have 

taken in and presented to.  

 

We talked about it being a cyclical industry, when the oil price is low then companies are more 

engaging in collaboration and co-innovation. If you had to choose one, from Maersk Drillings’ 

point of view, are these innovation initiatives driven by cost-cutting, increasing your 

competitiveness, or efficiency, or a 4th element?  

I think to a large extent it is to increase our competitiveness and, for the right reasons and in a good way, 

we want to be differentiated from our competitors. We want to be able to provide a better and different 

product to the customers that create more value to them. Yes, this is a business and we want to make as 

much money for ourselves, but we generally want to go into this because we want to create more and 

better value for the customers.  

 

There is a term market shaping. Have you ever used that term here at Maersk Drilling? 

I have heard the term before.  

 

Considering the Seapulse project for example. Was it a conscious decision to enter because it would 

change the market? 

Yes, the Aker BP alliance, but also the Seapulse alliance we created is because we believe that could be 

a strong alternative to the existing business models. If that is the case, then not only do we have 

experience with it but also been a part of shaping and creating that new market.  

 

Anything you wish to add as a final comment? 

It is a very conservative industry. As I alluded to, we have used the same model for many years. I think 

it is fair to say that it is not easy to change around. It is an industry where a lot of the players are rather 

risk averse because you want to protect what you have. You can say that from that perspective under the 

day rate model, it is quite good for all the contractors. But it also leaves the oil company with carrying 

most of the risk. To some extent it is fair that they point out that they carry risk that perhaps sits better 

elsewhere in the value chain. So, my concern is a little bit that all the good initiatives, wanting to create 
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more value and do changes, at some points meets reality where the oil price starts climbing up again and 

then suddenly incentive to do things differently is not there or is not so obvious. 
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Appendix D2: Kenneth Christensen – Head of Innovation Portfolio & Delivery 
March 28, 2019  

 

If you could please start with a short introduction about yourself and your role in Maersk Drilling? 

Sure, so my name is Kenneth and I’ve been with Maersk Drilling, or the Maersk Group, for almost seven 

years. Started out in IT in Maersk Drilling, later moved to Maersk Supply Services when they were part 

of the upturning industry and was growing quite a lot. So, I was part of setting up a new IT department 

in MSS. Then I came back to a role in Maersk Drilling in a role where I was expatriated to the Philippines, 

part of building up our shared service center there so it today is about 130 people. Came back a year ago 

or something like that and was asked if I wanted to join the new innovation department that was really 

set up around August last year. So, my role today is that I’m heading up Innovation delivery and portfolio 

and in Innovation we have a number of teams but I would say that my team of six, the main purpose is 

to deliver real value and this year we don’t have any KPIs on measurable value on top-line or bottom-

line growth. I don’t think we would be successful until the time where we can prove that we have grown 

the business of Maersk Drilling, so that is the real purpose of my team.  

 

So, going into Innovation, which will be the focus of this call, how would you describe innovation 

in the offshore drilling industry?  

I think that we are so far behind compared to most other industries, maybe just an example: just to be 

honest in Maersk Drilling, we have been working with Innovation for a long time. When we have 

customers coming over and we are showing different kind of things and ideas that we have been working 

on and show it to them it really takes nothing to impress them. The moment we start moving beyond 

PowerPoint and start showing some real products, it’s kind of an eyeopener for them. So, this really tells 

me about that not that much is happening in the industry, also with our competitors and personally I think 

that there is enormous potential to start doing something and that is at least something I see when we talk 

to the customers.  

 

Do you have any ideas of why the drilling industry is so far behind Innovation-wise? 

Before I worked with Maersk I was in the IT industry so I was selling IT solutions, I remember when I 

started here I was suddenly in an industry where we earned tons of money so Maersk Drilling made a lot 
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of money and so did our customers and basically everyone involved in the industry made a lot of money. 

So, I don’t think we, or our competitors, or our customers have ever been forced to think new so there is 

kind of a mindset of ‘Why should we actually change? Why should we try something new when things 

are pretty good as they are?’ I think that is at least something that I am thinking about quite a lot also 

comparing to the old industry that I was working in.  

 

Your colleague mentioned one of the reasons could be that the industry is cyclical, could you put 

some words on that? 

One problem with our industry is that either it goes really well or either it goes really bad, so there’s kind 

of nothing in between. The paradox in this is that everyone has accepted that, that is how it is. So, we 

were actually attending a conference yesterday where my boss, Marika Reis (head of innovation) says 

that one of her main objectives is to make Innovation less cyclical so maybe we have higher bottoms or 

lower tops or something in between, that is one of the focus areas in innovation.  

 

Do you have any examples of the innovation mindset having changed at some point in the industry?  

I actually don’t know but I’ve seen that Maersk Drilling are being perceived as being more innovative 

compared to most competitors. At this seminar I mentioned, one of the commercial guys mentioned that 

the things that we are pitching to our customers, so the conversations we are having with our customers 

they are not having those conversations with our competitors. So, it just tells me that Maersk Drilling has 

always been innovative, I don’t think I’m in a position where I can link it to the upturns and the 

downturns. I mean I’ve been here for seven years, when I came in, I think oil price was around 100 so it 

increased a few years after that up until 121 and then it went down to 25. I’ve not really seen an impact 

to Maersk Drilling, I’ve seen an impact to the managerial level saying that we need to do something 

different, but I believe it is a long change process within a company.  

 

You don’t have a specific example of one innovation that changed the industry at some point?  

Not along the way, but I would say that some of the things we are working on now also going back to 

what Rico is doing, that is where a new business model has the opportunity to make it more sustainable 

in the longer term for Maersk Drilling. But I will say that just looking back during the downturn, so 

Maersk Drilling has not really been hit hard by the downturn. I don’t know if it is luck or if it is because 
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we are really good, but we made some really good contracts just before the downturn and they have 

ensured that we had good cashflow and we have been profitable all the way through the downturn and 

now we are starting to see the market picking up, we have during the four (almost five) years since the 

oil price dropped, we have not really seen a hard effect in Maersk drilling, so we have not changed that 

much. There has been consolidation among our competitors, but internally in Maersk Drilling we have 

not seen that much of an impact.  

 

Regarding Innovation, do you know how R&D is typically connected to Innovation in the industry? 

E.g. What do competitors invest in when innovating? 

For me innovation is R&D and for Maersk Drilling Innovation is R&D. I think it’s the same for all our 

competitors. If we move beyond our competitors to bigger industry players, like the big service 

companies like Schlumberger and Baker Hughes etc. they have huge R&D departments but that’s also a 

more product oriented business so, for me innovation is R&D for Maersk Drilling, we could have called 

it the same.  

 

Moving away from the industry and digging deeper into Maersk Drilling, how would you describe 

Maersk Drilling’s innovation philosophy? 

It has changed quite a lot. I would say right now it is to build the most efficient innovation factory in the 

industry where we learn from the best like Google and other companies that are known for being very 

innovative and applying a lot of their methods and processes to us and at the end of the day this is about 

having a structure for ‘this is what we want to do’ and ‘why we are doing things’ and then it is about 

increasing the likelihood of success by testing as many ideas as possible, validating the ideas in the best 

possible ways and thereby taking as many project through (we call it the Innovation Funnel) that we can 

sell to the market. So, for me, it is very much about setting up a very efficient innovation factory with 

well-known processes and tools, learning from the best and that will at the end of the day increase the 

likelihood of success for Maersk Drilling because there are no guarantees, right? Hopefully there will be 

a lot of great ideas that will turn out in a commercially good way, but we don’t know. The more we can 

test and try out in a really efficient way, the better it is.  

 

Could you describe innovation funnel you mentioned?  
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It is something fairly new I would say. Before the innovation department was formally announced, it was 

running in IT more with a digital innovation focus and at that time I think that they managed to create a 

lot with ‘total freedom’ in an office away from the headquarters. They didn’t have a lot of processes and 

could just do what they felt like. The biggest problem with that was lack of prioritization so they simply 

prioritized too much for the wrong reasons and if you look at the ‘that-time’ portfolio of ideas, you could 

see that the potential of the ideas would be extremely low from a commercial point of view so I think 

that our CEO, realizing that, meant that we had made a lot of progress but we need to attack this in a 

much more structured way so that’s why, in September 2018, we set up this innovation portfolio and 

innovation funnel. The first place is called Discovery which is about discovering as many ideas, 

opportunity areas and growth areas as possible then everything will go through this funnel. There will be 

decision steps at each gate. Early in the funnel it is really simple, it is really simple to pitch an idea, it is 

really simple to qualify an idea but we will also kill about 70% of all the ideas in the first step and 30% 

will pass through to the next phase which is about further Ideating and validating the idea. I have some 

material I can send on that to show what the questions asked at each step are. Third phase is about testing, 

MVP, it’s about finding out how to scale it and this is also the time where you would have more business 

case like papers. It’s also about when you look into the actual market potential, what are the competitors 

doing and all these things so you can build up a case and then the last step is the scaling. So, there are 

four steps in this funnel, each of them requiring more and more but the philosophy behind is that it is 

very easy and agile to get started and then things will be more robust from a financial point of view as 

we move along in this funnel. The idea is that when you only spend a little bit of money, you don’t need 

a lot but once you start inventing/implementing new stuff on a rig then you would also need to have a 

solid business case behind.  

 

Do you involve others in your innovation processes? 

Yes, to a very large extent and I think that is also a very large change compared to the way we have done 

things before. Actually, right now there’s a project running, it’s called project Darwin but is actually a 

value proposition project, finding out what should be the value proposition of Maersk Drilling going 

forward. It’s a project headed by our CEO, and I think it is very much to sanity check the strategic 

direction we are on now. The way we are doing this is to involve as many industry players, customers, 

desired customers as much as possible to gain as much insights as possible. We are therefore contacting 
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customers, Nordsø fonden, we are talking to the same counterparts as they have in Norway, we are talking 

to a lot of the big analytics companies like Basø Offshore, there are 2-3-4 companies like that, we are 

talking to the well-services companies, we are talking to well management companies, I don’t think we 

are talking to our competitors, but we are trying to gain as much information as possible from their 

investor calls, websites and Capital Markets Days etc. So, in order for us to streamline our innovation 

efforts, we are in a process of gathering as much intelligence from external parties.  

 

Is Maersk Drilling more focused on inbound or outbound innovation? 

We are more focused on getting information.  

 

Regarding co-creating any value with any actor within the industry, does Maersk Drilling 

collaborate with actors and is it focused on innovation? Any specific examples? 

I know that our technical department is doing it a lot with partnerships with NOV for example on some 

of these things and that is where we have been quite successful in the past. I don’t think I’m the right one 

to talk specifically about these partnerships, but can probably refer you to a colleague, but the technical 

organization they have done this quite a lot and are still doing it. From an innovation perspective. What 

we have just started out doing in Maersk Drilling is that we have global operations, but we have in 

particular 3 locations that are interesting from an innovation point of view and those are in Singapore, 

Houston and Stavanger. That’s the big central locations in our industry. And when we are talking 

innovation, they can all offer something and we are in the process of finding out, so we went to Singapore 

a couple of weeks ago, met with Maersk Drilling local management. Singapore have this huge maritime 

offshore cluster where there is a lot of funding available, there’s a state that really active in this. They 

want to drive innovation efforts, so actually we are in a process of finding out how we can use a location 

like Singapore to drive innovation efforts in specific areas and one example is that (it’s still early) I think 

that in the area of energy efficiency, which I think is becoming a big topic also in the drilling industry 

i.e. becoming greener. And we have been lacking behind other industries in that but we can just see that 

there is a lot of potential in the things happening in Singapore so it could be a good place to drive 

initiatives like that going forward. And then you would have some of the same in Norway, because the 

government are pumping a lot of money into innovation in our industry and then you have Houston that 
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is mainly because we have all the big service companies who have their headquarters there. So, I think 

we will do some sort of decentralized innovation with partners in these locations.  

 

Can you tell us about Dragon’s Den? 

There has been two Dragon’s Den within the last year, built on the Shark Tank program. The concept 

was to sanity check or get feedback on some of the innovation ideas. The first one was on business 

models, so we worked on it and pitched it to 5-6 selected customers and then we gained their feedback. 

Leading up to the Dragon’s Den, there was a longer strategy process headed by our internal strategy team 

and A.T. Kearney which are huge in advisory in our industry. They had been looking at various macro 

intelligence information from different sources and then they had identified 10 different business models 

for Maersk Drilling. Then they deselected down to three and we were divided into three teams. Each 

team worked with different business models. So that was what we presented at the first one and gained 

a lot of feedback. Maybe 6-8-9 months later we invited some of the old customers that were there before 

and some new ones and then we more or less pitched the concepts after having further developed the 

concepts and our potential offerings to the market. And then we had a second round of testing of the 

ideas. In addition to our business models we also showcased some of the more specific innovation 

products that we are working on and we also asked them for a 3-hour session where we were ‘kind of’ 

innovating on them. So, we had kind of decided that we wanted more information from these customers 

on digital, which is a huge topic in our industry, and sustainability in general. We were kind of picking 

their brains for three hours to find out where the value is for them and how that can lead our innovation 

efforts in these areas. So, Dragon’s Den was about us pitching to them but at the second round it was 

more about picking their brains.  

 

When collaborating, is value negotiated? If so, then how? 

Yes, our chief commercial and innovation officer is extremely explicit about what we want to get out of 

this so he was the one setting the scene for Dragon’s Den and basically his introduction remarks were 

basically that ‘we are not just doing this to get a nice dinner together, we are doing this to make money.’ 

I would say that it is extremely easy to find someone to innovate with or to provide us with information. 

People appreciate us reaching out so there is a lot of information available and it is very easily available. 
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The people we are talking to are not really asking for anything in return, they are just happy that we are 

reaching out and happy that we are trying to do something for the better of the industry.  

 

When innovating with others, does Maersk Drilling share some resources, use others’ resources or 

is it mostly centered around picking each other’s brains? 

I don’t have any specific examples; however, I might have a contact, his name is Fredrik Tukk and he is 

now responsible for innovation partnering, that is the title of his role. He is a real networker, and he 

knows a lot about different things happening in the industry and is very much looking into industry 

collaboration e.g. with Microsoft, Google or smaller companies.  

However, recently there was a request coming from a small equipment company, coming from some 

people with deep pockets and who have been in the industry for a long time. They wanted to develop 

wired and powered drill pipe and they wanted to use Maersk Drilling to mature the product offshore. 

Today they are only using it onshore and they have some of our big customers as their partners in this 

project and they basically asked if Maersk Drilling could be part of this partnership to develop the product 

even more. Our response was that we would actually like to be part of it but the specific thing that they 

asked for was not really our area of expertise but in general we are positive to something like that.  

 

What are your thoughts on the future of the industry? 

It takes longer to change this really old-fashioned and conservative industry than I thought. We are again 

and again meeting the mentality of ‘why should we change’? both internally and externally. This is the 

danger of the industry. Now, oil prices have gone up slightly, cost-bases have been lowered and we are 

still doing things well in Maersk Drilling but there’s a risk in doing things well because we risk falling 

asleep. It’s a little bit like Liverpool, right? They won a lot of championships, but now they haven’t won 

anything for 30 years because they were a little bit lazy. We should not fall in that trap, so in general 

reluctance to change that is something that we are battling and fighting. On the other hand, there is a 

massive potential.  If you compare our industry to other industries e.g. the IT industry. Here in Maersk 

Drilling we have a core product of renting out a drilling rig, this is what we do and have always done. 

There is so much potential in selling additional services because you already have a good relationship 

with the customer. Because you are already in with the customer, you can bundle additional services that 

you can sell on top of your core product. This is what they do in e.g. the IT industry where I came from. 
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There we had a core offering where we made 0 money on and that was on purpose, so we only tried to 

win that contract to get in with the customer and then this was the opportunity to sell additional services. 

I think it’s the same in Maersk Drilling because there’s a huge potential to sell more. For us in Maersk 

Drilling, I think that there’s a lot of potential in digitalization because everyone is talking about it, but 

no one is doing much. Generally, on digital, we have been working on it for 9 months and it is extremely 

difficult to point out where the value is and where it is, we can benefit from collaborating with each other. 

I think that we will professionalize our innovation efforts internally and our competitors will do the same. 

You will probably start seeing more and more things coming out to the market and hopefully some of 

them will drive additional revenue and once we see that, things will really start kicking off and then the 

top management sees that there is a potential in innovation to grow the company. That is the driving 

factor and specifically there is definitely something on the industry collaboration and innovating with 

others, because we should not be ignorant. We are not the best at everything in the whole world, so we 

need to find the right partners and then work with them and one area where I think that we can learn a 

lot from others is in sustainability. There are so many solutions out there and ahead of us. We can 

definitely learn a lot from them and get some of these offerings bundled in to our portfolio and get them 

out to the market. We need to prove the value, it will take time, because of the resistance to change but 

we will get there. 

 

To add these mentioned services to Maersk Drilling’s offerings, can you do it alone or are you 

dependent on others in the industry? 

We can definitely do it alone, but it is not the right way of doing it and I don’t think it’s the way we will 

do it and in a lot of areas we have to be honest and say that there are better people out there who are 

better positioned to do this so we should do it with them. There are so many things out there. We have a 

strong position in certain markets, so we have a great opportunity to create new products and offering 

together with someone who has a core product related to what we want to do and then modify it to our 

industry. I think that is the easiest way of getting some real value out of what we are trying to do. 

 

Why do you think it has been so difficult to formalize the potential value to capture? 

Maybe digitalization is the best example because all industries are exploring it. We have tried so hard for 

9 months to identify the value potential with customers, but no one can point it out. No one is able to 
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pinpoint where data or a process can help someone else. We are simply an immature industry because 

we cannot see the value potential in these kinds of offerings. It will take some time for us to think 

differently and figure out where data can be used to create value in specific areas. We are simply 

traditional, and it takes time to move above and beyond that.  

 

Has Maersk Drilling undergone any business model transformation in recent times?  

Regarding Business Models Maersk Drilling has not changed a lot in 40 years, just like the industry. We 

rent out drilling rigs, we get paid by day rates, if the weather is bad or the customer is delayed, they still 

pay. It has changed a little bit, but the fundamentals have not changed for 40 years. But now, Rico Bruus’ 

project is definitely something very new to the industry. We have also seen some of the service 

companies, who are ten times bigger than us at least, moving into our territory by offering the drilling 

rig as part of their service so they create these ‘turn-key solutions’ and that is a move that we have seen 

recently. Also, Schlumberger acquires a large stake in one of our competitors, Borr Drilling, so there is 

something happening that we should be aware of and concerned about. That is to some extent what we 

are trying to do with the Seapulse project that Rico Bruus is heading.  

 

Do you consider Maersk Drilling being more innovative, compared to the rest of the industry? 

Yes, definitely more.  

 

Do you see any reason to collaborate or innovate with competitors? 

It’s not preferable, but we are spending a lot of time looking into what they are doing to analyze their 

move into the industry. I would just say that our competitors are very traditional, so their focus has been 

on consolidation for the last couple of years, so we have seen many M&As because of financial reasons. 

I cannot remember how many drilling contractors were out there before the oil price dropped, but it’s 

probably only about half that are left. We don’t see a lot of our competitors making bold moves, I’m 

more concerned about new players entering our market and that is mainly the service companies.  

 

Who decides which innovation initiatives Maersk Drilling pursues? 

Senior management has set the strategic direction of the company and that is driving most of our 

innovation efforts, but not all of them. We are innovating within three dimensions. We are innovating on 
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optimization our core operation i.e. everything related to the rig itself. This is about 80% of our 

innovation efforts. Then we want to do more in adjacent innovation i.e. stuff related to the core but not 

part of it, and lastly, we want to do things that can be transformational. Right now, the money spent is 

probably 85%, 15%, 0% but we wanted to be at 40%, 50%. This is mainly because we found some 

highflying ideas that might secure our revenue 10 years from now so that is a deliberate strategic move. 

However, it is the strategic direction that is driving most of our efforts, then we work in these three 

dimensions trying to ensure the right split.  

 

How would you describe the innovation strategy?  

Good question. My boss could have a different view on that than I do. My personal ambition is that our 

management set the strategic direction where my job is to mature and deliver as many projects as possible 

and as efficient as possible within the frame set. Then it is also my responsibility that 40% is related to 

the core, 50% is related to building something related to the core and 10% on transformational efforts 

for Maersk Drilling that has a wider potential.   

 

Tying that to the innovation funnel, will ideas not directly related to the strategic direction be 

dismissed? 

Most of them yes, but prioritization of innovation is a very difficult conversation because there will be 

so many different opinions on what to work on. We try to make it as transparent as possible so because 

the key to our success is to get as many ideas in from the frontline as possible, because I’m too far away 

from the operations and the customer. It’s not me who will come up with the brilliant idea that will 

change Maersk Drilling for the future, so we need to get as many ideas in as possible. In most cases, a 

10-minute conversation about the new ideas coming in will make it better, then they will go back and 

about 50% of all ideas die during that first conversation. Then the last 50% will come back with an even 

better idea of the initial topic presented. We try to score our ideas; most are aligned with the strategy, but 

we will also work with some that are not.  
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Appendix D3: Fredrik Tukk – Head of Innovation Partnering 
April 9, 2019 

 

Brief introduction about you 

Currently working in the innovation department and my role is head of innovation partnering so I’m out 

looking start-ups, universities companies to work with. I have been in Maersk for 9 years started in 

strategy department, then marketing and branding and then commercial till I joined the Innovation 

department. My background is in management consulting. I have been in the innovation department since 

October and two years prior to that we were running the digitalization initiative via the villa.  

 

What was the purpose of the villa?  

Two-three years ago, nothing was happening in digitalization and that’s for the whole industry and 

especially not here. So, the management team didn’t have any focus on it and that resulted in the various 

departments doing digitalization themselves. More initiatives then popped out, predictive maintenance 

and augmented reality. Then Jesper, the previous CIO, said that this would have huge implications for 

which way to move forward. We needed the management team to tell us which way to move, so he asked 

me to come from Commercial and work with IT to develop this strategy. In the beginning we were met 

with a lot of enthusiasm, but it took 4-5 months for our CEO to come and tell us we want it and then we 

got the go-ahead, the resources and 16 weeks to prove it. We then put together a team of 10 people from 

different departments and then moved to the villa. We then worked with digitalization, so all the things 

that everyone were talking about before but did it agile, with fast-failure, sprints and all this we 

implemented from day one. We worked with visuals, cross-functionally in teams, and really delivering 

results at speed.  

 

Is the industry moving from competitive to more collaborative? 

Both yes and no. The downturn from 2014 has been so prolonged that it has definitely changed the 

environment in which we operate. That alone forces you to collaborate more to survive, as you know 

some of our competitors have gone bankrupt or merged etc. So, it has changed our whole landscape. 

Combined with the downturn then digitalization has happened within the last five years and is creating a 

lot of opportunities for actually working together in different ways. However, the big challenge we have 
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is that no one wants to share data because they hold it tightly to themselves. That is the key to start finding 

ways to cooperating and working together, it is to share data and insights to become more efficient. This 

is not really happening. We can see some places where it is happening e.g. with Aker BP. I spoke to 

‘Equinor’ last week at an event and they also say they are ready to share data, but it is not happening 

because people are still competitive because some people are still fighting for survival and then they try 

to cooperate. Then what happened with us and Aker BP showed that you have a close collaboration in 

some extent but not across the line compared to other instances.  

 

Could you put some words on the way you innovate in Maersk Drilling?  

Within our suppliers they do not see a lot of open innovation yet but when we talk ‘open innovation’ 

here, it’s about open innovation with other players outside the industry e.g. Google US, IBM and other 

smaller companies. On that side we are fond believers of working with others, but it is hard within the 

oil industry to get other players to be open about it because they think ‘if they give the data to us, we can 

use it to benefit some other competitors. If you look outside, we have focused on capturing data and 

insights from other players and that’s what we believe in. This could be ideas within the industry or from 

other companies managing large assets e.g. learning from their business models. So, it is not only about 

sharing data, it is also about sharing ways on doing predictive maintenance, so the learning in itself can 

be a big thing. But we of course need some data to build our business models so in the end we will have 

to cooperate with players within the industry to share data.  

 

Could you give some examples on collaborations you have previously engaged in? Including the 

value captured? 

We had a small collaboration with a company called ‘Candar’ who develops augmented reality based on 

Microsoft’s HoloLens. We cooperated with them to apply the goggles for maintenance and this is being 

implemented on our rigs now. We cannot put a specific value on it but when the customers ask to be 

involved in the development, they see a potential in us because we are on the forefront on these 

technologies. This ended up on 10 o’clock news in Denmark. The value in the solution is saving 

inspection time on our rigs. They don’t need to inspect manually now. We don’t have a value for the 

actual saving.  
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Do you see new kind of collaborations in the future? 

Yes. If we look at us as an industry, we are always a late mover regarding innovation and digitalization 

due to a lot of reasons. We have found that if you want to be on the forefront you need to find partners 

to collaborate with like we do with Aker BP. But I think if you want to differentiate, you need to find 

partners that can bring you to that different space – so we try to work with Google and their algorithms, 

AI and machine learning because they have self-driving cars so maybe someday we will have fully 

autonomous rigs. To do that you need the intelligence behind it, which Google has. This is how we need 

to think; we cannot just keep doing what we have always done. If you want to lead the game, you need 

to find new partners and think differently.  

 

Who do you see as being able to influence the industry the most?  

Good question, which we discuss a lot. We don’t see lot of startups coming in and disrupt the industry 

compared to many other industries because we are very asset-heavy. What can happen is e.g. the green 

movement against oil products etc. so this is where I see disruption occurring the most.  

 

Do you see any collaboration setups that might change the industry? 

Not right now. The things we are doing with Seapulse will definitely be something new to the industry 

and a lot of people are talking about it. We have a closer collaboration with suppliers but that’s all we 

see right now.  

 

Are the drilling contractors able to influence the industry? 

We also discuss this a lot, but for anything to happen on a well you need to have a rig present which is 

what we have always provided. This is changing now because we need to see how we can take a bigger 

part of the value change and provide extra services. To some extent we already have most of the 

knowledge needed to do these services so we can take a bigger role in that sense to raise efficiency and 

coordinate the other suppliers’ roles. The problem that the customers have today is that our uptime is up 

at 99% so there’s not a lot of things we can do to raise effectiveness. The customers’ uptime is only at 

about 80% because even if we drill perfectly, they are waiting for coordination with suppliers so that’s 

where they waste a lot of time. So, if we can take on more responsibility for coordinating all the services, 

end to end, that could definitely change the game.  
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Do you see this reflected in the current strategy of Maersk Drilling?  

To some extent. Maybe not in the existing strategy but going forward, yes, because if Seapulse turns out 

as intended, this could be a gamechanger.  

 

Could you then describe the current strategy of Maersk Drilling, and is innovation a part of it? 

I perceive it as being very ‘high up in the air’ and hard to grasp the implications of it. Innovation is not 

part of the strategy today, but it is part of the four goals or focus areas that we have for this year. The 

four pillars for this year are innovation for growth, successful listing on the stock market, continuous 

operational performance and safety, of course.  

 

What is Maersk Drilling’s competitive advantage? And, do you think this will change? 

In our current business model where we basically provide rigs for our customers at the day rate model, 

then it is that we have highly experienced and competitive people and our fleet is the second youngest 

with good equipment. The combination of those is our competitive advantage.  

Yes, it will change. For the last 50 years, the model has been on day rates but as the oil price is 

substantially lower than before and the competition is increasing, you need to find different ways of 

operating the company with a new business model. This is something that we are testing with the 

Seapulse project, but other things are coming out that could change it. The other thing is the integration 

with our customers, working closer together. That is something that creates a lot of problems, so we are 

definitely looking for closer collaboration with suppliers and customers to deliver higher efficiency.  

 

How do Maersk Drilling address the implications of the industry being cyclical?  

In theory you should invest and buy new rigs in the downturn and sell them in the high market, this is 

called asset-play. This is something that we need to practice because we ordered our last 8 rigs at the top 

of the circle and got them delivered in 13 and 14 when the market was dropping. Now you can buy a rig 

that we paid 650 million for, for less than half the price. That’s how you should address a cyclical 

business, invest in the bad times and harvest in the good times. 

 

Is the industry being cyclical resulting in some kind of implications regarding innovation? 
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So far, innovation is quite new to Maersk Drilling. Innovation is focused on now because since 2014 the 

focus has been on cost-cutting through the downturns but now, we have come so far that it’s not logical 

to keep doing cost-cuttings. We need to invest ourselves out of the downturn, so that is why we put focus 

on innovation. We need to innovate new services, products, business models etc. to get out of the 

downturn in order to deliver profit in the downturns even though demand for rigs are low. This is where 

innovation comes into play, but because it is new to Maersk Drilling, we do not have an innovation 

strategy yet.  

 

How is innovation linked to the rest of the business? 

The intention now, with the new people we have onboard, is that we are running projects. We always do 

that with the intention to run it cross-functionally. Innovation will not happen in a corner; the new process 

will be to involving people. Now we are talking to our customers and other suppliers to define problems 

but before we start ideation, we need to involve other people from our organization. So, we will be 

working with the other departments to see problems from different angles and actually develop solutions 

that takes the different angles into account. For example, you might have financial implications for the 

things you do, and that you need to understand in an early stage, this is why finance is involved. 

Marketing needs to be involved to help define how we package the product. Operations needs to be 

involved to understand if it’s applicable offshore on the rigs.  

 

How do you prioritize innovation initiatives? 

We have a process with a steering committee, so we prioritize them and put forward the 2-3 ideas for our 

steering committee who then gives a go ahead or not. Before that we have of course done a lot of work 

on prioritization. So far, we have been given go-ahead on all of these things we have tested/launched.  

 

When collaborating, how is value negotiated?  

It’s on a case-by-case. In the case of Google, they were willing to provide a lot of resources to help us 

develop. They were very open about when we come up with something in the end, in our industry, we 

would have a lot of data where we would then be utilizing Google Cloud. Also, they are spreading the 

word of mouth of our success. They are not interested in IP rights or trademarking; they just want to help 

and then they want you to buy cloud solutions.  
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Do you have any specific examples of past events that changed the industry?  

Mostly technological advancements on well equipment. Otherwise, we have had the same business model 

and day rate model for the last 50 years, so that has not changed for a long time. Technically there has 

been a lot of innovation developments. 

 

Do you see the day rate model ever changing?  

Yes, for sure. When I was in Commercial, we tried that many times, implementing a risk and reward 

model but the customers were very hesitant, but they are also changing now. they are requesting business 

models and actually pushing the risk and reward talk now, so along with the Seapulse project, this is 

definitely changing. We see more demand for it because of the change in the industry, but this could also 

be because of the talk of ‘the end of oil.’ Our customers are changing their business models, rebranding 

themselves as energy companies and not oil companies. They are looking into building windmills etc. so 

this could affect the way they bill us regarding the services we can provide. The change is coming, but it 

is very slow.  

 

Is it realistic that oil companies drop the day rates and pays a fixed price for a project? 

They are choosing day rates because of ease and tradition. It’s definitely linked to the cyclical industry, 

because when it is at a downturn like now, it is easy for them to use day rates because supply is high. 

While in the upturn market (2011-2014) they needed to secure capacity, so they actually paid a lot of 

money for rigs they weren’t even utilizing but they simply had to have them if they needed it. By 

tradition, they have not requested any new models, so they haven’t pushed for it, however, there have 

been a lot of discussions on performance-based contracts e.g. meters drilled etc. This is because they are 

now being pressured to change, which they haven’t been before.  

 

Maersk Drilling is now separated from the group, how does this change the way you do business? 

It changes a lot, both good and bad. Now we can take our own decisions on building/selling etc. so we 

have much more flexibility. The bad thing is that we don’t have anyone backing us up if we experience 

a new downturn. Before we could just call the head, office and ask for money, so now we have an 
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increased financial risk but with more flexibility and speed in decision making. The management team 

is much closer now.  

 

The Darwin project you mentioned, what is that?  

When the innovation department was put in place, there was a project that started in November 18. It had 

two purposes; one was to train the team to do innovation in the new methodology that Marika was 

implementing. The other purpose was of course to create purpose. The first research question we had 

was ‘how can we create more value in the offshore drilling industry?’ In parallel Marika launched a new 

digital strategy with McKinsey. In the end of that process it was found that, if we do not have clear 

understanding of our strategy and our value proposition, then we cannot make a decision on our digital 

strategy. Then they came to us and said that our process was good, but we want to use this team to find 

out what our value proposition should be for the future. They then gave us a new task, without having 

finalized the first part of our project which we had to park. The question was then, from the SMT, ‘what’s 

the value proposition of Maersk Drilling for the future?’ Come up with some suggestions. We have now 

used the same process but with a different question, interviewing customers and asking them about 

various research and hypothesis we have on where we should be operating and what the real issues in the 

industries are and how we solve them to become more attractive. One of the top outcomes is to increase 

alignment and corporation to work closer together. We now have six topics where we continue the 

research. We will now present them for the management team and then take a decision on what the 

interesting areas are and get the go-ahead to innovate on these specific areas (business models, services, 

products etc.) and then we can connect that to the digital strategy as well.  

 

Is the digital villa still alive?  

Yes, I’m sitting there right now. We started in August 17. It’s a very different place to work because it 

is actually a villa and has a very different environment. We are actually going to move back to the office, 

but they are rebuilding a section there to become more like the villa with more creativity, openness etc., 

but while being in a regular office space. This will be done in June.  

 

Do you think the villa has a lot to say when pursuing innovation initiatives? 
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As long as we coordinate with the strategy, we are free to go and do what we want basically. The cool 

thing with the villa was that it was necessary to move out of the head office to create the initiative, but 

now we have created a new culture and approach to innovation that it is okay to move back. It would 

have been hard to start it in the head office. 

 

Would you consider Maersk Drilling as an innovative company? 

No, not yet. It’s not in our culture or our DNA. Building that up will take years. What we have now is a 

couple of people focusing on driving innovation, but as I said it will not just be driven by us. As a 

company you need to spread this and really embed the approach, methodologies and mindsets in 

everyone working here and we are definitely not there. This will take time, so we are not an innovative 

company in that sense, but we have started the journey to become one, so we are on the right track.   
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Appendix D4: Mike Simpson – CEO of Well Expertise 
April 23, 2019 

 

Please start with a presentation about yourself and of Well Expertise 

I am the CEO of Well Expertise; we provide contracts and supervision. We basically put all in place for 

small operators except for the contract, to be able to drill wells – primarily Exploration wells. It used to 

be only in Norway but now we are also operating in Egypt and Israel.   

 

What is your overall experience with the Drilling Industry? 

15-20 years as a drilling superintendent and since operations manager and several other roles as well.  

 

What is your experience with Maersk Drilling?  

I was an engineer on Maersk rigs when I joined the business back in 1988. I was working on Maersk 

Drilling’s rigs in Denmark, then I left to work for Baker Hughes. After that I joined BP where I actually 

worked with Maersk Guardian and has since run several Maersk rigs. I shall also take the Maersk 

Discoverer for a well in Egypt.  

 

Could you tell us about the current work in Egypt for Maersk Drilling?  

It will be on behalf of Edison who is an Italian company. I will be drilling a deep water well for them of 

1050 meters. The well will start late this year and last for 50 days.  

 

Could you state what kind of actor Well Expertise is within the drilling industry? 

We provide the planning and the engineering; we will be providing the supervision offshore and we will 

be running the operations from onshore as well.  

 

In that regards, would you consider yourself as one of the service companies or consultancies to 

the entire value chain upstream or? 

We are definitely a service company because we don’t just provide consultants, we provide access to 

contracts, incident teams, and access to all sorts of additional services over and above a consultancy 

group.  
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Your customers are the oil companies? 

Correct, the best way to describe it is if you put a team drilling an exploration well for a big operator like 

Shell or BP etc. all the people involved in that, we supply those because the small operators that we work 

for don’t have that level of resources, those contracts in place nor the familiarity drilling exploration 

wells.  

 

Is this a new thing to the industry, a company coming from the outside providing the whole 

planning and execution of the job? 

No, it’s been around for some time.  

 

Why would an oil company choose to hire Well Expertise when most oil companies have that 

expertise internally? 

One is if the operator does not have enough resources for extended operations. The major reason is that 

we operate on behalf of small customers that do not have internal resources to do it and for one or two 

exploration wells it does not make sense to build up a large organization for supervision, engineering, 

contracts, HSE etc.  

 

For our understanding, could you describe the buyer-supplier relationship in the industry then? 

An operator has the option to buy services from us and our competitors, which they would tender for. 

We would then have to win based on price, resources offered, experience, technical competences, 

tendering competences and all additional facilities they might require. So, it is giving the operator the 

best overall package to drill an exploration well.  

 

So, the tender process is very similar to when contractors try to win contracts tendered from 

operators? 

Correct.  

During the actual operations, how do different companies interact with each other? 

On an operational basis, a company like us are responsible for everything that happens offshore, and I 

would interface directly with the operator personnel, so I am the immediate contact for the rig. On a daily 
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basis we would have morning meetings in the operator’s office, we would have afternoon meetings with 

the rig as well. We are basically the frontline for all that happens and the operator becomes somebody 

that we would discuss options or scenarios with, depending on the circumstances of the well i.e. we are 

basically operating directly on their behalf but they don’t get bothered every hour or minute on those 

issues but we will consult when there is a concern they need to be aware of. 

 

How would you describe the oil & gas industry and specifically the development of it? 

I would describe it as irrational in terms of long-term commitments. It’s too governed by oil price as is 

investments. I would describe it as unattractive to the new generation of engineers. I would describe it as 

very old-fashioned especially in the terms of the average age people involved. I would suggest that it 

hasn’t been the best at research and development.  

 

If you look 20 years back, have you seen a development?  

Around the 80s and 90s, when healthy profits were being made, the big operations (BP, Shell, Exxon, 

Chevron, Texaco etc.) used to commit a lot of financial support to development of tools and improvement 

of efficiencies. That has subsequently stopped, and major oil companies no longer contribute to research 

and development as they used to, so that is basically now entirely funded now by the service companies. 

In the 80s and 90s there were actually significant developments on technologies that had pretty big 

breakthroughs in the industry. I would suggest that now technologies are increasing at a low rate only an 

expected rate and not at an accelerated rate. So, we are seeing a decline in investments i.e. R&D.  

 

From an interview with Maersk Drilling we learned that R&D is a big focus in downturns but as 

soon as the market is picking up everyone seems to be dropping it again because you start making 

money, so they give up on all the innovation and the progress made. Is that true? 

Correct.  

They also talked about the recent technological developments namely the current digitalization 

trend. Do you think that is inspiring some kind of changed behavior or collaboration?  

In my opinion digitalization is the most overused, oversold concept I have ever seen. What it does for 

you is it puts a picture in front of you of a drilling rig, a well design, a tool but it hasn’t really improved 

the efficiencies of drilling, it hasn’t improved access to hydrocarbons, it hasn’t really improved the way 
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we do business, it simply helps you share data. It helps people get a better understanding of equipment 

so you can plan but it hasn’t helped accessing hydrocarbons.  

 

How do you see the future of the industry then?  

There’s a couple of things there Simon. Norway was blessed with very long-term contracts for rigs and 

typically unless you had a 3-year contract you would never be able to rent a rig. Those days are gone and 

now it’s more well-to-well for many rigs. So being flexible and a lot more dynamic and being able to 

jump from one job or customer to another is better. So, the ability to plan, execute and report on an 

exploration well has improved dramatically and same thing with development drilling. You don’t need 

to have long-term contracts in place. Overseas you never need long-term access to rigs, that’s always 

been flexible. The other issue of contracting is the stability of personnel. Typically, an operator wants a 

rig that has been operating in a warm-status for a long time with consistent personnel. That is a key driver 

to hiring a rig, so new rigs with unestablished teams and performance are often overlooked in favor of 

proven performance and that’s not a healthy sign.  

 

Would you then see it as an important ability for contractors to be able to switch between operators 

quite fast?  

Yes, it is essential for long-term health of the contractor and operator’s business. They can’t seem to plan 

long-term in advance, what they do want is flexibility. The new world is flexible.  

 

In regard to the effects of the cyclical industry, how is this affecting collaboration initiatives? Is it 

the same as innovation? 

Correct. Your commitment to R&D contracts is very dictated to the timing you commit and also the oil 

price. What has changed is that drilling contractors want to have long-term secure contracts in place 

which are largely demanded on a healthy oil price. If the oil price fluctuates, like it has done, by a 100% 

for example, then they expect to have more income based on doubling in oil price, but no longer does 

operators share profits with contractors so the relationship of win-win has finished. In the good days a 

customer (operator) would be interested in incentivizing contractors and service companies, in 

maintaining them and in keeping prices at a healthy level. That has gone, they are now more interested 

in lowest price and least commitment.  
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That’s also what we heard from Maersk Drilling because the focus has been so much on cost-

cutting that they are now focusing on innovation instead. But if we look at the market again, what 

kind of external events affect the industry?  

The obvious one is oil price, then availability of rigs because a lot of new rigs are coming into the market 

which keeps prices low. The other thing is how long contractors keep old rigs in their fleet e.g. 

Transocean are quite good at getting rid of old machines and replacing them with new in order to limit 

old **** in the market that drives prices down, so there’s a supply and demand in place, more than there 

used to be. Of course, the obligation for operators to commit to green energy, that’s now having a role 

so moving away from oil & gas, that is starting to have its effect.  

 

Historically, have you seen any legislation or policies that has had any impact? 

One of the biggest impacts was when Norway decided to incentivize exploration drilling by paying 78% 

of the exploration costs. That added a lot of energy to the exploration market in Norway and without it 

the exploration market would be almost dead in Norway. They still do this, but it is being discussed 

whether they should continue doing that.  

 

How can companies within the industry affect the market? Or can they even? 

They can, but it hasn’t been well-received or well-executed. The conversion from day rates for material 

services (tools, supplies), to lumpsums whereby some of the service companies take a risk in committing 

to a lumpsum independent of how long the well takes, that’s an example of it if you liked shared risk. 

That’s the operator who determines that, but service companies are offering it as well in desperate times.  

 

What would happen if, during a downturn, an operator says they will pay lumpsums instead of 

day rates? 

Then service companies and contractors will adapt lumpsums.  

 

And in an upturn? 

Then there’s a reluctance to financially incentivize, so it’s basically a one-way street from operators in 

my opinion.  
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So, they [operators] have more leverage in the industry? 

Correct.  

 

Do you think this will change? 

No.  

 

To that note, regarding competitiveness, someone we interviewed mentioned that some service 

companies wanted to buy rigs, do you think that changes the leverage between actors?  

The biggest player is Schlumberger and I think globally they have a production at about 100.000 barrels 

[oil] a day from their interests in oil fields, however big operators have warned and advised service 

companies that if they get into the operating business, they will not be considered for services supplied 

for those operators. So, the big boys do not want service companies becoming producers of explorations. 

Now, the interesting thing is that if you look along any coastline in Norway, Africa, the US no companies 

have more information on the YI data or the seismic data than service companies. So, in reality they have 

behaved themselves quite well, they haven’t used that data for their benefit and that is because of the 

threat from the oil companies.  

 

What about selling it [the data] to the operators? 

In reality you have bought and paid for that data so you can’t sell it, but it wouldn’t take much for a 

company like Schlumberger to put together all the wireline loggings they’ve got from many different 

wells and start piecing together, based on the seismic data, what could happen. They could, based on the 

confidential information they have, they are certainly in a better position to predict placement of 

hydrocarbons, than operators that are working on a license-by-license basis.  

 

Regarding the pressure that the oil companies can put on service companies, then how would 

Maersk Drilling’s Seapulse project affect their relationship to operators where they actually 

become the operator? Do you think it will have an effect? 

Yes, for several reasons. I understand why Maersk have done it, but I struggle to see that Maersk will 

not be affected by opportunism, potential greed and not representing the interest of the investors in the 
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best way. So, traditionally such projects as Seapulse, have not succeeded and the reason is that they have 

not represented the customer’s [operator’s] interest in the best and long-term way. 9/10 they get caught 

out. Traditionally, whether it’s been Schlumberger, Haliburton, Baker Hughes, Seapulse, or Transocean 

they have got too risk-averse and expected too much of the benefits of the well. General Electrics who 

bought Baker Hughes are a very good example. So, in this cash-starved industry now, what General 

Electrics are doing is offering the banking facilities to small operators with discoveries to start up fields. 

This is very attractive from an operator’s perspective because you don’t have to take out huge debts, but 

the payback in terms of production to the field, is often huge to GE.  

 

So, that is actually similar to before when oil companies would share profits with contractors? 

Yes. 

 

Do you believe that all the companies within the industry are equally able to deal with the 

downturn? What differentiates them?  

Drilling contractors are interesting. In the good old days, Transocean and Dolphin used to own their own 

rigs. The profit that were made on those rigs would go back into the company. What’s happened is that 

those companies have become more private equity based so the profits have been taken out and not 

enough is left in the company, so when times get tough those companies can no longer continue to operate 

with a reserve of capital available to them. That was a classic from Dolphin. Many of their rigs are owned 

by a Singaporean company and those rigs have to become profit-making, if not it is not given the proper 

maintenance it deserves. So, from a drilling contractor’s perspective, probably Maersk are one of the 

most favorable because the money goes back to the mother company, in the sense of Maersk. 

 

So how does that affect your opinion that they are now IPO’d? 

It’s got red flags all over it.  

 

From Well Expertise’s point of view, who is more preferable to operate with as contractors? Or 

how would you make that decision? 

Transocean is the biggest drilling contractor in the world, at the moment. We’ve always had a good 

relationship with them because they don’t see a big operator or small operator in a different way, they 
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see them as a customer full stop. I’m not sure that Maersk Drilling has always seen it like that, they have 

been very reluctant in short-term work, they’ve looked at the prestige work and not shown the same level 

of interest to smaller operators. They focused on the big boys, and I understand that but at the same time 

it gives you harder access to resources and help and interest than someone who is also interested in 

smaller operators.  

 

Maersk Drilling is then choosing bigger players then?  

They are prioritizing, not simply choosing and I understand that to a point. I think that Maersk has been 

a little old-fashioned in the sense that it’s the old established companies that end up not doing much 

anymore. It’s the new players that are doing a lot more activity.  

 

What kind of resources are contractors relying on to survive downturns?  

It’s your ability to keep a rig warm and staffed with the right competence and properly maintained.  

 

So, a contractor with a warm-stacking strategy is much more preferable than a cold-stacking? 

Big time! 

 

Going into the collaborative opportunities in the industry, Maersk Drilling are saying they are 

exploring the possibility of adding more services to their portfolio, do you see an opportunity for 

Well Expertise to collaborate with Maersk Drilling in this way then? 

Totally, and in fact I have almost done that with Maersk in the past on P&A and I’d be interested in doing 

it again. The issue that I have is that in some respects you should treat the drilling rig as a big tool only. 

The value is not in the rig, the value is what the tool sees when it goes down the well and that’s a very 

hard thing for drilling contractors to come to terms with. So, my opinion on Maersk’s perception that 

they are offering something new and ground-breaking is incorrect, it has been done before. The question 

I’ve got for Maersk is ‘how are they capable of understanding the value chain of the operator?’ because 

they don’t have operator mindsets, they have contractor mindsets. So, you can keep adding as many 

services to the portfolio as you want to, but until you truly understand an operator’s value chain you are 

not grasping the benefits for them.  
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Do you think it is a great leap from the contractor to getting an operator’s mindset? 

As you can probably hear inside the Maersk Drilling organization, if we can do it so much cheaper for 

them, then we should get a slice of the pie. We should be rewarded on the efforts we’ve done to drill the 

wells cheaper. Well, some would say that the reward is more work, not higher rates or huge bonuses.  

 

What kind of collaboration opportunities do you then see in the industry? 

There are huge benefits in the collaboration of all companies i.e. service companies, operators, 

contractors and companies like ourselves but it needs to be the right mindset driving it.  

 

So, it should be an operator driving it? 

Yes, let’s say Maersk successfully put together a portfolio of all the services and successfully drilled an 

exploration well that came in 10m USD under budget and then everyone would be patting themselves on 

the back. Now, the next well comes in 1m USD over budget with a net result of -9m USD. Then the 

benefits to the customer are starting to disappear and if Maersk has suddenly made a bonus based on 10m 

USD of savings it will continue to demand that level of reward and I don’t think that’s sustainable because 

greed and demand sets in: ‘We did this last year and we need to do it again this year.’ You constantly 

have to show better performance.  

 

In a collaborative solution then, the focus maybe goes away from the performance improvements 

demanded by the customer? 

Yes, because there comes a time when performance becomes so high and bonuses are so high, then it’s 

actually cheaper to drill at a standard rate with a standard rig. You got to be very careful how that bonus 

is earned, and the ratio of that bonus compared to normal day rate.  

 

In relation to that, the difference between the contractor’s and operator’s operational uptime can 

be very big, do you then think that the different actors involved in the operations are incentivized 

appropriately?  

No, I don’t. Several models have been established; they have been too dependent on drilling contractor 

when actually downhole tools can have an equal contribution to the success of performance. So, if 
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Schlumberger, Baker Hughes and Haliburton are doing ridiculously well on drilling performance and 

three days are saved, they have not been traditionally rewarded whereas the drilling contractor has.  

 

Is there then a better setup where the actors would be rewarded for what they are actually doing? 

If you have an AFE (budget) for a well, typically the drilling contractor would occupy 40% of that budget, 

then the directional contractor would be responsible for 15%, mud 10% and vessels, helicopters etc. 

would share the rest. So, when those models are put together the seemingly noncontributory services 

such as vessels and helicopters have never been included in the reward schemes, but they are just as vital 

to keep that machine going. The faster the machine goes, the more support it needs, so if the smaller 

players (in relation to the budget) could see that fair distribution for reward of the well would occur, I 

think you’d have a much better team spirit and a much better distribution of the reward. I know of 

operations where literally 5m USD has been handed around to a contractor, directional contractor and 

the guys on the base loading it up and making sure the rig is fed are given nothing so that does not add 

much to their team spirit. 

 

Would it be fair to say that for the industry to become ‘better’ it is not necessarily for companies 

to take on additional services, but it is to revisit the whole compensation setup, so each actor is 

rewarded according to their performance? 

Correct, that has not been done up till now and still is not being done. 

 

Do you find the day rate setup is outdated? 

I hate it, it is very outdated. It is very risk-shy, and I find it too easy to make excuses or to benefit from 

delays. So, that includes if you go into a contracting strategy with a drilling contractor or a major service 

company, 90% of the trick when establishing the contract is not the numbers you see in the contract, but 

the numbers you don’t see that you will be exposed to because you haven’t asked the right question. So, 

when you get nasty surprises such as having to clean risers, having to clean the rig, the overtime paid for 

people waiting around at heliports, when you get those nasty surprises which are extreme in cost, you 

wish you would have gone for a lumpsum. Now the lumpsum, may not appear as the most attractive 

compared to a day rate, if you put an aggressive schedule for the well on a piece of paper, but what you 
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would get from a lumpsum is the honesty in that we have included absolutely everything and we are not 

trying to screw you in any way, and that is where I see the industry needs to change.  

 

You wouldn’t even consider a performance-based setup? 

Well, the scenario I like to consider: Let’s imagine that you are good at what you do, and you estimate 

that the time taken for a well will be 35 days. You have a lot of engineering experience, you’ve studied 

the rig’s performance, you have assessed the rigs and when you risked these wells, the wells could be 

drilled in 25 days, but you are risk estimate for the well is 35 days. Imagine you drill that well and you 

do it in 28 days, so you’ve got 7 days the rig is not operating on, but you have delivered the well. So, the 

operator is actually pleased to pay the 35 days because that was a risk-based well that I [the operator] 

agreed to in terms of timing. They’ve done very well so they deserve the 7 days, if that 7 days became 

something stupid like ‘the well was sandbagged’ and ended up at 60 days instead of 35 days, I have 

caused the stupidity going on and that would have to be corrected but if there is a fair assessment of how 

long a well should take, you share the risk between parties then I think actually that the performance side 

of that contract is that we have drilled the well 7 days less but we get 35 days’ worth of money. That is 

what I call a win-win performance contract. The reason I say that is that under a pure performance 

contract, if it goes wrong and the drilling contractor ends up having to pay or not get paid, then the whole 

contract will stop very quickly. If the contractor thinks they can do it in 35 days and it’s done in 34, they 

may be a bit annoyed by themselves because they didn’t make as much as they wanted to but they still 

covered their costs and won more money than they might have done otherwise, however if it goes to 

**** and the drilling contractor is stuck on that well for another 25 days through no fault of their own, 

then there has to be a mechanism that protects them, so we have to consider fairness.  

 

Are the relationships shallow, do people cheat each other or is commitment close and promises are 

being kept? 

During tough times there is more of a collaborative effect than when times are better, so equipment you 

have been promised will be delivered on time at the standard and quality you expect, as for the personnel. 

When times get too good, and times aren’t too good at the moment, standards drop, the quality drops and 

people are getting lazy because there’s plenty of work around.  
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And, they are equally not incentivized to do so? 

Correct.  

 

So, to round that of, is there a tradition for not trusting each other? 

Tradition … If you enter an incentivized contract, then it should be win-win-win for operator, service 

companies and drilling contractor. In order for that project or contract to be delivered in the best way, 

then absolutely all conflicts of interest should be dropped, and data should be shared; from operator to 

service company to drilling contractor, in order to maximize the chance of the project being a success. 

But we know that doesn’t happen even though operators are heavily incentivizing it, they don’t share the 

data with them because they don’t want them to do too well out of it.  

 

So, a little bit of mistrust… 

Correct.
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Appendix E: Maersk Drilling’s Innovation Funnel 
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Appendix F: Interview Guides 

Appendix F1: Rico Bruus Interview Guide 
1. Introduction to self 

Actors within the industry 
2. For good measure, can you list the primary actors in the industry with whom Maersk interacts 

with?  

Market Dynamics and Market Shaping 
3. What significant changes do you see in the industry in the next 5-10 years? 

4. Do you agree in the statement, that the industry is moving from a competitive one to a more 
collaborative one? 

5. Who do you see as being able to influence the industry the most? 

Maersk Drilling 
6. What is Maersk Drilling’s competitive advantage/strongest resources? 

7. To what extent are drilling contractors able to influence the industry? 

a. Is MD better or worse off than other contractors? 

b. How is Maersk Drilling able to influence bargaining power? 

8. In your words, what are the current strategic goals of Maersk Drilling? 

a. What are you doing to pursue them? 

Collaboration 
9. What opportunities for collaboration do you see across the market? 

10. What type of collaboration are you currently or have you previously engaged in? 

a. What benefits has that yielded or ROI? 

b. What resources do/did you provide? 

11. Do you see that your competitiveness increases through collaboration/strategic alliances? 

12. You have typically entered strategic alliances with oil companies. Do you see other types of 
alliances? 

13. What type of innovation(s) have you co-developed? 

14. What value do you see Maersk Drilling offering in collaboration setups? 
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Appendix F2: Kenneth Christiansen Interview Guide 
1. Introduction to self 

Innovation within the industry 
2. How would you describe innovation in the offshore drilling industry?  

a. Has it recently changed or is it changing? 

3. By the industry being cyclical, how does this affect innovation initiatives? 

4. How is R&D typically connected to innovation in the industry? 

5. Is innovation something companies are pursuing collaboratively? Any examples? 

6. Any examples of innovations that changed the industry? 

Innovation within Maersk Drilling 
7. Can you put some words on Maersk Drilling’s current innovation philosophy?  

a. Has it recently changed or is it changing? 

8. How is R&D connected to your innovation department? 

9. Does any of these statements fit Maersk Drilling’s Innovation strategy? 

a. To lead the competition, it is not necessary to offer the best ideas but to make the most of 
internal and external ideas. 

b. To lead the competition, it is necessary to offer the best ideas. 

c. Developing a better business model is more important than being the first on the market. 

d. The winner is who brings innovation to the market first. 

10. How do you see the future of innovation for Maersk Drilling? 

11. Could you tell us about Dragon’s Den? 

Collaboration 
12. Does Maersk Drilling collaborate with actors within the industry, and is this focused on 

innovation? (if yes, then who?) 

13. Generally, when/if innovating with others, how is value negotiated? 

14. Could you comment on the Seapulse project? Are there elements of co-creation? 

15. Could you comment on the Aker BP and Halliburton alliance? Are there elements of co-creation? 

16. How are current innovation initiatives different from past ones? 
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Appendix F3: Fredrik Tukk Interview Guide 
1. Introduction to self 

Actors within the industry 
2. For good measure, can you list the primary actors in the industry with whom Maersk interacts 

with?  

3. Do you agree in the statement, that the industry is moving from a competitive one to a more 
collaborative one? 

4. Who do you see as being able to influence the industry the most? 

5. Do you have any examples of past events that changed the industry? 

Maersk Drilling 
6. What is Maersk Drilling’s competitive advantage/strongest resources? 

7. To what extent are drilling contractors able to influence the industry? 

a. Is MD better or worse off than other contractors? 

b. How is Maersk Drilling able to influence bargaining power? 

8. In your words, what are the current strategic goals of Maersk Drilling? 

a. What are you doing to pursue them? 

9. How do you address the implications of a cyclical industry? 

Collaboration and Innovation 
10. What type of collaboration are you currently or have you previously engaged in? 

a. What benefits has that yielded or ROI? 

b. What resources do/did you provide? 

11. You have typically entered strategic alliances with oil companies. Do you see other types of 
alliances? 

12. How do you manage collaborative relationships? 

13. What are the obstacles in co-development? 

14. Do you have any suggestions on what kind of innovation initiatives that can change the industry 
in the future? 

15. How do you work with the rest of the business? How do you prioritize innovation and what is the 
relationship with senior management and the strategy? 
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Appendix F4: Mike Simpson Interview Guide 
1. Introduction to self and Well Expertise 

2. What is your experience with Maersk Drilling? 

a. Could you describe your current engagement with Maersk Drilling? 

Actor network 
3. Can you describe the buyer-supplier relationship? 

4. During operations - how do different companies interact with each other? 

Market Dynamics and Market Shaping 
5. In your own words, how would you describe the development of the oil and gas industry? (incl. 

the future). 

6. Given the industry is cyclical, how does this affect the following: 

a. General development of the industry 

b. Innovation 

c. Collaboration 

7. What kind of external events can affect the industry? 

8. To what extent are companies able to affect the market?  

a. Can some companies affect it more than others? Any examples? 

9. How is power distributed amongst the actors of the industry? 

a. Has this changed or do you think it will? 

10. Do you believe all companies are equally able to deal with downturns? 

a. What resources are companies relying on during downturns? 

Collaboration 
11. Do you believe there is an opportunity for companies to collaborate more? 

a. If yes, where is the possible value? 

12. Maersk Drilling wants to take on additional services within the value chain, how do you suggest 
they could be successful in doing so? (or any other drilling contractor) 

a. Would you say companies in general trust each other? (e.g. data sharing) 

Compensation Models 
13. Do you believe the commercial setup is outdated or needs an upgrade? e.g. the day rate setup and 

the E&P companies managing the whole operations. 

14. Do you believe that all actors in the operations (service companies, contractors, operators, 
suppliers, etc.) are incentivized correctly? (80% uptime vs. 99% uptime)
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Appendix G: Survey Template 

Name: _________________________        Company: ________________ 
Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 

Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 
Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly Disagree Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly Agree 

make me feel at ease during our dealings.  
     

try to establish rapport with me.  
     

encourage two-way communication with me.  
     

show genuine interest in engaging me.  
     

do not try to take advantage of me.  
     

do not pressure me in any way.  
     

do not mislead me in any way.  
     

do not try to manipulate me.  
     

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
     

are sensitive to my individual situation.  
     

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
     

seek to identify my personal expectations.  
     

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  
     

encourage me to shape the service I receive.  
     

provide me with control over my experiences.  
     

let me interact with them in my preferred way.  
     

work together seamlessly in serving to me.  
     

act as one unit when dealing with me.  
     

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
     

ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  
     

share useful information with me.  
     

help me become more knowledgeable.  
     

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
     

offer expertise that I can learn from.  
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Appendix H: E&P Demand for Drilling Rigs 
Source: (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019) 
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Appendix I: Type of Drilling Rigs across Drilling Contractors 
 
 

 
 
Source: (PWC & Maersk Drilling, 2019)  
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Appendix J: Dictionary for Terms in the Drilling Industry 
Hydrocarbons 
Hydrocarbons are organic compounds that are made of only hydrogen and carbon atoms. They are found 

in many places, including crude oil and natural gas (Study.com, 2019).  

 
Stacked (hot & cold) 
When a rig is off contract the drilling contractor has to decide to either cold stack of hot stack it. When the 

rig is cold stacked it is not projected to win a contract anytime soon and there is therefore only the minimum 

amount of crew onboard needed to comply by industry maintenance needs. If it is hot stacked it is projected 

to get a contract soon and crew is onboard to have it ready at any time. It can be a strategic decision to have 

your rigs hot stacked since the lead-time will be significantly less when an oil company approaches 

contractors for possible work. Both are costly exercises, since you both have to pay for your crew and for 

the maintenance they conduct (Lavis, 2017). 

 
Drilling operator / Oil company 
An oil company is a company that has the resources to hire drilling contractors and various service providers 

to either explore, develop or produce oil both offshore and onshore (J. Chen, 2018). Currently the five 

biggest oil companies are Saudi Aramco, Sinopec Group, China National Petroleum Corporation, Exxon 

Mobil and Royal Dutch Shell (Muspratt, 2019).  

 
Drilling contractor 
A drilling contractor is a company that has the physical resources needed to conduct the drilling-related 

work for an oil company/operator (“Drilling Contractor[Oil and Gas] Law and Legal Definition,” n.d.). 

These resources include the actual rig, the crew and the expertise needed. The most typical work that 

contractors are hired to do is to drill a well. Simply, the contractor is hired to bring the machinery and crew 

needed much like when the private person calls a handyman to do something. A drilling contractor can have 

many different focus areas e.g. onshore, deep-water, harsh-environment etc.  

 
 
 
Offshore service company / Service provider 
The list of service companies is long; however, they all have one thing in common, they deliver a service 

to various actors within the offshore drilling industry. This could be transporting goods from land to the 

rigs, maintenance on various machinery, handling of various machinery, expertise in cementing or other 
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areas etc. Currently the largest service companies in the industry are Schlumberger and Haliburton. 

Schlumberger has a large product portfolio assisting with seismic analysis, subsea services, well 

intervention etc. (Schlumberger, 2019b). Halliburton has similar services but specialize in cementing 

(Halliburton, 2019b). 

 
Exploration work 

This type of work is when (geological and seismic) indications state that there might be a reservoir 

containing hydrocarbons and an oil company therefore chooses to hire a contractor to drill in the area and 

obtain data to determine the actual presence of hydrocarbons and the quality (permeability) of the formation 

(Olesen, 2015b). 

 

Appraisal work 

When data indicates the presence of data, it is necessary to determine if the find is commercial. This is done 

by drilling one or more wells at strategic points to ascertain the boundaries of the reservoir. The type of 

wells is called appraisal wells which will help in determining how many wells are required to develop and 

produce the field (Olesen, 2015b). 

 

Production and Development work 

For an offshore field, the production of the wells can be either from a fixed surface installation or from 

subsea wells, depending on the water depth. It is essential for the economics to get early oil and to get the 

first production wells in place. Further development of the field can be required, either by adjacent 

production wells or further development by the drilling of water- or gas injection wells to support the 

production. Development work is then the actual ‘building’ of the well. When you build the well, you drill 

it in sections (large to small) with various casing sizes. Casing is the support around the well, working as a 

barrier. Lastly, when the well is firm and ready, contractors start the production work, which often involves 

different equipment than what is typically onboard rigs that do appraisal work (IEA, 2015). Production 

includes completion work which entails various operations including cementing and installing the wellhead 

(a piece of equipment that sits on top of the well and controls the pressure of the well) (Olesen, 2015b; 

Rigzone, 2019).  

 

Plug and Abandonment work 
When a well has to be closed for good a drilling contractor is hired in to plug the well and ensure that no 

blow-outs can occur (Olesen, 2015b). This is done by cementing the well and filling it with heavy chemical 

mud. Lastly, the wellhead is removed. 
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Blow Out Preventer (BOP) 
A Blow Out Preventer is a specialized piece of equipment that sits on the drill pipe. It works like a valve 

and seals the pipe if dangerous and uncontrollable amounts of pressure starts to arise from the well. The 

Blow Out Preventer is what failed during the Macondo incident (DHSG, 2011; PWC & Maersk Drilling, 

2019). 

 

Types of rigs 
As depicted below, three types of rigs are commonly used in the offshore drilling industry; Drillships, 

Semi-submersibles, and Jack-ups. The first two are collectively known as ‘Floaters’. They all have 

various capabilities and depth-reach as shown in the figure. 
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Appendix K: All Coded Quotes 

 

Code ID Overall Theme Sub Theme Interviewee Quote

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk The problem that the customers have today is that our uptime is up at 99% [...]. The customers’ uptime is only at about 80% because 

even if we drill perfectly, they are waiting for coordination with suppliers. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk [Innovation that has changed the industry] Mostly technological advancements on well equipment. Otherwise, we have had the 

same business model and day rate model for the last 50 years, so that has not changed for a long time.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk [Whether he thinks the day rate model will change] Yes, for sure. When I was in Commercial, we tried that many times, 

implementing a risk and reward model but the customers were very hesitant, but they are also changing now

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk [Whether the industry is becoming more collaborative] Both yes and no. The downturn from 2014 has been so prolonged that it has 

definitely changed the environment in which we operate.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk In theory you should invest and buy new rigs in the downturn and sell them in the high market, this is called asset-play.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk They [oil companies] are choosing day rates because of ease and tradition. It’s definitely linked to the cyclical industry

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk Two-three years ago, nothing was happening in digitalization and that’s for the whole industry and especially not here. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk We don’t see lot of startups coming in and disrupt the industry compared to many other industries because we are very asset-heavy. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk We see more demand for it [changing the business model] because of the change in the industry, but this could also be because of 

the talk of ‘the end of oil.’

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Fredrik Tukk Yes, it will change. For the last 50 years, the model has been on day rates but as the oil price is substantially lower than before and 

the competition is increasing, you need to find different ways of operating the company with a new business model.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen [...] a new business model has the opportunity to make it more sustainable in the longer term for Maersk Drilling.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen Also, Schlumberger acquires a large stake in one of our competitors, Borr Drilling, so there is something happening that we should 

be aware of and concerned about.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen

And then you would have some of the same in Norway, because the government are pumping a lot of money into innovation in our 
industry and then you have Houston that is mainly because we have all the big service companies who have their headquarters 
there. So, I think we will do some sort of decentralized innovation with partners in these locations. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen And we have been lacking behind other industries in that but we can just see that there is a lot of potential in the things happening 

in Singapore so it could be a good place to drive initiatives like that going forward.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen I actually don’t know but I’ve seen that Maersk Drilling are being perceived as being more innovative compared to most competitors.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen

I cannot remember how many drilling contractors were out there before the oil price dropped, but it’s probably only about half that 
are left. We don’t see a lot of our competitors making bold moves, I’m more concerned about new players entering our market and 
that is mainly the service companies. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen I think that we are so far behind compared to most other industries [...]. When we have customers coming over and we are showing 

different kind of things and ideas that we have been working on and show it to them it really takes nothing to impress them.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen I was suddenly in an industry where we earned tons of money so Maersk Drilling made a lot of money and so did our customers and 

basically everyone involved in the industry made a lot of money.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen I would just say that our competitors are very traditional, so their focus has been on consolidation for the last couple of years, so we 

have seen many M&As because of financial reasons.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen

If we move beyond our competitors to bigger industry players, like the big service companies like Schlumberger and Baker Hughes 
etc. they have huge R&D departments but that’s also a more product oriented business so, for me innovation is R&D for Maersk 
Drilling, we could have called it the same. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen It takes longer to change this really old-fashioned and conservative industry than I thought - both internally and externally.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen Singapore have this huge maritime offshore cluster where there is a lot of funding available, there’s a state that really active in this.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen So, I don’t think we, or our competitors, or our customers have ever been forced to think new so there is kind of a mindset of ‘Why 

should we actually change? Why should we try something new when things are pretty good as they are?’

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen So, this really tells me about that not that much is happening in the industry, also with our competitors and personally I think that 

there is enormous potential to start doing something and that is at least something I see when we talk to the customers.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen There have been consolidation among our competitors, but internally in Maersk Drilling we have not seen that much of an impact.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen We are simply an immature industry because we cannot see the value potential in these kinds [digitization] of offerings

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Kenneth Christensen We have also seen some of the service companies, who are ten times bigger than us at least, moving into our territory by offering 

the drilling rig as part of their service so they create these ‘turn-key solutions’ and that is a move that we have seen recently.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson [...] major oil companies no longer contribute to research and development as they used to, so that is basically now entirely funded 

now by the service companies.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

[Actors to influence the industry] They can, but it hasn’t been well-received or well-executed. The conversion from day rates for 
material services (tools, supplies), to lumpsums whereby some of the service companies take a risk in committing to a lumpsum 
independent of how long the well takes, that’s an example of it if you liked shared risk. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson [External events] The obvious one is oil price, then availability of rigs because a lot of new rigs are coming into the market which 

keeps prices low.
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1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson [If operators want lumpsums] Then service companies and contractors will adapt lumpsums. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson [That the market starts innovation in upturns and drops it in downturns] Correct.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson [Whether operators have more leverage] Correct. [Will it change?] No. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson Correct, that [revist compensation setup] has not been done up till now and still is not being done.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson During tough times there is more of a collaborative effect than when times are better, so equipment you have been promised will be 

delivered on time at the standard and quality you expect, as for the personnel. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

General Electrics are doing is offering the banking facilities to small operators with discoveries to start up fields. This is very 

attractive from an operator’s perspective because you don’t have to take out huge debts, but the payback in terms of production to 

the field, is often huge to GE. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

I would describe it as irrational in terms of long-term commitments. It’s too governed by oil price as is investments. I would describe 

it as unattractive to the new generation of engineers. I would describe it as very old-fashioned especially in the terms of the 

average age people involved. I would suggest that it hasn’t been the best at research and development. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson I would suggest that now technologies are increasing at a low rate only an expected rate and not at an accelerated rate. So, we are 

seeing a decline in investments i.e. R&D.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson If the oil price fluctuates, like it has done, by a 100% for example, then they expect to have more income based on doubling in oil 

price, but no longer does operators share profits with contractors so the relationship of win-win has finished. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson If you have an AFE (budget) for a well, typically the drilling contractor would occupy 40% of that budget, then the directional 

contractor would be responsible for 15%, mud 10% and vessels, helicopters etc. would share the rest.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson In the good days a customer[operator] would be interested in incentivizing contractors and service companies, in maintaining them 

and in keeping prices at a healthy level. That has gone, they are now more interested in lowest price and least commitment. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson It [digitization] helps people get a better understanding of equipment so you can plan but it hasn’t helped accessing hydrocarbons.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson Of course, the obligation for operators to commit to green energy, that’s now having a role so moving away from oil & gas, that is 

starting to have its effect. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

One of the biggest impacts was when Norway decided to incentivize exploration drilling by paying 78% of the exploration costs. 

That added a lot of energy to the exploration market in Norway and without it the exploration market would be almost dead in 

Norway. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

the interesting thing is that if you look along any coastline in Norway, Africa, the US no companies have more information on the YI 

data or the seismic data than service companies. So, in reality they have behaved themselves quite well, they haven’t used that data 

for their benefit and that is because of the threat from the oil companies. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

The profit that were made on those rigs would go back into the company. What’s happened is that those companies have become 

more private equity based so the profits have been taken out and not enough is left in the company, so when times get tough those 

companies can no longer continue to operate with a reserve of capital available to them.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson Then [in upturns] there’s a reluctance to financially incentivize, so it’s basically a one-way street from operators in my opinion. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson They [service companies] could, based on the confidential information they have, they are certainly in a better position to predict 

placement of hydrocarbons, than operators that are working on a license-by-license basis. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson They can’t seem to plan long-term in advance, what they do want is flexibility. The new world is flexible. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson Traditionally such projects as Seapulse, have not succeeded and the reason is that they have not represented the customer’s 

[operator’s] interest in the best and long-term way.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson

What it [digitization] does for you is it puts a picture in front of you of a drilling rig, a well design, a tool but it hasn’t really 

improved the efficiencies of drilling, it hasn’t improved access to hydrocarbons, it hasn’t really improved the way we do business, it 

simply helps you share data. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson When times get too good, and times aren’t too good at the moment, standards drop, the quality drops and people are getting lazy 

because there’s plenty of work around. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Mike Simpson Your commitment to R&D contracts is very dictated to the timing you commit and also the oil price. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus [...] there is a clear deficit [in oil] in terms of what you consume versus what you discover.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus [The nature of service companies] It is about global presence, the amount of services but also financial strengths of these 

companies. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus But I think what we have also seen over the last couple of years is that quite some mergers are being done and you can say that it is 

becoming a market that is moving to be less fragmented to become based on very few big players

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus I think it [the industry] is fair to say that it is not easy to change around. It is an industry where a lot of the players are rather risk 

adverse because you want to protect what you have.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus I think, not only us, but also the market – much more [collaborative]. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus It is a challenge that some of the competitors have a completely different size that we have. I mean they are more well-represented 

across the globe than we are.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus It is a little bit of a game changer that you have someone in the industry that goes to a drilling contractor and say that ‘we believe 

that you can actually do this job’
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1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus It is an industry that is, all depending on where you are in the cycle, when the oil price is high, and you can say that the competition 

is not that tough in terms of being able to deliver your product or your services at a lower cost.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus It is cyclical. It depends on where the industry is and right now you can see that the operators have cut out a lot of cost and they 

have also, on certain activities, scaled down.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus It is not us promoting the deal, but we have the customer, SeaPulse, promoting to the industry what we are trying to do here. I 

believe we are very open towards wanting to engage with the customers in different ways.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus Of course, there is a minor development [since 20 years ago], but to a large extent you can actually say that some of the same 

mechanisms kicks in again.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus One thing is that the operators can scale up again and start doing the exploration but there can also be the protentional of new 

ways of doing exploration – like the SeaPulse project [...]

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus People are forced into finding other models. What we experienced some 20 years ago, was driven by the conditions in the market 

and this also what is happening today.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus The boundaries between the operators [the oil companies] and the service companies are not so clear anymore because they step 

into each other’s territory. 

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus Then you also see, in this phase where the industry is now, that you get some private equity-backed players in the market that don’t 

necessary hold the capabilities that the operators have.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus We know that Maersk Drilling and the industry is to a large extent based on one business model. There are not many industries that 

successfully can stick to one business model for years and years.

1,1 Market System 
Dynamics

Macro environment 
(outside-in) Rico Bruus You can also see companies, like Schlumberger, bought 25% in Borr Drilling so that they now have access to drilling rigs also.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk So, if we can take on more responsibility for coordinating all the services, end to end, that could definitely change the game.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk [...] there have been a lot of discussions on performance-based contracts e.g. meters drilled etc. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk [Whether new collaborations is refleted in the strategy] To some extent. Maybe not in the existing strategy but going forward, yes, 

because if Seapulse turns out as intended, this could be a gamechanger. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk The four pillars for this year are innovation for growth, successful listing on the stock market, continuous operational performance 

and safety, of course. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk they [management] are requesting business models and actually pushing the risk and reward talk now, so along with the Seapulse 

project, this is definitely changing.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk This is changing now because we need to see how we can take a bigger part of the value change and provide extra services. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Fredrik Tukk We need to innovate new services, products, business models etc. to get out of the downturn in order to deliver profit in the 

downturns even though demand for rigs are low.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Kenneth Christensen I don’t think we are talking to our competitors, but we are trying to gain as much information as possible from their investor calls, 

websites and Capital Markets Days, etc. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Kenneth Christensen Regarding Business Models Maersk Drilling has not changed a lot in 40 years, just like the industry. We rent out drilling rigs, we get 

paid by day rates, if the weather is bad or the customer is delayed, they still pay.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Kenneth Christensen

We have a strong position in certain markets, so we have a great opportunity to create new products and offering together with 
someone who has a core product related to what we want to do and then modify it to our industry. I think that is the easiest way of 
getting some real value out of what we are trying to do.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Mike Simpson [About the IPO] It’s got red flags all over it. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Mike Simpson [On Maersk Drilling] We should be rewarded on the efforts we’ve done to drill the wells cheaper. Well, some would say that the 

reward is more work, not higher rates or huge bonuses. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Mike Simpson I understand why Maersk have done it [Seapulse project], but I struggle to see that Maersk will not be affected by opportunism, 

potential greed and not representing the interest of the investors in the best way. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Mike Simpson I’m not sure that Maersk Drilling has always seen it like that, they have been very reluctant in short-term work, they’ve looked at the 

prestige work and not shown the same level of interest to smaller operators.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Mike Simpson So, from a drilling contractor’s perspective, probably Maersk are one of the most favorable because the money goes back to the 

mother company, in the sense of Maersk.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Mike Simpson They [Maersk] focused on the big boys [operators], and I understand that but at the same time it gives you harder access to 

resources and help and interest than someone who is also interested in smaller operators. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus [Despite the downturn] If I look back in time at us as a company, we have talked about it [strategic alliance with Aker BP] for quite 

some years.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus [Whether Seapulse is the new way of doing business]Yes, it could be. I don’t think it will be the only way, but it could be a serious 

alternative to the oil fields service companies. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus

[Whether Seapulse will change the market] Yes, the Aker BP alliance, but also the SeaPulse alliance we created is because we 
believe that could be a strong alternative to the existing business models. If that is the case, then not only do we have experience 
with it but also been a part of shaping and creating that new market. 

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus

Also, if you look isolated geographically, especially in Norway, where we together with the authorities and the operators, are being 
looked at as wanting to test out new methods, new technology, and do it together with the authorities in terms of ‘how can we do 
this more efficiently?’ 
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1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus

I would consider us innovative in quite a few ways. One being the technical one, especially within the jack-ups market we have over 
several years been frontrunners and been the first to test out different technology and also moving the boundaries in terms of size 
and technical capabilities on our rigs.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus If we try to compare ourselves on a volume base, then we are still a relatively small player. But we are actually a player that, not 

only relative to our size but also actual (financial) numbers, have one of the best backlogs in the industry.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus It is actually just being added to our strategy that for a long time during the downturn period, it is about making sure that we 

perform well, that we stay in the top quartile among our competitors.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus We are open for all kinds of discussion that, you can say, lead to creating more value and trying to drive down cost.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus

What we have done is that we have a strategy where we don’t necessarily take on all the jobs or opportunities out there. But we 
want to do those that fit into where we want to have our presence, but also so it lies within what we as a company accept as risk 
and liabilities.

1,2 Market System 
Dynamics

Micro Environment 
(inside-out) Rico Bruus Whereas now – with the listing right in front of us [IPO] – it could be fair to expect that the strategy would change so that we talk 

about how we can grow the business.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk [...] but now we have created a new culture and approach to innovation that it is okay to move [innovation villa] back. It would have 
been hard to start it in the head office.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk [...] so now we have an increased financial risk but with more flexibility and speed in decision making. The management team is 
much closer now. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk As a company you need to spread this and really embed the approach, methodologies and mindsets in everyone working here and 
we are definitely not there.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk As long as we coordinate with the strategy, we are free to go and do what we want basically. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk If we look at us as an industry, we are always a late mover regarding innovation and digitalization due to a lot of reasons.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk In the end of that process it was found that, if we do not have clear understanding of our strategy and our value proposition, then 
we cannot make a decision on our digital strategy.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk Now [since seperating from Maersk Group] we can take our own decisions on building/selling etc. so we have much more flexibility.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk This [asset play] is something that we need to practice because we ordered our last 8 rigs at the top of the circle and got them 
delivered in 13 and 14 when the market was dropping. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk This is where innovation comes into play, but because it is new to Maersk Drilling, we do not have an innovation strategy yet. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk To some extent we already have most of the knowledge needed to do these services so we can take a bigger role in that sense to 
raise efficiency and coordinate the other suppliers’ roles.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Fredrik Tukk
We then worked with digitalization, so all the things that everyone were talking about before but did it agile, with fast-failure, 
sprints and all this we implemented from day one. We worked with visuals, cross-functionally in teams, and really delivering results 
at speed. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen [...] it is the strategic direction that is driving most of our efforts [...].

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen [If Maersk Drilling is more innovative than the rest of the industry] Yes, definitely more.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen His [Cheif Commercial and Innovation Officer] introduction remarks were basically that ‘we are not just doing this to get a nice 
dinner together, we are doing this to make money.’ 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen I don’t know if it is luck or if it is because we are really good, but we made some really good contracts just before the downturn and 
they have ensured that we had good cashflow and we have been profitable all the way through [...]

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen I’ve not really seen an impact to Maersk Drilling, I’ve seen an impact to the managerial level saying that we need to do something 
different, but I believe it is a long change process within a company.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen It will take some time for us to think differently and figure out where data can be used to create value in specific areas.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen Senior management has set the strategic direction of the company and that is driving most of our innovation efforts, but not all of 
them. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen So, for me, it is very much about setting up a very efficient innovation factory with well-known processes and tools, learning from 
the best and that will at the end of the day increase the likelihood of success for Maersk Drilling.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen We are still doing things well in Maersk Drilling but there’s a risk in doing things well because we risk falling asleep.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen We can definitely learn a lot from them and get some of these offerings bundled in to our portfolio and get them out to the market.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen We should not fall in that trap, so in general reluctance to change that is something that we are battling and fighting.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Kenneth Christensen We try to make it as transparent as possible so because the key to our success is to get as many ideas in from the frontline as 
possible, because I’m too far away from the operations and the customer.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson
[External events] The other thing is how long contractors keep old rigs in their fleet e.g. Transocean are quite good at getting rid of 
old machines and replacing them with new in order to limit old **** in the market that drives prices down, so there’s a supply and 
demand in place, more than there used to be
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2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson [In downturns] It’s your ability to keep a rig warm and staffed with the right competence and properly maintained. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson I think that Maersk has been a little old-fashioned in the sense that it’s the old established companies that end up not doing much 
anymore. It’s the new players that are doing a lot more activity. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson
My opinion on Maersk’s perception that they are offering something new and ground-breaking is incorrect, it has been done before. 
The question I’ve got for Maersk is ‘how are they capable of understanding the value chain of the operator?’ because they don’t 
have operator mindsets, they have contractor mindsets. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson So being flexible and a lot more dynamic and being able to jump from one job or customer to another is better.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson So, the ability to plan, execute and report on an exploration well has improved dramatically and same thing with development 
drilling. You don’t need to have long-term contracts in place.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson
Typically, an operator wants a rig that has been operating in a warm-status for a long time with consistent personnel. That is a key 
driver to hiring a rig, so new rigs with unestablished teams and performance are often overlooked in favor of proven performance 
and that’s not a healthy sign. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Mike Simpson You can keep adding as many services to the portfolio as you want to, but until you truly understand an operator’s value chain you 
are not grasping the benefits for them. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus
[Whether Maersk Drilling is better because of the partnerships?] Yes. We have done it, also outside of the alliances, but one thing is 
the technological advances that our rigs have. That we have been able to prove that we drill faster and more efficient and cut our 
waste compared to what is considered standard in the industry

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus But I believe that we have quite a few examples where Maersk Drilling has been open towards collaborating in new ways. 

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus
but I think we have over and over again demonstrated an ability and a true interest in wanting to explore new ways of working 
together. And also realizing that for this industry and for our presence to be both relevant and sustainable, we need to address a lot 
of the waste there is in our industry.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus I don’t know what the other companies in the industry does, but I believe we do quite a lot [customer analysis]. We do it through the 
traditional channels: our salesforce, our operating forces, but we have also had very good feedback sessions.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus I don’t see Maersk Drilling being limited in that [who to collaborate with]. We have some very strong customer relationships, AkerBP 
being one of them, but also a couple of contracts with BP

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus That [innovation] requires that you need to be open towards doing things differently and have a different approach compared to the 
very traditional one.

2,1 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Capabilities Rico Bruus Then I believe through our values, we can offer a very unique approach and mindset that is very open towards doing things 
differently and listen and are humble enough to say ‘Okay, let’s try this’. 

2,2 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Resources Fredrik Tukk In our current business model where we basically provide rigs for our customers at the day rate model, then it is that we have highly 
experienced and competitive people and our fleet is the second youngest with good equipment. 

2,2 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Resources Fredrik Tukk The bad thing [since seperating from Maersk Group] is that we don’t have anyone backing us up if we experience a new downturn.

2,2 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Resources Mike Simpson The issue that I have is that in some respects you should treat the drilling rig as a big tool only. The value is not in the rig, the value 
is what the tool sees when it goes down the well and that’s a very hard thing for drilling contractors to come to terms with. 

2,2 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Resources Rico Bruus First of all, I think that if you look at our fleet it is very modern and competitive. So, from that technical perspective we have some 
assets that can compete with our competitors.

2,2 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Resources Rico Bruus Some of that is driven by the rig being more technological advanced, but it also comes from working closely together in a different 
way and challenging each other on how we normally do things.

2,2 Dynamic Capabilities Maersk Drilling Resources Rico Bruus Then we have managed to grow a strong brand in terms of when you partner up with Maersk drilling, you also have certain 
expectation to what delivery you are getting.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Fredrik Tukk However, the big challenge we have is that no one wants to share data because they hold it tightly to themselves. That is the key to 
start finding ways to cooperating and working together, it is to share data and insights to become more efficient.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Fredrik Tukk The other thing is the integration with our customers, working closer together. That is something that creates a lot of problems, so 
we are definitely looking for closer collaboration with suppliers and customers to deliver higher efficiency. 

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Fredrik Tukk We cannot put a specific value on it but when the customers ask to be involved in the development they see a potential in us 
because we are on the forefront on these technologies.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Kenneth Christensen Generally, on digital, we have been working on it for 9 months and it is extremely difficult to point out where the value is and where 
it is we can benefit from collaborating with each other.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Kenneth Christensen Since the oil price dropped, we have not really seen a hard effect in Maersk drilling, so we have not changed that much.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Kenneth Christensen We are simply traditional, and it takes time to move above and beyond that. 

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Kenneth Christensen
You will probably start seeing more and more things coming out to the market and hopefully some of them will drive additional 
revenue and once we see that, things will really start kicking off and then the top management sees that there is a potential in 
innovation to grow the company.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Mike Simpson [...] big operators have warned and advised service companies that if they get into the operating business they will not be 
considered for services supplied for those operators.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Mike Simpson I hate it [day rate model], it is very outdated. It is very risk-shy and I find it too easy to make excuses or to benefit from delays

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Mike Simpson
If you go into a contracting strategy with a drilling contractor or a major service company, 90% of the trick when establishing the 
contract is not the numbers you see in the contract, but the numbers you don’t see that you will be exposed to because you haven’t 
asked the right question.
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3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Rico Bruus So, my concern is a little bit that all the good initiatives, wanting to create more value and do changes, at some points meets reality 
where the oil price starts climbing up again and then suddenly incentive to do things differently is not there or is not so obvious.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Rico Bruus Then [if high oil price]there is a tendency to going back to what you do at your core and you look at your commercial model, being 
the day rate model, which has been there for many years.

3,1 Collaboration Collaboration Inhibitors Rico Bruus There is a lot of competition given that there is an oversupply in the market, at least within drilling rigs.

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Fredrik Tukk One of the top outcomes is to increase alignment and corporation to work closer together. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Fredrik Tukk […] they are spreading the word of mouth of our success. They are not interested in IP rights or trademarking; they just want to help 
and then they want you to buy cloud solutions. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Fredrik Tukk Combined with the downturn then digitalization has happened within the last five years and is creating a lot of opportunities for 
actually working together in different ways.

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Fredrik Tukk That [the downturn] alone forces you to collaborate more to survive, as you know some of our competitors have gone bankrupt or 
merged etc. So it has changed our whole landscape.

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Fredrik Tukk The customers’ uptime is only at about 80% because even if we drill perfectly, they are waiting for coordination with suppliers so 
that’s where they waste a lot of time. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Fredrik Tukk This is how we need to think; we cannot just keep doing what we have always done. If you want to lead the game, you need to find 
new partners and think differently. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Kenneth Christensen Because you are already in with the customer, you can bundle additional services that you can sell on top of your core product.

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Kenneth Christensen Our response was that we would actually like to be part of it but the specific thing that they asked for was not really our area of 
expertise but in general we are positive to something like that. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Kenneth Christensen The people we are talking to are not really asking for anything in return, they are just happy that we are reaching out and happy that 
we are trying to do something for the better of the industry.

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Kenneth Christensen There is so much potential in selling additional services because you already have a good relationship with the customer.

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Kenneth Christensen We are not the best at everything in the whole world, so we need to find the right partners and then work with them [...]

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Kenneth Christensen Yes, [involve others] to a very large extent and I think that is also a very large change compared to the way we have done things 
before. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Mike Simpson There are huge benefits in the collaboration of all companies i.e. service companies, operators, contractors and companies like 
ourselves but it needs to be the right mindset driving it. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Rico Bruus Having said that, I also believe that the whole digital involvement and using digital, also plays a huge role as it becomes much easier 
to collaborate and share information and to cut out certain elements. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Rico Bruus It often comes through long relationships. We might not use the word alliances, but then it as at least based on strong partnerships 
and to a large extent driven by the same goals. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Rico Bruus That requires that you need to be open towards doing things differently and have a different approach compared to the very 
traditional one. 

3,2 Collaboration Collaboration Enablers Rico Bruus While when the oil price is low, this is where people become innovative and want to invent new ways of delivering the services, cut 
out waste, but also collaborate completely different across the different segments in the value chain. 

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Fredrik Tukk I spoke to ‘Equinor’ last week at an event and they also say they are ready to share data, but it is not happening because people are 
still competitive because some people are still fighting for survival and then they try to cooperate. 

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Fredrik Tukk On that side we are fond believers of working with others, but it is hard within the oil industry to get other players to be open about 
it because they think ‘if they give the data to us we can use it to benefit some other competitors. 

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Kenneth Christensen One problem with our industry is that either it goes really well or either it goes really bad, so there’s kind of nothing in between. 
The paradox in this is that everyone has accepted that, that is how it is.

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Kenneth Christensen
We can definitely do it alone, but it is not the right way of doing it and I don’t think it’s the way we will do it and in a lot of areas 
we have to be honest and say that there are better people out there who are better positioned to do this so we should do it with 
them.

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Mike Simpson
if Maersk has suddenly made a bonus based on 10m USD of savings [in incentive collaborations] it will continue to demand that level 
of reward and I don’t think that’s sustainable because greed and demand sets in: “We did this last year and we need to do it again 
this year.” You constantly have to show better performance.

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Rico Bruus All depending on where you are and what the potential product or service, or whatever it might be, we of course discuss some of 
this because we want to make sure that we protect ourselves if we should come up with this brilliant idea.

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Rico Bruus And then open up towards the service partner and the operator in that alliance – getting a better insight to who you are, what our 
drivers are and vice versa we get better insights in them.

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Rico Bruus But having said that, yes, it is becoming more and more collaborative: how can we collaborate in a way so that we grow the pie and 
thereby have more for us to share. 

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Rico Bruus
But if we just talk about the incentive mechanisms built into that there is an agreed (cost) target and if you manage to go below 
that then you have a bonus, but if you don’t manage to meet that target, well then you have a malus. So, the better you do, the 
better and higher the bonus is and vice versa.

3,3 Collaboration Collaboration Paradox Rico Bruus No, I think that there is a clear link between competitiveness and proof of being able to do it more efficiently through the alliance.
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3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk
But I think if you want to differentiate, you need to find partners that can bring you to that different space – so we try to work with 
Google and their algorithms, AI and machine learning because they have self-driving cars so maybe someday we will have fully 
autonomous rigs.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk
For example, you might have financial implications for the things you do, and that you need to understand in an early stage, this is 
why finance is involved. Marketing needs to be involved to help define how we package the product. Operations needs to be 
involved to understand if it’s applicable offshore on the rigs. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk If you look outside we have focused on capturing data and insights from other players and that’s what we believe in. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk If you look outside, we have focused on capturing data and insights from other players and that’s what we believe in. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk In the case of Google, they were willing to provide a lot of resources to help us develop. They were very open about when we come 
up with something in the end, in our industry, we would have a lot of data where we would then be utilizing Google Cloud.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk Not right now. The things we are doing with Seapulse will definitely be something new to the industry and a lot of people are 
talking about it. We have a closer collaboration with suppliers but that’s all we see right now. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk Now we are talking to our customers and other suppliers to define problems but before we start ideation, we need to involve other 
people from our organization.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk We can see some places where it [sharing data] is happening e.g. with Aker BP.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk We had a small collaboration with a company called ‘Kandar’ who develops augmented reality based on Microsoft’s Hololence. We 
cooperated with them to apply the goggles for maintenance and this is being implemented on our rigs now

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk We have found that if you want to be on the forefront you need to find partners to collaborate with like we do with Aker BP.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Fredrik Tukk Within our suppliers they do not see a lot of open innovation yet but when we talk ‘open innovation’ here, it’s about open innovation 
with other players outside the industry e.g. Google US, IBM and other smaller companies.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Kenneth Christensen I would say right now it is to build the most efficient innovation factory in the industry where we learn from the best like Google and 
other companies that are known for being very innovative and applying a lot of their methods and processes to us [...]

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Kenneth Christensen It’s not preferable, but we are spending a lot of time looking into what they [competitors] are doing to analyze their move into the 
industry.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Kenneth Christensen
recently there was a request coming from a small equipment company, coming from some people with deep pockets [...]. Our 
response was that we would actually like to be part of it but the specific thing that they asked for was not really our area of 
expertise but in general we are positive to something like that. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Kenneth Christensen The conversations we are having with our customers they are not having those conversations with our competitors.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Kenneth Christensen The way we are doing this is to involve as many industry players, customers, desired customers as much as possible to gain as much 
insights as possible.'

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Kenneth Christensen There has been two Dragon’s Den within the last year, built on the Shark Tank program. The concept was to sanity check or get 
feedback on some of the innovation ideas.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson
[in lumpsum agreements] if there is a fair assessment of how long a well should take, you share the risk between parties then I 
think actually that the performance side of that contract is that we have drilled the well 7 days less but we get 35 days’ worth of 
money. That is what I call a win-win performance contract. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson [inlumpsum agreements] if it goes to **** and the drilling contractor is stuck on that well for another 25 days through no fault of 
their own, then there has to be a mechanism that protects them, so we have to consider fairness. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson But we know that [true win-win] doesn’t happen even though operators are heavily incentivizing it, they don’t share the data with 
them because they don’t want them to do too well out of it. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson If you enter an incentivized contract, then it should be win-win-win for operator, service companies and drilling contractor. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson
In order for that [performance-based] project or contract to be delivered in the best way, then absolutely all conflicts of interest 
should be dropped, and data should be shared; from operator to service company to drilling contractor, in order to maximize the 
chance of the project being a success.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson
Now the lumpsum, may not appear as the most attractive compared to a day rate, if you put an aggressive schedule for the well on 
a piece of paper, but what you would get from a lumpsum is the honesty in that we have included absolutely everything and we are 
not trying to screw you in any way, and that is where I see the industry needs to change. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson So, if Schlumberger, Baker Hughes and Haliburton are doing ridiculously well on drilling performance and three days are saved, they 
have not been traditionally rewarded whereas the drilling contractor has. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson So, when those models are put together the seemingly noncontributory services such as vessels and helicopters have never been 
included in the reward schemes, but they are just as vital to keep that machine going. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Mike Simpson Yes, because there comes a time when performance becomes so high and bonuses are so high, then it’s actually cheaper to drill at a 
standard rate with a standard rig.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus [...] we also have good relationships with some of the big suppliers in the market on how we can collaborate in a new way, so that 
we potentially could offer a product to the market rather than just responding to requests. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus Aker BP has a rather unique mindset in the industry and basically wants to challenge status quo on all aspects.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus
Having so many discrete services that is very inefficient from a cost optimization point of view and financial perspective. We 
realized that and that is why we wanted to engage with those that have the right mindset in trying to address this and have a 
general interest in saying ‘there must be ways to do this differently so we can cut out some of that waste’. That opportunity came 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus It [Seapulse] is under a business model that is rather novel in the industry and certainly also new for us. So that project is about us 
having a role where drill 12 global exploration wells in 6 different jurisdictions. 
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3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus It is actually both. It is innovating together, and it is also that we to some extent do it on their behalf. We do it within the space 
where we are also represented. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus No, we have actually quite good experience in cutting our waste and delivering more efficient and cheaper wells also outside the 
alliance. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus That [challenging each other] comes from collaborating but also setting up things differently. That we have experienced with 
AkerBP, but also BP and Statoil and Equinor. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus Then we build a business model and a commercial model, where we are all truly incentivized and driven towards the same goals. 

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus
Though you can say that alliances as such is not a new thing, it happens in many ways. But I think there are some quite new 
elements in this where it is just not about working together on a project and that is it, but where this is more trying to be anchored 
as a way of operating, as a part of not only the operating model but also your culture, your mindset in the organization.

3,4 Collaboration Collaboration Examples Rico Bruus We have had quite a few customers coming to us saying ‘we would like to embark on this digital journey, would you like to do it 
with us, and to some extent, lead it for us?’ 

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk [Whether Maersk Drilling is innovative] No, not yet. It’s not in our culture or our DNA. Building that up will take years. What we 
have now is a couple of people focusing on driving innovation, but as I said it will not just be driven by us. 

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk I perceive it as being very ‘high up in the air’ and hard to grasp the implications of it. Innovation is not part of the strategy today, but 
it is part of the four goals or focus areas that we have for this year.

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk
It had two purposes; one was to train the team to do innovation in the new methodology that Marika [Head of Innovation] was 
implementing. The other purpose was of course to create purpose. The first research question we had was ‘how can we create more 
value in the offshore drilling industry?’

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk More initiatives then popped out, predictive maintenance and augmented reality. 

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk So far, innovation is quite new to Maersk Drilling. Innovation is focused on now is because since 2014 the focus has been on cost-
cutting through the downturns but now we have come so far that it’s not logical to keep doing cost-cuttings.

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk
So, it is not only about sharing data, it is also about sharing ways on doing predictive maintenance, so the learning in itself can be a 
big thing. But we of course need some data to build our business models so in the end we will have to cooperate with players within 
the industry to share date.

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk Technically there has been a lot of innovation developments.

4 Innovation Innovation Fredrik Tukk We have a process with a steering committee, so we prioritize them and put forward the 2-3 ideas for our steering committee who 
then gives a go ahead or not. 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen [...] At the end of the day this is about having a structure for ‘this is what we want to do’ and ‘why we are doing things’ and then it 
is about increasing the likelihood of success by testing as many ideas as possible, validating the ideas in the best possible ways 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen [...] it is really simple to qualify an idea but we will also kill about 70% of all the ideas in the first step and 30% will pass through to 
the next phase which is about further Ideating and validating the idea.

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen [...] the potential of the ideas would be extremely low from a commercial point of view so I think that our CEO, realizing that, meant 
that we had made a lot of progress but we need to attack this in a much more structured way

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen [...] we need to attack this in a much more structured way so that’s why, in September 2018, we set up this Innovation Portfolio and 
Innovation Funnel

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen [Head of Innovation] says that one of her main objectives is to make Innovation less cyclical so maybe we have higher bottoms or 
lower tops or something in between, that is one of the focus areas in innovation.

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen Actually, right now there’s a project running, it’s called project Darwin but is actually a value proposition project, finding out what 
should be the value proposition of Maersk Drilling going forward.

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen For me innovation is R&D and for Maersk Drilling Innovation is R&D

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen
In most cases, a 10-minute conversation about the new ideas coming in will make it better, then they will go back and about 50% of 
all ideas die during that first conversation. Then the last 50% will come back with an even better idea of the initial topic presented. 
We try to score our ideas; most are aligned with the strategy, but we will also work with some that are not. 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen Innovation will not happen in a corner; the new process will be to involving people. Now we are talking to our customers and other 
suppliers to define problems, but before we start ideation, we need to involve other people from our organization.

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen It [innovation funnel] is something fairly new I would say. Before the innovation department was formally announced, it was running 
in IT more with a digital innovation focus 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen My personal ambition is that our management set the strategic direction where my job is to mature and deliver as many projects as 
possible and as efficient as possible within the frame set.

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen So, in order for us to streamline our innovation efforts, we are in a process of gathering as much intelligence from external parties. 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen So, there are four steps in this funnel, each of them requiring more and more but the philosophy behind is that it is very easy and 
agile to get started and then things will be more robust from a financial point of view as we move along in this funnel. 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen Today they are only using it onshore and they have some of our big customers as their partners in this project and they basically 
asked if Maersk Drilling could be part of this partnership to develop the product even more.

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen
We are innovating within three dimensions. We are innovating on optimization our core operation i.e. everything related to the rig 
itself. This is about 80% of our innovation efforts. Then we want to do more in adjacent innovation i.e. stuff related to the core but 
not part of it, and lastly, we want to do things that can be transformational. 

4 Innovation Innovation Kenneth Christensen We are more focused on getting information. 

4 Innovation Innovation Rico Bruus I think Maersk Drilling has a rather different mindset compared to a lot of our competitors. 

4 Innovation Innovation Rico Bruus
We have also, as a part of establishing our innovation department, a huge part of the processes is actually getting out and e.g. 
prototyping, testing out and get some immediate feedback from our customer ‘if we had a product like this, would that be of any 
interest to you?’ A lot of dialogue through different channels in the company.

4 Innovation Innovation Rico Bruus What we do there is that we invite customers in for setting where we pitch something. It could be a business model, a technical 
tool, something that is new and not something that of the shelf.
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Appendix L: Survey Inputs 
Appendix L1: Survey Input – Tommy Sigmundstad 
Name: Tommy Sigmundstad__  ______       Company: Aker BP  

Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 
Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 

Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly Disagree Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly Agree 
make me feel at ease during our dealings.  

    
X 

try to establish rapport with me.  
  

X 
  

encourage two-way communication with me.  
    

X 
show genuine interest in engaging me.  

    
X 

do not try to take advantage of me.  
    

X 
do not pressure me in any way.  

    
X 

do not mislead me in any way.  
    

X 
do not try to manipulate me.  

    
X 

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
   

X 
 

are sensitive to my individual situation.  
    

X 
make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  

   
X 

 

seek to identify my personal expectations.  
    

X 
invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  

    
X 

encourage me to shape the service I receive.  
    

X 
provide me with control over my experiences.  

  
X 

  

let me interact with them in my preferred way.  
    

X 
work together seamlessly in serving to me.  

    
X 

act as one unit when dealing with me.  
    

X 
provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  

    
X 

ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  
  

X 
  

share useful information with me.  
   

X 
 

help me become more knowledgeable.  
   

X 
 

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
    

X 
offer expertise that I can learn from.  

    
X 
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Appendix L2: Survey Input – Rob Munger 

Name: Rob Munger            Company: BP   
Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 

Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 
Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly Disagree Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly Agree 

make me feel at ease during our dealings.  
    

X 
try to establish rapport with me.  

    
X 

encourage two-way communication with me.  
   

X 
 

show genuine interest in engaging me.  
   

X 
 

do not try to take advantage of me.  
   

X 
 

do not pressure me in any way.  
   

X 
 

do not mislead me in any way.  
   

X 
 

do not try to manipulate me.  
   

X 
 

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
    

X 
are sensitive to my individual situation.  

   
X 

 

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
    

X 
seek to identify my personal expectations.  

   
X 

 

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  
    

X 
encourage me to shape the service I receive.  

   
X 

 

provide me with control over my experiences.  
  

X 
  

let me interact with them in my preferred way.  
   

X 
 

work together seamlessly in serving to me.  
    

X 
act as one unit when dealing with me.  

  
X 

  

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
   

X 
 

ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  
   

X 
 

share useful information with me.  
    

X 
help me become more knowledgeable.  

    
X 

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
   

X 
 

offer expertise that I can learn from.  
    

X 
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Appendix L3: Survey Input – Rahman Khanani 

Name: Rahman Khanani          Company: PA Consulting 

Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 
Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 

Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly 
Agree 

make me feel at ease during our dealings.  
 

   X 
try to establish rapport with me.  

 
   X 

encourage two-way communication with me.  
 

   X 
show genuine interest in engaging me.  

 
   X 

do not try to take advantage of me.  
 

   X 
do not pressure me in any way.  

 
   X 

do not mislead me in any way.  
 

   X 
do not try to manipulate me.  

 
   X 

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
 

 X   
are sensitive to my individual situation.  

 
  X  

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
 

 X   
seek to identify my personal expectations.  

 
 X   

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  
 

   X 
encourage me to shape the service I receive.  

 
   X 

provide me with control over my experiences.  
 

  X  
let me interact with them in my preferred way.  

 
   X 

work together seamlessly in serving to me.  
 

 X   
act as one unit when dealing with me.  

 
X    

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
 

X    
ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  

 
X    

share useful information with me.  
 

  X  
help me become more knowledgeable.  

 
  X  

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
 

  X  
offer expertise that I can learn from.  

 
 X   
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Appendix L4: Survey Input – Mike Simpson 

Name: Mike Simpson          Company: Edison/Well Expertise 

Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 
Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 

Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly 
Agree 

make me feel at ease during our dealings.  
   

X 
 

try to establish rapport with me.  
    

X 
encourage two-way communication with me.  

    
X 

show genuine interest in engaging me.  
    

X 
do not try to take advantage of me.  

   
X 

 

do not pressure me in any way.  
   

X 
 

do not mislead me in any way.  
   

X 
 

do not try to manipulate me.  
   

X 
 

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
    

X 
are sensitive to my individual situation.  

    
X 

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
   

X 
 

seek to identify my personal expectations.  
  

X 
  

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  
  

X 
  

encourage me to shape the service I receive.  
  

X 
  

provide me with control over my experiences.  
  

X 
  

let me interact with them in my preferred way.  
    

X 
work together seamlessly in serving to me.  

   
X 

 

act as one unit when dealing with me.  
   

X 
 

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
   

X 
 

ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  
    

X 
share useful information with me.  

   
X 

 

help me become more knowledgeable.  
   

X 
 

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
   

X 
 

offer expertise that I can learn from.  
    

X 
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Appendix L5: Survey Input – George Stampley 

Name: George Stampley           Company: Shell  

Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 
Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 

Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly 
Agree 

make me feel at ease during our dealings.  
  

 X  
try to establish rapport with me.  

  
  X 

encourage two-way communication with me.  
  

 X  
show genuine interest in engaging me.  

  
 X  

do not try to take advantage of me.  
  

 X  
do not pressure me in any way.  

  
 X  

do not mislead me in any way.  
  

 X  
do not try to manipulate me.  

  
  X 

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
  

 X  
are sensitive to my individual situation.  

  
  X 

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
  

 X  
seek to identify my personal expectations.  

  
 X  

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  
  

  X 
encourage me to shape the service I receive.  

  
 X  

provide me with control over my experiences.  
  

  X 
let me interact with them in my preferred way.  

  
 X  

work together seamlessly in serving to me.  
  

 X  
act as one unit when dealing with me.  

  
  X 

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
  

 X  
ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  

  
 X  

share useful information with me.  
  

  X 
help me become more knowledgeable.  

  
 X  

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
  

  X 
offer expertise that I can learn from.  

  
 X  
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Appendix L6: Survey Input – Bjørn Thore Ribesen 

Name: Bjørn Thore Ribesen SVP Drilling &Wells        Company: Aker Energy 

Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 
Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 

Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly 
Agree 

make me feel at ease during our dealings.  
   

x 
 

try to establish rapport with me.  
   

x 
 

encourage two-way communication with me.  
   

x 
 

show genuine interest in engaging me.  
   

x 
 

do not try to take advantage of me.  
    

x 
do not pressure me in any way.  

   
x 

 

do not mislead me in any way.  
   

x 
 

do not try to manipulate me.  
   

x 
 

make an effort to understand my individual needs.  
  

x 
  

are sensitive to my individual situation.  
  

x 
  

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
  

x 
  

seek to identify my personal expectations.  
   

x 
 

invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  
   

x 
 

encourage me to shape the service I receive.  
   

x 
 

provide me with control over my experiences.  
    

x 
let me interact with them in my preferred way.  

  
x 

  

work together seamlessly in serving to me.  
   

x 
 

act as one unit when dealing with me.  
 

x 
   

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
  

x 
  

ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  
  

x 
  

share useful information with me.  
  

x 
  

help me become more knowledgeable.  
   

x 
 

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
   

x 
 

offer expertise that I can learn from.  
   

x 
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Appendix L7: Survey Input – Anonymous 

Name: _________________________        Company: _______________ 

I. Thank you for answering below questions and please be aware that you can choose to be anonymous. 
II. Please clearly indicate your answer below with an X. 

Maersk Drilling and its representatives …  Strongly Disagree Disagree No Opinion Agree Strongly Agree 
make me feel at ease during our dealings.  

   
x 

 

try to establish rapport with me.  
   

x 
 

encourage two-way communication with me.  
    

x 
show genuine interest in engaging me.  

    
x 

do not try to take advantage of me.  
    

x 
do not pressure me in any way.  

    
x 

do not mislead me in any way.  
   

x 
 

do not try to manipulate me.  
    

x 
make an effort to understand my individual needs.  

   
x 

 

are sensitive to my individual situation.  
   

x 
 

make an effort to find out what kind of offering is most helpful to me.  
  

x 
  

seek to identify my personal expectations.  
    

x 
invite me to provide ideas or suggestions.  

    
x 

encourage me to shape the service I receive.  
  

x 
  

provide me with control over my experiences.  
  

x 
  

let me interact with them in my preferred way.  
   

x 
 

work together seamlessly in serving to me.  
    

x 
act as one unit when dealing with me.  

   
x 

 

provide messages to me that are consistent with each other.  
   

x 
 

ensure they have smooth procedures for interacting with me.  
   

x 
 

share useful information with me.  
    

x 
help me become more knowledgeable.  

    
x 

provide me with the advice I need to use their offerings successfully.  
    

x 
offer expertise that I can learn from.  

    
x 

 


